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PART ONE. GENERAL

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. Background.

a. The revolution in highway transportation as evidenced by

sweeping changes in motor vehicles, roadway construction, and traffic

controls has provided immeasurable benefits to the individual and to those

organizations such as the Department of Defense where mobility and

mission are inseparable. However, this new flexibility of movement poses

many problems, most involving congestion, accidents, energy loss, and

environmental pollution. The need to minimize these problems was a

great stimulus to the development of the traffic engineering profession,

but demands for this expertise generated by tremendous growth in travel

have continually exceeded capability.

b. Military installations are unique in that their physical size

and operating budgets limit the magnitude and speed with which transporta-

tion problems can be treated. Trained personnel cannot be readily em-

ployed, and restricted funds and space frequently prevent the implementa-

tion of proper corrective action, particularly since general motor vehicle

operation is considered secondary to the mission. This pamphlet recog-

nizes current needs and is designed for technical and nontechnical persons

who have been taskecl to provide early remedy to the more basic traffic

oriented problems , or to provide assistance to others who are so assigned.

It is the first of a series of publications that is being prepared to aid instal-

lation personnel in handling problems or obtaining information relating to

the design, use, or maintenance of transportation facilities and systems.

2. Pur~ose.

a. This pamphlet is intended for use by personnel responsible

for vehicular traffic engineering analyses and control at Department of

Defense (DOD) installations. It is not intended to replace published manuals

and criteria or to be used as a substitute for formal training, but to pro-

vide supplemental assistance to those who have need for immediate guidance

on the basic considerations in analysis and remedy of traffic-related pro-

blems. It indicates what information is important, how it can be assembled,

what its significance is, and what are some of the more widely used

methods for alleviation of traffic problems.

1
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b. h accordance tith DOD Directive 5160.60 and ~ 55-80, the

Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) is the designated DOD

executive agent in public highway matters. The Military T raffic Manage -

ment Command Transportation Engineering Agency (.MThICTEA) an MTMC

field command, is delegated traffic engineering support responsibilities for

DOD. The information in the pamphlet will also assist local per sonnel in

the coordination and assembly of data for the more complex studies con-

ducted by MT MCTEA, and will enable them to deal directly with many of

the clay-to-day traffic problems.

c. Solutions resulting from use of this reference are not intended

to replace the more clirect and economical solutions of “spreading the

vehicular demand” to eliminate problems by staggering the duty hour s,’ use

of preferential parking to enhance group riding, and/or coordination of

land use to preclude uncle sirable vehicle concentrations.

3. -.

a. This pamphlet identifies the more common problems experi-

enced in connection with traffic operation on military installations , the

types of studies most frequently used in determining solutions to the prob-
lems, and those aspects of each study type that concern data collection,

analysis, and interpretation. It includes sufficient illustrations of formats,

diagrams, and calculations to insure a logical process in the conduct of the

studies and the presentation of related analyses and findings.

b. This manual is de signed for use by installation personnel in

the treatment of the day-to-day problems that cause traffic accidents and

congestion. The primary variances in study scope till be as dictated by

the size of tht: installation, the length ancl use of its roadways, the volume

of its activities, and the nature and magnitude of its transportation prob-
lems. More de finiti~’e investigative procedures, analyses, interpreta-

tions, criteria, and applications of remeclial measures may be obtained

from the publications in the selected bibliography and by contacting

MTMCTEA.

4. Application. This pamphlet is intended to assist local personnel

in the assembly of traffic data, in recognizing the type and magnitude of

traffic-related problems, in determining practical solutions, and in pro-

viding support to those engaged in the more complex traffic engineering

studies. A common sense approach, however, must be applied in the use

of this material. Onsite observation of traffic operations and review of

previously recorded accident data will usually indicate if the problem is

localized and relatively minor. In these cases, the guidance furnished

2
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herein should facilitate determination of a satisfactory conclusion. When

questions arise during initial observations or analyses, or when the pro-

blem evidences more than ~rdinary involvement, contact with MTMCTEA

should be made to determine appropriate action. hcorrect or unnecessary

data collection and analysis can result in considerable waste of effort.

5. Training. The activities on the installation that closely relate to

traffic engineering matte rs include those involved with facility engineering,

construction, security, safety, and law enforcement. Responsibilities

vary between installations, but, in any case, those persons who are

directly accountable for traffic enginee ring should be given opportunity to

develop proper expertise. This is best accomplished by attendance at one

or more of the many special tour ses available at colleges and universities

throughout the country. For example, Northwestern University, Georgia

Institute of Technology, and the University of Southern California offer 1-

to 4-week courses especially designed to educate technicians and engineers

in specific areas of traffic engineering, or to present a complete overview

of the more common traffic problems and the techniques employed in their

solution.

6. Changes and revisions. Recommended changes or comments

related to this pamphlet should be keyed to the specific page, paragraph,

and line of the text to which it applies, and sufficient detail provided to

assist in a thorough evaluation of each. Comments should be forwarded to

the Commander, Military Traffic Management Command Transportation
Engineering Agency, AT TN: MT T-TE, PO Box 6276, Newport News,

Virginia 23606-0276.

SECTION 11

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

7. General. This guide is intended for use as an aid in both the

selection and conduct of the type of study required to provide information

to solve a localized problem or to clarify for installation personnel the

type and degree of assistance required by professionals in the study of the

more complex situations. It is a primary need to limit study effort to the

minimum by selection of appropriate study type. In some cases this may

mean only a sampling of data whereas in others it may re suit in the conduct

of more than one study type. It is unlikely that an installation would have

a need to perform every study listed in this guide, particularly, since the

3
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more complex problems should be solved by professional traffic engineer -

ing personnel. As an example, the design of a modern traffic-signal sys-

tem requires professional expertise.

8. Study selection. The user of this pamphlet should first determine

the scope and magnitude of the problem ancl the apparent involvements.

The cross-reference guide pre sented in table 1 combines the more common

problems and symptoms under the heading of “Study Generator”. It is used

to determine which study (ies) will provide the information required to

permit analysis of the problem and determination of appropriate remedial

action. Review is made of the details provided in part two for the study

before actual study conduct is initiated.

9. Public roads. Installation officials are encouraged to cultivate

and maintain contact with representatives of the state and local highway

authoritiess. In addition, installation officials should be aware that they

may call upon the local Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) clivision

office for advice and/or assistance in regard to local public highway

matters, when necessary. Need for more formal action should be trans-

mitted to the Commander, MT MC, the (Designated agent of the Secretary of

Defense to support the Department of Defense Highways for National

Defense Program. (Ref: DOD Directive 5160.60, Highways for National

Defense, Appendix B. This hag been expanded in the joint regulation,

AR 55-80 /OPNAVINST 11210. l/AFR 75-88 /MCO 11210. 2A/DSAR 4500. 19,

Highways for National Defense, 2 August 1974 (Appendix B). In any access

road problem, these documents should be acqujred. )

10. Organization. The information in this pamphlet is arl angecl to

present traffic study techniques throughout part two. Specific types of

studies are discussed in separate sections. Appenclix A contains definitions

of technical terms used in this text. Appendix B provides a list of pertinent

publications applicable to this guide, with the names of institute s that have

an interest in traffic. Appendixes C and D provide sample forms for

inventorying traffic -control devices, and appendix E provicles guidance in

establishing priorities for alleviating traffic problems.

4
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TABLE 1
TRAFFIG-STUDY REFERENCE

Traffic Studies Required
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STUDY GENERATOR
*93

c; 8G Zu $; &Qm s< ba.s k!s ii
:;;

@do% *& $i !!1

Accidents P P P P P s

Bicycles P s

Building Program P P P

Bus Sertice P P t

Capacity, Traffic P P s

Car Pooling P s P

Classification, Street s P s

COnge stion P s s P s

@instruction Projects P P P

~ntrol, Trafiic P P s P

Cowts, COuters P s s

Delays, Traiiic s s P

Drive r Coniusion s P

Duty Hours P

Energy Conservation P P

Entrance Gates P P s s P

F1ow, Traiiic P

Generators, Traiiic P P P P s s

Highway Safetv Program Standard 13 P P P P

ktersection s P

Land Use

P

s P P P

Law Enforcement P s s P

Mode, Transportation P s s P

Manual on Uniform Trafilc Control
Devices ior Streets and Highways P P

Origin and Destination s P s

Parking C0nge9tion P s s s s P

Pavement Marking s P s

Pedestrians P P s

PersOmel s P

P1-tig, Master P P s P P

Population manges P s P P

Public Approach Roads (see text) P P s s s P

Regulations, DOD
P

Safety

P

P P s s P

Signals

P

s P s

Sign9 s P s

Speed, Spot Speed
P P

Through Traffic P P

Trtific ~ntrol
P s

Trasit Service P P

Travel Desires s s P

Travel Time s P s

Trucks P P s

Turning Move ments P s

Vehicle Occupancy
P s

Volume, Trafiic P s s s

Legend: P = Primary kportance.
S = Secondary hport~ce.
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SECTION 111

CONDUCTING A TRAFFIC STUDY

11. General. Traffic engineering studies are conducted to develop

factual information necessary to effect intelligent solutions to traffic

problems, to provide guidance for the planning of transportation systems

and facilities, and to assist authorities in developing the most desirable

land-use patterns. Accurate knowledge of travel desires, constraints,

and operational problems is a primary element in any decision involving

transportation. Information obtained by application of procedures con -

tained in this reference will assist personnel in correcting many of the

more frequently experienced traffic problems and will prove invaluable

when assisting MT MC TEA in the conduct of the more complex studies that

require professional expertise. (See AR 55-80 /OPNAVINST 11210. l/AFR

75-88 /MCO 11210. 2A/DSm 4500. 19. )

12. Use of traffic studies. Each section of part two relates to the

conduct of a particular type of study and provides detailed explanations of

basic purpose and application, Sufficient guidance and illustrations are

included to insure adequacy in the conduct of each type of study. Questions

concerning the conduct or application of any study contained he rein should

be directed to MTMCTEA.

13. Study requirements of Hi hwa Safet Pro ram Standard 13

(HSPS). Requirements set forth i: HS~S 13 ~ere e~tablished to insure

full and proper application of modern traffic engineering principles and

uniform standards to reduce the likelihood and severity of traffic accidents.

The Highway Safety Program Manual, Volume 13 (HSPM 13), Traffic

Engineering Services is a guide for implementation of HSPS 13 (section 14)

and requires certain studies as contained in this pamphlet, particularly

part two, section 2, “Street Classification Study”; section 6, “Traffic

Accident Study”; and section 7, “Traffic-Control-Devices hventory”.

14. Format. Each section of this pamphlet deals with an individual

type of study and is organized as follows:

a. Purpose of study.

b. Data needed.

c. Methods of data collection.

7
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d. halysis of raw data.

e. hterpretation of processed data.

f. Application of study re suits.

15. Planning a traffic study. Planning a traffic study is as important

as the study itself. Improper techniques, excessive data collection, or

even unnecessary study conduct can cause waste of manpower and/or make

it difficult to determine the correct solution to a problem. It is essential

that the engineer /technician has sufficient itiormation to conduct the

analysis, but frequently this can be obtained by no more than sample

observation or survey of traffic movements and desires. Compliance w;th

the following procedure will make it easier to conduct a study and will help

to preclude excessive use of personnel time:

a. Examine records and assemble available related data.

b. Determine how much additional data are required.

c. Select location(s) and time(s) for data collection.

d. Review study procedure

e. Establish personnel and

f. Prepare survey forms.

as in part two of this pamphlet.

equipment needs.

g. Arrange for and brief survey persomel on study procedures.

h. Collect field data.

i. Perform analyses and interpret data.

j. Determine alternate solutions.

k. Select solutions that best fit the dictates of effectivenesss,

economy, and ease of implementation.

8
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PART TWO. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING STUDIES

SECTION I

TRAFFIC-VOLUME STUDIES

Pam 55-8

16. Purpose. The purpose is to count the number of persons or

vehicles passing along a given facility. The amount of traffic in vehicles

per unit of time is called the traffic volume. A count may be classified by

the time of day, direction of travel, types of vehicles, and number of

vehicle occupants. The scope of a count may range from a comprehensive

survey of traffic flow on all major roadways of an installation to a count of

the number of cars passing through an intersection in a single hour.

Typical types of traffic-volume data and their usage are:

a. ADT. Average daily traffic (ADT) is an average of 24-hour

volwes over a stated period of time. Unless otherwise stated, the period

is for a year, or annual average daily traffic (MDT). These data are

used to estimate growth trends, to calculate accident rates, to decide con-

struction priorities, to plan roadway maintenance, and to de sign future

street networks.

b. Peak-hour volumes. Peak-hour vol~es are needed to deter-

mine when the peak traffic movements occur during the day and the number

and direction of these movements at a given point or area. These are used

to determine what additional traffic-control devices, such as traffic signals,

should be modified. These data are also used to determine the number of

lanes necessary to accommodate known or projected demands, to allocate

right -of -way to appropriate traffic flows, and to design and locate streets

and gates.

c. Vehicle classification. Vehicle classification is used to

identify a road in terms of the traffic it serves. The classes typically

include passenger cars, various types of trucks and buses, motorcycles,

and bicycles. Vehicle -classification data are used primarily in the design

of pavement thickness and in calculating highway capacities.

17. Information needed. The types of traffic-volume counts needed

will be determined by the ultimate usage of the data. Use of too much man-

power and time to collect too much data is as improper as not collecting

enough data. In any volume -counting program, you must determine: (1)

the locations where cowts will be taken; (2) the overall length of time the

data collection will last; (3) the intervals at which information will be

recorded (for example, every 15 finutes, hourly, or daily); and (4) what

9
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will be counted (for example, total vehicles, trucks, pedestrians, or a

combination of these and other categories).

18. Methods. The methods used will be determined by the purpose of

the traffic count.

a. Techniques. The two basic techniques for obtaining traffic -

volume data involve either the use of an automatic (mechanical) counter or

a manual count (hand tally).

(1) Automatic counters. These portable devices are

generally battery-powered, but some of the smaller units ope rate by windup

springs. They usually employ a pneumatic road tube to detect a passing

vehicle, and it provides an impulse to advance the counter mechanism.

Some counters employ a wire road loop or other electronic detector on or

imbedded in the pavement to indicate vehicle passage. Most counters using

a road tube are designed to register one vehicle for every two (axle)

impulses. h adjustment multiplier may be needed if traffic consists of

over 5 percent tractor-trailers or other multiple -axle vehicles. The road

tube may be installed across half the road to obtain a directional count, or

may be stretched across the entire road to indicate total volume. To

obtain accurate counts, the road tube must be carefully installed according

to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The more complex counters print the volume count on a

paper tape at 15-minute intervals, cumulatively up to 1 hour, when the

counter resets to zero. Thus, when a counter is left at one location for

24 hours or more, a record of hourly volumes is obtained; and 15 -minute

peaks can be obtained by subtracting the consecutive cumulative printouts.

The simpler counters contain only a cumulative counter dial, which must

be read on location at the intervals for which the counts are desired.

(2) Manual counts. These require field personnel to hand

tally each vehicle as it passes the checkpoint, They must have a pencil,

wristwatch, clipboard, and a stificient supply of appropriate field data

sheets unless use is made of push-button manual-counting registers. The

latter may be board mounted to simulate an intersection. Manual registers

greatly increase the total number of vehicles that one person can count in

a given period, since he only has to indicate the passing of a vehicle by

depressing a key and record the counts at the end of each count interval.

Stificient personnel must be available to obtain accurate

data. At very busy intersections, it may be neces sary to provide one man

for each approach. Less busy intersections can be counted by two men; or

10
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even one, if he has an intersection board of manual registers. men all-

day counts are undertaken, it will be necessary to provide extra men so

that the workers may have periodic breaks. It is suggested that several of

the more capable workers be appointed as overseers and made responsible

for the collection of field sheets at the day’s end. Different persons per-

forming manual counts till always obtain slightly different numbers. The

overseer should apply a data check system of the count with other inter-

sections along the same street, a comparison of manual counts with those

of automatic recorders, and a spot manual count of his own.

b. Length of count. Traffic counts are made over a time period

long enough to provide the data desired, For example, a peak-period count

si~ould include sufficient time to insure the peak hour is covered. Normally

it is desirable to include a minimum of 15 minutes at each side of the peak

hour. Traffic signals are timed using data collected during the morning-

peak, evening-peak, noon-peak, andlor off-peak periods. To satisfy the

warrants for a traffic signal, data should be collected during the 10 busiest

hours of the day. Twenty-four -hour counts may be used as estimates of

the average daily traffic. Automatic counters can be left in place for ex-

tended periods or even be permanently installed to determine daily, weekly,

or seasonal variation in traffic volumes. Intersectional traffic volumes

are usually recorded in terms of 15-minute intervals to permit identifica-

tion of peaking within the hour.

%ort counts can be obtained of less than the total periods

under study to permit coverage of a number of locations when total time

available for counting is limited. h these, to estimate peak-hour volumes,

the observer would count 6 minutes at each location, preferably for at

least three times during the hour. The three short counts at each location
are averaged, and an estimate of the hourly volume is obtained by multiply-

ing this average by 10.

c. Types of studies. The major types of volume studies per-

formed at military installations are the turning-movement count, traffic -

volume count, vehicle-classification count, and special counts.

(1) Turninr -movement count. This type of manual count

should be performed at every major intersection in the overall study area.

The counts are made during morning- and evening-peak periods, and if

possible, during noon-peak and several off-peak periods. Personnel are

assigned to specific corners of the intersection being counted and are

instructed to place a tally mark for each passing veficle according to its

movement, either left, straight, or right. A sample field-data sheet is
shown in figure 1. Four of these forms would be used at a four-way

11
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.

intersection, but some individuals may be counting on more than one form.

Space is available for writing times down the left side of the sheet. The

counting period shodd be divided in 15 -minute subperiods. An alternate

field-data sheet such as figure 2 may be used when two or more low-volume

approaches are counted by one person.

(2) Traffic -volume count. This type is usually performed at

midblock locations along a street. The count may be done manually on a

simple tally sheet or may be performed using automatic traffic counters.

The count may include one or two directions of traffic. The total duration

of the count is often 24 hours, which includes the morning- and evening-

peak hours. An automatic traffic counter can be installed at the same loca-

tion for 1 week or more. This provides a profile of day-to-day variations

during the week, which may then be averaged to calculate the average daily

traffic. men counts have been averaged over a period of 1 year, the

result is termed the annual average daily traffic. A major artery having

traffic that is typical of the entire installation may be selected as the loca-

tion for a long-term master counter. By means of calculated adjustment

factors, readings from the master counter are used to adjust those of local

counters. The locations for local counters should be selected to permit

traffic-flow analysis of the entire arterial street network and to include

problem areas on collector and local streets.

(3) Vehicle -classification counts. These manual counts may

be performed during any period of interest but should attempt to sample

typical traffic conditions with representative percentages of trucks. By

drawing more lines on the suggested field counting sheet, a classification

count may be performed as an integral part of other traffic-volume counts

(fig 3). Vehicles are usually grouped according to size and number of

axles as follows:

Group 1 --Passenger cars and panel and pickup trucks.

Group 2 --Two-axle trucks and buses.

Group 3 -- Three-, four-, and five -axle trucks.

Record should also be made of any tracked vehicles or

forklifts that pass the checkpoint.

(4) Peale strian cowts. These are performed whenever there

is a question about pedestrian flow. Problems could arise where there is

a conflict between pedestrian and vehicle traffic, such as at a midblock

school crossing or at a circulation road within a large parking lot. Pedes-

trian counts are also used to provide design data for pedestrian facilities

and traffic-control devices. For example, the required width of sidewalk

13
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Figure 2. T~ical abbreviated-turning -movement-count

field sheet.
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.

Figure 3. Typical turning -movement-vehicle -

classification-count field sheet.
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pavcmt:nt is determined by pedestrian

pe(l,:strian overpass are determined by

flow rates, and the warrants for a

potential pedestrian/vehicle conflicts.

(5) Special comts. There are many possibilities for counts

of a special nature; for example, counts of \-ehicles parking, u-turning,

weaving, or turning right on reel signal (when permitted). Other special

counts are covered in part two, sections IV and XI of this pamphlet.

19. Analysis. This will consist of initial refining of raw data, sum-

marizing counts, cross-checking volumes, and multiplying by adjustment

factors as presented in the following paragraphs.

a. Data reduction.

(1) The first step is to convert the raw data to a more con-

venient form. The turning movements for an entire intersection are sum-

marized on a suggested data sheet such as the one shown in figure 4. The

movements for the various time periods are then studied to find the highest

hour (four consecutive 15 -minute periods) and the highest 15 -minute volume

within that hour for each approach. The movements may be added and

sumnlarized on a form similar to the one shown in figure 5. This figure

can also show pedestrian, bicycle, or other classification data relevant to

solution of any problem.

(2) Traffic-volume counts are transferred from either the

automatic counter printed paper tape or from the rough field -ciata sheets

to a summary form such as shown in figure 6. Counts taken along the
same street should be compared to determine a logical flow of +raffic. For

example, if 500 more vehicles were counted at one intersection than at

another a block away, there should be an intermediate driveway that caused

the variance . If that is not the case, suspect either a counter malfunction

or the credibility of the manual count. A recount should be made unless

corroborative data can be found.

b. Adjustment factors. The purpose of an adjustment factor is

to modify a volume count to reflect average daily traffic movement for the

site in question. Traffic volumes usually exhibit a predictable day-to-day

variation. Traffic volumes on Sunday, Monday, Friday, and Saturday

normally are unique and should be adjustecl to agree with the more stable

midweek day counts. men a master counter has been left in one location
for an entire week, the results can be used to adjust a local counter accord-

ing to the particular weekday it was in place. First, determine the average

daily traffic for the master; then the day factor; and finally, the ~’1’ for the

local counter.
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Figure 5. Typical turning -movement

diagram.

ADT master =
Sum of daily 24-hour master counts (for 1 -week period)

7

Day factor =
ADT master

24-hour master count for that day

Adjusted ADT local count = day factor x 24-hour local count

It should be noted that weekly, monthly, seasonal, or employ-

ment level adjustment factors can also be computed.

20. kterpretation.

a. Convenient graphic displays of the results should be prepared

to assist interpretation. One such display is shown in the traffic -volume

flow map (fig 7) where the band width for each street is proportional to the

traffic volume. It is thus easy to determine which are the more important

travel routes. A flow map may be prepared showing 24-hour or peak-hour

volumes. A simpler method of preparing a flow map is to clraw a composite

18
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14ECHANICAL RECORDINGS SUMWRY SHEET
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Figure 6. Typical mechanical recordings summary sheet.
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turning-movement diagram (fig 8). This form lacks the visual emphasis

of the flow map but provides the convenience of showing the turning move -

ments at every intersection.

b. It is also helpful to plot the hourly traffic variations on major

streets of the installation (fig 9). Usually peak hours carry about 10 to 15

percent of the day’s total traffic. When a higher percentage is observed,

it may be an indication that staggered duty hours are needed to help spread

the traffic load (part two, sec V).

c. Every road facility has a theoretical capacity for traffic that

is seldom exceeded (part two, sec III). When traffic volumes approach the

theoretical roadway capacity, travel times increase, and delays and/or

congestion occur. It is thus useful to compute the ratio of volume /capacity

(v/c). The closer the V/C ratio is to 1.0, the more burdened is the road-

way and the greater the probability of congestion, delay, and accidents.

21. Application. Volumes are basic traffic data and are used in con-

junction with other types of data to support all traffic-improvement deci-

sions. The following are typical uses for traffic volmes:

a. To justify installation (or removal) of a traffic signal by com-
parison with the volume warrants stated in the Manual on Uniform Traffic

Control Devices for Streets and Highways (MUTCD); also, to time the

traffic-signal cycle correctly and to determine the type of signal equipment

required.

b. To indicate the need for traffic-control signs according to the

requirements stated in the MUTCD.

c. To evaluate accident data and study the relationship of turning

movements to accidents and congestion.

d. To compare day and night traffic volumes with their associated

accident rates to determine the need for street lighting.

e. To help in the development of a street-classification system

such as primary, secondary, and tertiary streets.

f. To evaluate the need for greater street width to handle high

traffic volumes.

g. To facilitate assignment of traffic-control police for inter-

section duty during certain time periods.
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Figure 9. Typical hourly-traffic-variation chart.

h. To indicate long-term grotih trends for vehicle usage and for

traffic volumes in general.

i. To help establish construction and maintenance priorities.

j. To help establish the road pavement markings, and to deter-

mine the required frequency for repainting traffic -worn lines.

k. To help with the analysis of parking demands and to assess

the impact of new traffic generators on the surrounding streets.

1. To determine the ideal locations for commercial facilities

whose busine ss is influenced by passing traffic (service stations, banks,

or retail stores).
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SECTION II

STREET -CLASSIFICATION STUDY

22. Purpose. The purpose is to classify installation roads according

to their functional importance. The importance of a road is determined by

the service it supplies to adjacent land areas and by the traffic that uses

it. The system of classification to be described is specified by Department

of Army Technical Manuals (TM) 5 -822-2 and 5 -822-5 (app B).

23. Information needed. A street inventory, maps, an adjacent land-

usage survey, a compilation of street-traffic volumes, and a traffic-

classification breakdom are required.

a. *. Obtain the following Master Plan maps from the

installation facilities engineering office: (1) Basic Information, General

Site; (2) Basic kformation, Reservation; (3) Basic Information, General

Road and Railroad; and (4) Plans for Future Development, Gene ral Site

Plah.

b. hnd Use. Prepare a land-use map from either the reserva-

tion map or from personal observation. Indicate, by color coding, areas

used for family housing, commercial services, troop training, and the

like. Shade in major traffic generators such as hospitals, office buildings,

and shopping areas.

c. Traffic Volumes. Prepare a map showing the traffic volumes

on every primary and most secondary streets of the installation (see part

two, sec I). It also will be necessary to indicate the traffic classification

by vehicle type on the arterial streets.

24. Method. Several steps are involved in the process of determining

the street classification: (1) by importance, (2) by traffic volumes, and

(3) by traffic-composition category.

a. By importance. Each street shodd be classified by its

importance to the overall installation street plan: P--primary street (lst),

S--secondary street (2d), T--tertiary street (3d).

A measure of importance is indicated by the service that a

street supplies to adjacent land uses:
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(1) Primary. These are main arteries and provide access

to, through, and between the various sections of the installation.

(2) Secondary. These streets collect traffic from local

activity areas and provide access between and within the various sections

of the installation.

(3) Tertiary. These are local streets and connect more im-

portant streets with individual buildings and other land uses.

b. By traffic volumes. Each street should also be classified

according to the traffic volume that it typically serves. A letter grade

from A to F is determined by comparing the measured traffic volume with

ta~le 2 of TM 5-822-2 (app B). To use that table, select the lowest letter-

grade road class that has capacity enough to handle both the de sign hourly

volume (DHV) and the average daily traffic (ADT). The design hourly

volume will usually correspond to the evening -peak-hour traffic. Pre-

sented in table 2 is information extracted from TM 5-822-2, table 2, for

the special case of category I, flat terrain, and built-up area.

TABLE 2
TRAFFIC CAPACI~ FOR VARIOUS CUSSES OF INSTALLATION ROADS~/

Traffic Capacity of the Roa&/
Average Daily Design Hourly
Traffic (ADT) volume (DHv)

Road Class (Veh per Day) (Veh per Hour)

(four-lane) lo,oo@’ l,20&/
(two-lane) 8,400-10,00@/ l,ooo-l,20@/
(two-lane) 6,300- 8,40@/ 750-l,oo@/
(two-lane) 2,100- 6,30@/ 250- 75d/
(two-lane) 210- 2,10@/ 25oQf

(two-lane) Under 210~/ ~~~er 25~i

/Assumed conditions: Category I, flat terrain, and built–up area.

lAt intersections, the capacity shown is in terms of flow during the tim~
percentage of green signal indication.

/vehicles per lane in heavier direction of flow.

/Total vehicles for all lanes, in both directions.

c. By traffic composition. A category should be determined for
each street according to the types of traffic ser’~ed. Vehicle classification
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counts are performed on all major streets, and the vehicles are grouped

according to size and number of axles (see para 18:(3)).

Having determined the percentage composition of traffic, each

road is assigned a category. The category information in table 3 is ex-

tracted from TM 5-822-5.

TABLE 3
INSTALLATION ROW CATEGORY FOR VARIOUS CO~OSITIONS OF TRAFFIC

Road Traffic By Groups
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Road Category (Pet) (Pet) (Pet)

I 99 1 0,
II 90 10 0

111 85 14 1
IV 75 15 10

V, VI, VII Contains tracked vehicles and forklifts

25. halysis. This will consist of preparing an updated street map

similar to the general road and railroad map. The map should clearly

present the street classification by importance, the measured traffic

volumes, and the road category. A table of streets may be prepared

instead of a map.

26. Interpretation. This will consist of a comparison of the updated

street classifications with those currently existing. There arc two aspects

to the comparison: (1) adequacY of traffic capacity, and (2) adequacY of

pa~”ement design.

a. Traffic capacity. kadequate roadway capacity is indicated

when it would be necessary to change the road class to handle the existing

traffic volumes. For example, if it were necessary to change from Road

Class B to Class A, widening to four lanes would be indicat?d. Traffic

capacity should be com?ared on both open-road portions and at controlled

intersections. When inadequate roadway capacity has been determined,

the situation should be further investigated using the more detailed tech-

niques listed in part two, section III.

b. Pavement design. The ability of roadway pavement to carrY

heavy vehicles depends, in general, upon the pavement thicknes s, strength

of the pat’ing materials, and the pavement foundation. A pavement cle sign

in(lex is used to indicate the required strength of road surface. The design
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index is a number from 1 to 6, with the higher design index indicating a

stronger pavement. It is a function of both street classification and traffic

composition. The de sign index should be determined from the information

in table 4, which has been extracted from TM 5-822-5 (app B).

TABLE 4
REQUIRED DESIGN INDEX*

I
Traffic Composition

Road Class Category I Category II Category III Category IV

A 3 4 5 6
B 3 4 5 6
c 3 4 4 6
D 2 3 4 5
E 1 2 3 4
F 1 1 2 3

*Refer to TM 5-822-5 for road classification.

27. Application.

a. Practical application of street-classification results can be

made to the street system by determining where operational improvements

are required. The results may also be used to provide pavement design

criteria to help establish a road-maintenance program and to determine

priorities for construction funding.

b. bother application is the classification of streets according

to traffic conditions that will exist in some future design year. For

example, if traffic volumes and compositions have been projected for a

design year of 1990, it is possible to determine the reqtired future street

classifications and the required pavement design standards. A table of

future street design parameters should be prepared using table 5 as a guide.

SECTION III

HIGHWAY - CAPACITY STUDY

28. Purpose.

a. The comparison of counted traffic volumes with calculated

highway capacity is an important input to the study of needed improvement
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TABLE5
WTDRE STREET DESIGN PAWWTERW/ ———

Roadway

New Braunfels Ave
Stanley Rd
Wilson St
Artillery Post Rd
Hacney Rd

I

1982 Projections on Proposed Thoroughfare Plan Resultant Design I

24-Hour Traffic Design Hourly

‘: Y

P ters

Vol~e (MT) Volume (DHV) Traffic Importance to Class of Pavement

(All Lanes)&/ (All Lanes)b/ Composition Viability of Street Design

Low High Low High Category _Thoroughfare Plan _N_e_qdgd Index

12,500-21,000 1,350-1,740 II Primary A 4

3,000-13,000 250-1,615 111 Prhary A 5

7,500-15,000 350-1,580 111 Primary A 5
2,200- 7,500 30- 645 11 Secondary c 4

1,000- 3,000 250- 420 I lertiary D 2

a/volmes ~hom ~re the f“t”re year, as assigned tO thoroughfare P1an.—

~/Low and high volumes ~cc”r ~“ different ~e~tiOns Of the s~e street and thus show the range Of

traffic volumes expected.

projects. Highway capacity, very broadly, is a measure of the effective-

1/ Study of highway capacity isness of various roadways to serve traffic. —

needed for:

(1) Identification of points of congestion and their relative

severity.

(2) Determination of the need for and effectiveness of specific

improvements to increase capacity.

(3) Establishment of priorities for street improvements

based upon capacity considerations.

(4) Derivation of trite ria for the planning and de sign of new

streets and the modification of existing streets to meet future ~leeds.

b. The subject of highway capacity is complex and has been the

s~lbject of continuing study and re search by traffic engineers for many
years. The authoritative reference source is the Highway Capacity Manual

(app B). This section is based upon material from that manual, that has

been recluced for general use in the more common types of traffic studies

at military installations. As simplified as this section may be in com-

parison to the Highway Capacity Manual contents, this type of study is

relatively complex and should be performed only when substantial need is

evident.

~’The terms highway, street, and roadway have the same meaniny as used

in this section.
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29. hformation needed. The basic concepts and information in~ol~ed

in the computation of highway capacity are discussed below:

a. Types of flow. Traffic flow may be divided into two general

groupings:

(1) Uninterrupted. A condition in which a \ehicle traversing

a section of road is not required to stop by any cause external to the traffic

stream. This typt> of flow might be found on freeway or e~ressway facili-

ties, on roads through essentially rural areas, or on roads to ranges and

maneuver areas.

(2) Interrupted. A condition in which a vehicle traversing a

section of roadway is required to stop by a cause outside the traffic stream

such as signs and signals or pedestrians. This condition usually occurs at

or near intersections. Although midblock interruptions and interferences

may become so significant that they control traffic flow and capacity, inter-

sections are the usual cause of interruption on most roadways.

b. Factors affecting capacity. The factors that affect capacity

the most are:

(1) Physical features of the roadway.

(a) hne tidth and total approach width.

(b) hteral (side) clearance and width of shoulder.

(c) Auiliary lanes used for parking, speed change,

turning, bus stops, and storage.

(d) Surface conditions.

(e) Alignment.

(f) Grades.

(2) Traffic conditions.

(a) Percentage of trucks and buses in the traffic stream.

(b) Turning movements, particularly left turn,
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(c) Variations in traffic flow during peak hours.

(d) Control measures such as one-way operation, park-

ing restrictions, and turning-movement controls.

(e) Traffic interruptions, such as:

1. Traffic signals, military-police control, and

STOP and YIE I-D signs:

2. Volume of cross traffic at intersections.—

3. Entrance /exit gates.

(f) Weaving and merging of traffic flows.

(3) Environmental conditions.

(a) Metropolitan area population.

(b) ~aracteristics of the study location such as near

central business district or in fringe, residential, suburban, or rural

areas.

(c) Load factor, which is the ratio of the number of

green intervals that are fully utilized bv traffic during the peak hour to the

total of

30.

gene ral

green intervals for that approach during the same period.

Methods. Study guidelines have been separated into the two

areas of concern: roadway capacity and intersectional capacity.

a. Roadway capacity. The Highway Capacity Manual contains

material to be used for determining the effect (indiviclually or collectively)

of the above-mentioned factors on the capacity of a given roadway. The

information in this section has been simplified, and many factors have been

reduced to typical conditions that generally prevail on a military installa-

tion. Thus , this material presents a relatively simple method for deter -

mining highway capacity, which is of sufficient accuracy for use in traffic

studies that require this t~e of analysis.

(1) Capacity computation. The Hiphway Capacity iManual

giv(, s vaIues shown in table 6 for ideal conditions of uninterrupted flow. h

actual practice these values represent ideal conditions of 12- foot -wi(le

lanes with no lateral restrictions and on level terrain. They must be
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adjusted dowmward to take into account actual roadway and traffic factors.

.

Specific adjustment factors are listed in the Highway Capacity Manual.

After applying factors to reflect actual roadway conditions, such a~arrov;

lane width, lateral restrictions, and high turning volumes, the actual

capacity will be approximately 70 to 80 percent of the ideal capacity; that

is, the icleal values as shown in table 6 should be reduced by 20 to 30 per-

cent to give reasonably accurate capacities for uninterrupte(l !101vs.

TABLE 6
ROADWAY CAPACITY UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS

k ‘-------- ------------~1

—.——.—_

Capacity
(Passenger Vehicles/Hour)

Two-lane, two-way traffic 2,000 total, both directions
Three-lane, two-way traffic 4,000 total, both directions
Multilane (four or more) 2,000 per lane, one direction

(2) Level of service. There are many factors and con] bina -

tions of conditions that may occur on a given roadway. Level of service is

a descriptive measure of the effect that these factor s and conditions have

on the flow of traffic. The different levels of service reflect the relative

differences in traffic interruptions, speed and travel time, fre~>(lo~ll to

maneuver, safety, driving comfort and convenience, an(l op(. rating costs

that may occur on a given highway under given conditions. As sh(~~~rn in

table 7, six levels of service have been defined and designated by letters A

(free flow) through F (forcecl flow and very unstable),

TABLE 7
LEVELS OF SERVICE AS DEFINED BY HIGHWAY CAPACITY MANUAL

~“
——

Level of Service Description ———

A Free flow. Low volumes and high speeds,
no delays.

B Stable flow. Speeds restricted by travel
conditions, minor delay.

c Stable flow. Speeds and maneuverability
closely controlled by higher volumes.

D Unstable flow. Speeds considerably
affected by c!lange in operating
conditions.

E Unstable flow. Low speeds, volume at or
near capacity.

F Forced flow. Very low speeds, volumes
are below capacity, long delays.
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A highway will provide different levels of service at

diffe rent times depending upon the volume and composition of traffic and

speeds attainecl. The higher the traffic volume, the lower the level of

service. The worst condition or service level represents stagnant or con-

gcsterl traffic. At this time, the volumes carried are unpredictable or

practically nil, since speecls are minimal,

b. btcrsection capacity.

(1) General. One of the most important elements limiting

and often interrupting the flow of highway traffic is the at -grade intersec -

tion. To a large extent, intersections control the capacity of the installa-

tion arterial streets. They also seriously affect the ability of installation

access roacls to perform at maximum efficiency.

The capacity of an intersection approach street is the

number of vehicles per hour that it can handle under existing physical

design con~!itions, traffic characteristics, controls, and assumed level of

service. In this section, specific procedures are outlined for computing

capacity under a range of intersection conditions. lVhere field observations

have been made of a fully loaded intersection ancl the resulting figure is in

disagreement with this guicle , the observeci value should be used as the

capacity of that particular location.

(2) Peak-hour factor. The peak-hour factor (PHF) repre -

sents the p~:aking of traffic volumes during the hour of peak traffic. In

order to calculate the peak-hour factor, it is necessary to compare the

highest 15-minute count with the total volume for the hour by using the

formula below.

Total peak-hour volume
l~~F =

4 x Highest 15 -minute count

For example, if the peak-hour volume was 900 vehicles

per hour ancl the highest 15-minute count within that hour was 300, the

PHF is equal to O. 75. The lower the PHF, the more severe is the peaking

within the hour. A PHF of 1.00 represents an even flow of traffic through-

out the peak hour.

(3) Fundamental capacity charts. Figures 10 and 11 are used

to determine the approach capacity of each leg of an intersection per hour

of green time, given the width of the approach street. One hour of green

tinle WOUIC1 be a~.ailable if traffic signals for that approach were always

grcell. The approach width is the total width of the approach pavement
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(one direction of movement only) including any parking ..]~es but excluding
lanes reserved exclusively for turns. In ad(lition to approach width, other

elements such as the presence or absence of parking and on,’ -way or two-

way operations must be known. For all other factors conditions considered

typical or aierage for military installations have been assumed such as

percent of turns, trucks, and buses. Effects of significantly more or less

turns and commercial traffic can be computed.

z
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APPROACH WIDTH OF TWO-WAY STREET,

CURB TO CENTER LINE {FEET)

Figure 10. Urban intersection aD~roach service

volumes in vehicles per hour of green

for two-way streets.

(4) Green-time -to-cycle -length (G/C) ratio.

(a) Since the volume read from the chart is in terms of

per-hour-of-green, a further computation must be made to adjust for the

actual amount of green, or “go”, time available for the approach street

during each hour of traffic-signal operation. H the intersection is signal -

ized with pretimed signals (signals that alternate &reen, yellow, and reel

indications in accordance with a fixed pattern), the actual vehicle-per-

hour capacity is computed as follows: First, divide the number of seconds

of green indication, G, by the total number of seconds in a signal cycle, C;

then, multiply the per-hour-of-green capacity by this ~1/C ratio. For

example , if a given intersection approach has 30 seconds of green out of a
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Figure 11. Urban intersection approach service

volumes in vehicles ~er hour of preen

for one-wav streets.

total traffic signal cycle of 60 seconds and a capacity of 1, 500 vehicles per

hour of green (taken from chart, figures 10 or 11), the calculation would

be 30/60 x 1, 500 = 750 vehicles per hour. This amount is called the ser-

vice volume. In the case of traffic -actuated signals or military-police

control, the G/C ratio must be obtained by field studies to determine

average ratios during peak conditions.

(b) Where traffic signals do not exist but will be installed

in the future, capacity may be estimated by assuming signalized intersec-

tion parameters. First, assume a cycle length; then, assume that the

green, or go, time on each street is directly in proportion to the relative

traffic volumes on the intersecting streets and inversely proportional to the

respective street widths. The formula stating this procedure is:

Relative time, Street A = Volume, Street A ~ Width, Street B

Relative time, Street B Volume, Street B Width, Street A
or

TVW
AAB—=—

TV
BB

‘v
A
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Then the G/C ratio for Street A approach is:
‘A =

‘A

‘A t ‘B

55-8

3]. Analysis. Examples of analysis are found in the following sampl~

problems:

a.

parking, and

Signalized intersection.

(1) Given: An intersection with dimensions, flow directions,

traffic signals, as shown:

J I
B

—1

L PARKING

—

64’

=

32’

PARKING

A

Signal Timing

Green time - Street A = 32 sec

Street B = 22 sec

Yellow time (2 at 3 see) = 6 sec

Total cycle = 60 sec

(2) Problem: Find the capacities of Streets A and B.
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(3) Solution: Figure 10 is the applicable chart for two-way

streets, and figure 11 for one -way streets.

For Street A, enter the lower scale of figure 10 at an

approach width of 32 feet, and project upward to the line designated Park-

ing Two Sides. Using this intercept as a turning point, project horizon-

tally to the left -side -volume scale. Read volume of 1, 500 vehicles per

hour of green.

Signal ratio =
Green time _ 32 Sec _ 0.53—— -
Total cycle 60 Sec

Street A capacity (one approach) (actual vehicles pe,r

hour) = 1,500 x 0.53 = 795

For Street B, using figure 11, enter lower scale at 40-

foot width, project upward to Parking-One-Side line; then, similarly, read

left-side -volume scale, 2, 800 vehicles per hour of green.

Signal ratio = - =
60”Sec

Street B capacity (one

hour) =2,800x0.37

b. No intersection control.

(1) Given:

traffic signals.

Traffic

0.37

approach) (actual vehicles per
- 1,036—

Same conditions as

volues - Street A

Street B

in a(1) above, except no

- 20, 000 vehicles per day

- 10, 000 vehicles per day

(2) Problem: Find the capacities of Streets A and B.

(3) Solution: h the same manner as described in 3a(3) above,

the per hour of green volumes are found to be:

Street A approach - 1, 500

Street B approach - 2, 800

The relationships between ADT and street widths yield

the T
A

and T values as follows:
B
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TA=VAXW
B

= 20,000 x40 = 800,000

TB=VBXW
A

= 10,000 X 64 = 640,000

T
Street A green time ratio = A =

‘A t ‘B

800, 000 = 0.56
800, 000 t 640,000

Street Bgreen time ratio = ‘B = 0.44
TA t TB

Optimums:

32. Application.

studies are pre sented

Street A capacity (actual vehicles per hour) = 1, 500

X O. 56 = 840

Street B capacity (actual vehicles per hour) = 2, 800

xO. 44= 1,232

Several important practical applications of capacity

below:

a. kcreased capacity. Methods of increasing capacity may be
te steal analfiically. The methods include:

(1) Elimination of on-street parking.

(2) Prohibition of turning movements or the provision of

special turning lanes and signal phases.

(3) Street widening, particularly at intersection approaches.

(4) Relocation of bus stops.

(5) Relocation of objects near the pavement edge.

(6) Changing from two -way to one -way-traffic movement.

(7) Use of reversible lanes.
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(8) hprovements in traffic-signal timing and

regarding the potential benefits in revising signal phasing.

The determination of the a~nount of additional capacity to be

each of the above improvements is indicated in the Highway

analysis

obtained from

Capacity

Manual.

b. Future traffic. The traffic capacity of an existing highway

may be compared with the traffic volumes projected for some future date.

The comparison will provide the highway designer with information neces-

sary to determine what improvements will be necessary. Capacity analysis

of projected traffic volumes may also be used to determine the design

standards for new highway construction.

c. Project comparison. Traffic improvement projects may be

ranked according to the potential increase in capacity per dollar expended

(app E).

SECTION IV

VEHICLE-OCCUPANCY STUDY

33. Purpose.

a. This study measures the amount of group riding by counting

the number of occupants in each motor vehicle. Vehicle-occupancy (VO)

studies have several useful purposes. These purposes can be classified

into two general groups: first, those that have policy implications as found

in AR 210-4, “Car Pooling and Parking Controls “; and second, those that

are technical in nature. Policy implications will be discussed here, and

the technical aspects will be discussed in paragraph 38 of this section.

b. The nation’ s increased ownership and usage of the automobile

generates undesirable levels of traffic congestion, air pollution, and energy

consumption. As a result, it is Federal policy to encourage the use of

car pools an(l mass transportation. Note that M 210-4 requires installa-

tion commanders to insure “to the extent practical, that regular arrival

and departure times are maintained for all employees and adjustments in

scheduled duty hours are permitted for individual employees to facilitate

car pooling. “ Paragraph 7-2 of joint service regulation AR 55-80, E.igh -

Wrays for National Defense, datecl Z August 1974, states “Requests for
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traffic engineering studies concerned with minor day-to-day pro”~lems

created by peak-hour congestion or other short duration impacts should be

made only after installation personnel have staggered duty hours or con-

ducted programs to increase car pooling. “ Basically, it is MT.MC policy

that car and bus pooling will be actively promoted at all military installa-

tions to the extent that the net transportation effect is reduction in traffic

congestion, air pollution, and energy consumption. A record of average

vehicle occupancy over a period of time may, therefore, be used as a

measure of compliance with national and DOD policy before MTMC com-

mits resources for transportation engineering studies at military installa-

tions.

34. ~ormation needed. This will consist of the number of persons

occupfing each vehicle that passes the checkpoint. Date, time, direction

of traffic flow, and location of the study should also be recorded. count s

may be categorized by vehicle type: for example, passenger vehicles,

buses, and trucks.

35. Method. A manual count is made of the number of persons

(including the driver) riding in each vehicle. A tally mark is then recorded

in the proper column of a data sheet such as figure 12. Other aspects of

study are described below:

a. men. Usually data will be collected during the morning-peak

period when most employees are arriving for duty. Other time periods

could also be surveyed (such as evening, noon, or off peak), if some

special problem were involved. Different time periods often exhibit a dif-

ferent average vehicle occupancy because of different trip purposes. How-

ever, it is the peak-period movements that generate the greatest concerns

and are usually the only times these studies are made. Data are usually

collected by 5-minute intervals. Typical workdays should be selected for

the study. Care should be taken to avoid taking counts on or proximate to

holidays.

~ere’.b. Counts are normally made at every major entrance

to the installation but may also be performed at special subareas such as

the entrance to the commissary or to the theater. For the purpose of con-

structing an origin-destination trip table, a vehicle -occupancy study could

be performed on major interior arteries during off-peak travel periods.

c. mat.

(1) Usually,

including those in sedans,

all occupants of passenger vehicles are counted

pickup trucks, station wagons, vans, ancl
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VEHICLE OCCUPNCY FIELD SHEET

fip~

M-.Utlill
a---”-”

I_ /
‘“--- ‘--- ‘--” i---w_:. ~ul. .- _@_\--o-- ____ 1

!j 15 ----+:-.--..~:- ““----t=*
‘. -L - ..—.....—t. -- ..L–.–L.- –d L--

Fitiure 12. Tv~ical vehicle -occu~anc>’ field sheet.
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campers. Commercial vehicles and trucks are not considered for the pur-

pose of vehicle occupancy, but may be tallied separately if desired. Buses

also are tallied separately, and the number of passengers may be counted

during the course of a special transit study (part two, sec XII).

(2) One man will be required to count each entering traffic

lane. When traffic \rolumes are high, a sampling procedure may be used.

The unbiased sample should select every other vehicle or some other con-

venient multiple. Personnel should be equipped with field -clata sheets,

clipboards, pencils, and wrist watches.

d. Aternate. h origin-destination questionnaire (part t~vo,

sec X) can be used as an alternate method for collecting vehicle-occupancy

data. However, this method is advisable only if the questionnaire is to be

is sued to gather other information and the vehicle -occupancy question is

included as a supplement.

36. halysis. This will consist of summarizing the raw data, deter -

mining the total. number of occupants, and computing the average vehicle

occupancy. Table 8, using typical data, demonstrates the procedure.

TABLE 8
VEHICLE-OCCUPANCYCALCULATIONS*

No. of Total
Persons Vehicles No. of

~er Vehicle Counted Occupants

1 x 2,062 = 2,062
2 x 372 = 744
3 x 63 = 189
4 x 12 = 4a
5 x 5 = 25
6+ x o = o——

Total 2,514 3,068
——

~Average vehicle occupancy = 3,068/2, 514 = 1.2204
Rounded to equal 1.2 persons per vehicle.

The next step in the analysis is to tabulate the data and compute

percentages. Typical vehicle-occupancy summary tables are shown in

Figure 13.
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TABLE X
VEHICLE OCCUPANCY BY ENTMCE GATE

)
I
~ Entrance Total Vehicle Vehicle-Occupancy

+
Gate Vehicles Occupayts——.

4

Bayshore 813 1,010 1.2
MacDill 412 509 1.2
Dale Mabry 568 723 1.3

I Port Tampa 721 826

t

1.1

i Total 2,514 3,068 1.2 (Avg) I

TABLE X
VEHICLE-OCCUPANCY S~Y*—

Occupants Vehicle Occupant
per Vehicle No. Pet No. Pet

1 2,062 82.0 2,062 67.2
2 372 14.8 744 24.3
3 63 2.5 189 6.2
4 12 0.5 48 1.5
5 5 0.2 25 0.8

i
Total 2,514 100.0 3,068 100.0

*Average vehicle-occupancy (VO) ratio = 1.2.

Figure 13.

37. Interpretation.

a. Since World

Typical vehicle-occupancy tables.

War H, vehicle ownership in the L’nited States

has consistently increased. When a family owns more cars, it is more

likelyto use those cars for individual home-to-work trips. Morning-peak-

hour traffic is composed largely of home-to-work trips. Thus the vehicle

occupancy measured at installation entrance gates reflects the increased

ownership and usage of the automobile.

‘0. This agency determined from previous studes that the overall

DOD vehicle occupancy for 1973 is the following: Air Force, 1.3; Army,

1.4; Navy, 1. 5 persons per vehicle. The higher ratios reflect use of fewer
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vehicles by equivalent numbers of personnel assigned to the more jnclus -

tria.lized installations.

c. The results of a vehicle-occupancy stucly may be used to

gauge the utilization of, need for, and success of car-pool ancl bus-pool

programs. For example, a VO comparecl to the national averages pre-

sented in paragraph 37, with allowance for rural or urban conditions, can

reflect the relative utilization of car and bus pools. A VO lower than the

national average, with allowance for rural or urban conditions, can reflect

the need or justification for active promotion of car- and bus-pooling pro-

grams. VO rates available over a period of years can reflect the degree

of success an installation commander has had in instituting car- and bus -

pool programs. Military installations should strive to attain VO ratios as

high as possible.

38. Application. The results of a vehicle-occupancy study may be

applied to determine entrance /exit-gate statistics, to calculate parking

demand, to support an access road study, ancl to determine the need for

car-pool formation.

a. Entrance /exit gates. Results of the vehicle -occupancy study

may be used to estimate the number of persons (or vehicles) that daily

enter or exit the installation. They may also be used to estimate person

flow along a particular highway, which information is useful in certain

highway economic and planning problems. To determine person flow,

multiply the measured daily traffic volume (ADT from part two, sec I) by

the previously determined average vehicle occupancy.

Persons per day = ADT x VO

b. Parking demand. The results of a vehicle -occupancy study

may be used to e stimate the demand for parking prior to the construction

of new facilities. Estimated parking demand is equal to the expected num-

ber of people, divided by the vehicle-occupancy ratio.

Parking demand (spaces) = No. of persons/VO

For example, a new office building till employ 700 people.

As the result of an isolated vehicle -occupancy study, it was determined

that typical rider ship was 1.5 persons per vehicle. The basic estimated

parking demand is thus equal to 700/ 1.5, or 466 spaces. The estimate

may be further refined in accuracy by determining a separate vehicle

occupancy for visitors or service vehicles as opposecl to employees. &

allowance should be made for traffic circulation and future growth.
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c. Access roads. Evidence that vehicle o~cupancy at the instal-

lation is not substantially below the applicable average may be used in some

cases to support a need for additional road capacity (see part one, para 9

of this guide).

d. Car pools. The results of a vehicle -occupancy study may be

used to indicate the potential reduction in traffic that could occur with

increased use of car pools. men installation roads are jammed with peak-

hour traffic, increased use of car pools is one of the most cost-effective

solutions. Listed below are several methods of encouraging the formation

of car pools:

(1) Advertise. Allow free advertising space in the local

newspaper for persons seeking car-pool partners.

(2) Big board. h a prominent location, such as a cafeteria,

display a large local map that has been zoned to show employee live areas.

Provide information cards that may be filed nearby according to zone num-

ber. Persons seeking car-pool partners may then match up cards.

(3) Computer matching. The United States Department of

Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, has available computer

programs that can be used to match up employees and aid in the formation

of car pools.

(4) Incentives. Provide close, free, reserved parking for

car pools with four or more persons.

(5) Flexi-time. Flexible worktime schedules permit the

employee to set his own arrival/departure time and thus participate in car

pools that might arrive /depart at other than the employee’s original duty-

hour schedule.

(6) Mass transit. The use of mass transit should be sup-

ported. Employee bus organizations should be encouraged. Communica -

tion should be established with local commercial bus companies, particu-

larly about new routes or schedule times, to improve rider ship (part two,

sec X11). Satellite (fringe) parking areas may be developed where emploY -

ees may leave their cars and take a bus. For example, when many of the

employees live in a nearby community, a cooperative shopping center could

be used for parking, and special commercial bus runs could be established.
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SECTION V

PERSONNEL MD DUTY-HOUR STUDY

39. Purpose. These studies determine employee strengths , locations,

and duty hours. The study may also include the gathering of motor -vehicle

registration data. The results of this study may be used to determine con-

centrations of personnel reporting/departure times and a consequent need

to stagger duty hours. Staggering duty hours is an excellent method of

producing a more even distribution of traffic and better utilization of the

available street system. It is one of the first solutions that should be tried

on a military installation when road congestion is a problem. However,

care must be taken to see that staggering duty hours creates minimal 10Ss

of effectivene ss of car -pooling programs.

40. kformation needed. The basic data reqtired by this study include:

organization charts, personnel strengths, telephone directories, duty-hour

lists, installation maps, and vehicle -registration data. The classes of

information required are shown on the sample tables presented in the

analysis section.

41. Method. The following will discuss the means of collecting the

needed information.

a. Personnel strengths. The required personnel data will

usually be found in the records kept at installation headquarters. Each

major organization is required to maintain a table of distribution and

allowances (T DA) that lists the authorized and actual personnel strengths.

For purposes of traffic analysis, actual strengths should be used. Tele-

phone directories s and organizational charts are useful to verify that each

and every organization, such as tenant organizations and contractors, has

been included. Since the goal is to include all personnel who contribute to

installation traffic, an average number should be used fc>r workers who

are hired on a daily basis. The installation master planner can provide

the long-range planning strength that should be used to design future high-

way projects.

b. Duty hours. Duty hours can be obtained at installation head -

quarters or by contacting the individual activities on the installation. Duty-

hour information also can be obtained by use of a questionnaire (part two,

sec X).

c. Vehicle registration.

the installation provost marshal or

These data are usually obtained from

security police. Unless the existing
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files hay-e been recently purged, the information should be updated by

special questionnaire.

42. Analysis and display of data. This will consist initially of pre -

paring tables or graphic illustrations that summarize the data. The sample

tables that follow indicate the clas ses of information that should be obtained

from installation headquarters. Typical tabular per sonnel information
(fig 14) has been broken down by organization and by personnel status:

officer, enlisted, or civilian. This is appropriate in a traffic study because

of the different vehicle -ownership rates exhibited by various organizations.

TWLE X
PERSONNEL INFOMTION

Enlisted
Organization Officers Men Civilians Contractors Tot al

US Army Missile Command
(MIcOM)

US Army Missile and
Munitions Center
and School (USMCS)

Marine Corps
SAM D Missile System
Lance Missile System
US Army Medical Depart-

ment Activity
(MEDDAC)

Narshall Space
Flight Center
(MSFC)

Nonappropriated
Funds Activities

Thiokol Chemical
Corps (Cove mment
Contract)

Lessee/Vendors
Miscellaneous

Activities

Total

239 603 7,090 40 7,972

657
0

162
88

0
0
0
0

3,278
38

199
97

249
9

36
8

2,372
29

1
1

0 32051

1

0

118 151

9

0

5,093

367

2,124

0

7,227

367

0
0

402

14,010

685
866

0

685
866

402

0
0

0
0

0

593

0

3,133 3,715 21,451

Figure 14. Typical personnel information table.
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Vehicle -registration data (fig 15) should also include the vehicle s

registered by retired military persons, as they are frequent users of

installation facilities. The typical duty-hour schedule shown in figure 16

has bee~l broken down by 15-minute segments during the morning- and

evening-peak periods. A bar chart could be plotted for this information to

make it easier to identify concentrations of arrivals anddepartul-es. Dut v

hours could also be broken down by organization in order to determine

which contribute most to traffic conge stion.

TABLE X
VEHICLE REGISTRATION DATA

9
No. of Vehicle Ratio I

Registrant Registered Vehicles per Person*

! Officer 1,580 1.6

Enlisted 8,380 1.4
Civilian 1,240 1.0

Retired Military 13,800 NVAL

I Total 25,000 I
I*Excluding dependents v

I
I I

Figure 15. Typical vehicle registration data table.

43. hterpretation. Most of the data collected for this section may be
used as general itiormation in the text that accompanies the final traffic

report. Such data are essential so that analysis of existing traffic genera-

tion and accidents may be compared with future conditions when personnel

and other data have changed. kterpretation of personnel information will

consist of locating major organizations on the installation map and then

noting the roads and entrance gates that provide access. Direct access to

the organization is more favorable than a meandering path. kterpretation
of vehicle-registration data is largely a matter of comparing recorcls for

past years to evaluate the effects of growth in vehicle ownership. The

duty-hour schedule should be studied to find high concentrations (more than

25 percent) of arrival and departure times. These are of greatest signifi-

cance when they correspond with peaks of roadway congestion.

44. Application. The results of personnel and duty-hour stuclies may
be used for determining growth rates, for improving transit service, and

for staggering duty hours.
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TABLE X
DU~ HOUR REPORTING AND DEPARTURE SCHEDULE*

Time No. of Persons Pet of Work Force

Report in~

2400-0059
0100-0159
0200-0559
0600-0659
0700-0714
0715-0729
0730-0744
0745-0759
0800-0859
0900-1459
1500-1559
1600-1659
1700-2359

93
96
120
169

3,081
2,931
1,122
2,129
725
208
477
560
89

Total

Departure

2400-0059
0100-0259
0300-0359
0400-1159
1200-1459
1500-1514
1515-1529
1530-1544
1545-1559
1600-1614
1615-1629
1630-1644
1645-1659
1700-2359

11,800

921
31

385
408
288
195
257

2,786
2,362

908
784

1,797
28

650

0.8
0.8
1.0
1.4
26.1
24.8
9.5
18.1
6,2
.1.8
4.0 $
4.7
0.8

100.0

7.8
0.3
3.3
3.5
2.4
1.7
2.2

23.6
20.0

7.7
6.6

15.2
0.2
5.5

Total 11,800 100.0

*Data derived from origin and destination questionnaire and based on
assigned strength of 11,800 persons.

Figure 16. Typical duty-hour reporting and departure schedule table.

a. Growth rate. The history of personnel strengths at an instal-

lation may be studied to determine a growth rate. However, it will be

noted that at most installations, population peaks during periods of
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mobilization. It is thus recommended that instead of the growth rate, the

long-range planning strength be used for determining future needs.

b. Transit service. The re suits of a duty-hour study should be

compared with existing mass transit route schedules to determine com-

patibility. Schedules should be established so that employees have suffi-

cient time to walk between their office and the nearest bus stop.

c. Duty hours. When all personnel arrive or depart at the same

time, installation roadways will be saturated with traffic. The results are

traffic jams, congestion, delays, accidents, and increased air pollution.

There are two basic ways of improving the situation: (1) by providing

greater street capacity (which can be expensive); or (2) by spreading the

duty hours over a longer period of time. Thus, the re commendation to

stagger duty hours is most cost-effective suggestion that can be made.

(1) Management. Many managers desire to have all their

personnel report at the same time. It will thus be necessary to document

the benefits to be obtained by staggered duty hours to sell the program to

installation management. With the exception of a true production line, the

impact of staggered duty hours upon organization capability can be mini-

mized. This requires scheduling of mutually interdependent activities at

the same or nearly the same duty hours.

(2) Scheduling. Correct planning of a duty-hour schedule

will include consideration of travel times on the installation (part two,

sec VIU). Each major block of traffic should be allowed time enough to

clear the installation, or section thereof, before the next is released.

Personnel of an organization with a long travel time to the gate (s) may

arrive at the gate to find it jammed with traffic from a nearby organization

that was released later. Accordingly, the departure times should be

scheduled so that the first units released are those with the shorter travel

time to the gate. The remaining units should be released in successive

increments of 10 or 15 minutes, proceeding away from the gate. The

morning arrival times would be staggered in a like manner unless the

length of the workday or noon break were planned to be different. Coor-

dination with organization directors is recommended to produce a workable

schedule. Employee desires are often sampled using an origin and destina-

tion style questionnaire (part two, sec X). An example of a duty-hour
schedule is shown in figure 17. Note that the table is presented by organ-

ization. This example indicates that there still remains much room for

improvement, since 53 percent of the personnel would be required to

report at the same time.
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TA8MX
n,- .,n,,. .-.-, - .UUJI-nuuK aunuuk~

Duty Hours

0730 0?b5 0800 0815 0830 0845 0900
to to to to to to to

Agency 1600 1615 1630 1645 1700 1715 1730 Tota2

Admin Ofc 27 6 5 2 2 2 1 45
Aset Secy of the Navy
(lnatl -d Log) 20 10 11 3 9 1 10 64

Hi8c Navy 139 47 58 15 36 8 34 337
Naval Air 1,569 344 311 135 229 23 200 2,811
Naval Electronics 545 107 89 60 73 4 81 959
Naval titerial 369 109 69 49 58 12 60 726
Naval Ordnance 1,007 215 178 91 123 8 92 1,714
Naval Ships 1,401 341 347 158 206 28 221 2.702
Naval Wterial tired
Spt Actv 298 70 8& 23 30 5 35 545

Ofc of the General
COusel o 4 4 0 7 3 0 18

ONR 212 T8 50 42 68 5 26 481

Total 5,587 1,331 1,206 57a 841 99 760 10,402

Pet of Total 53.7 12.8 11.6 5.6 8.1 0.9 7.3 100.0

Figure 17. Typical duty-hour schedule table.

SECTION VI

TRAFFIC-ACCIDENT STUDY

45. Purpose. Accidents are studied in an attempt to reduce the acci -

dent rate on the installation. The basic procedures in the accident study

are: collection of accident data, identification of high-accident-frequency

locations, analysis of available data, and application of remedial techniques.

From a study of accident history, information may be gained that may be

used to prevent future accidents. Information showing predominance of

faulty vehicular equipment or automotive maintenance deficienciess can also

be gai]led from accident studies. Accidents may be prevented by applica-

tion of traffic -control devices, law enforcement, driver education, and

safety-oriented traffic engineering. This section will cover the engineer-

ing analysis required and will develop techniques that may be used to reduce

accidents. Order of severity should also be listed in terms of accidents

per 100 million vehicle-miles or in terms of accidents per 100 million

vehicles entering intersections, as discussed later in this section. The

five basic steps necessary to perform a complete traffic-accident analysis

are:
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a. Accident reports. Accident reports shoulcl be collected and

summarized in an orderly fashion. They are usually filed in the office of

the provost marshal, security police, or installation safety office.

b. Selection. High-accident-frequency road sections and prob-

lem intersections should be selected in the order of accident occurrence.

c. Diagram. Collision diagrams should be prepared, and, if

needed, condition diagrams for each selected problem location (terms are

explained later in this section).

d. Field study. The accident data should be supplemented by

field observations, particularly during the hours when most collisions have

been reported. Special traffic -volume counts and photographs are helpful

to aid in the analysis.

e. Analyze. All background facts and field data should be sum-

marized and analyzed to select potential solutions that may be implemented.

Normally, the percentage of accidents reported is higher on military

installations than on civilian roads and highways. For this reason, direct

comparison with civilian highway-accident statistics (accident rates and

characteristics) should be made with caution.

46. hformation needed. Since traffic accidents are relatively rare

events considering the number of potential conflicts that could occur, the

accident study should cover at least a 1 -year period. The folloting data

should be obtained:

a. bcation. The provost

will maintain an accident spot map.

ing all roadways, intersections, and

(1) Map pins are used

marshal or security office normally

This is a large installation map show-

major parking areas.

to locate each accident. A color code

is used to indicate the accident severity (typically: property damage only

(PDO), blue; injury (I), red; and fatality (F), black). The time and date

may be indicated by a flag on the map pin. The spot map may be photo-

graphed for use in reports.

(2) Instead of using pins to indicate each accident, it is

possible to use a convenient legend, such as that shown in figure 18. A

typical accident spot map is presented in figure 19. If the installation does

not maintain an accident spot map, it will be necessary to prepare an acci-

dent listing by going through the accident report files.
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LIGHT CONDITION
SEVERITY

DAY NIGHT

PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY (PDO) o 0

INJURY (I) A A

FATALITY (F) ❑ ■

IF VEHICLE-PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT, ADD “P” ALONGSIDE THE SYMBOL.
IF VEHICLE-BICYCLE ACCIDENT, ADD “B” ALONGSIDE THE S~OL.

Figure 18. Accident spot-map legend.

(3) A separate listing should be prepared foron-street and

off-street accidents. Anidentiffing number should be assignecl to each

accident such as 75-1, 75-2, 75-3, which would represent the first three

accidents of 1975.

b. Day of the week and time of day. Definite patterns ofacci-

dent occurrence develop at most installations. The day and time are used

to identify these patterns. Differentiating between daylight and darkness

is a minimum requirement.

c. Severity. Note whether accidents involve fatalities (F),

injuries (I), or property damage only (PDO).

d. Type of vehicle. Describe whether civilian vehicle , military

vehicle, trucks, bus, bicycle, or other. If pedestrian, so indicate.

e. Movement. Describe the action of involved vehicles or

persons. It is important to know what each was doing immediately prior

to the accident to develop accident patterns (going straight, turning right

or left, or stopped). The direction of travel is important also. The

Standard symbols shown in figure 20 may be used to indicate the mo~ement

of each involved vehicle.

f. Probable cause. The cause of the accident noted on the acci-

dent report should be obtained, as well as any unusual circumstances (rain,

snow, fog, road construction, or similar).
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LEGEND FOR COLLISION DIAGRAMS

SYMBOLS TYPES OF COLLISIONS

MOVINGVEHICLE + REAREND

4- PEDESTRIAN ~ HEADON

~ PARKEDVEHICLE ~ BACKING
—

PARKINGOR UNPARKING
——————

‘VEHICLE RIGHTANGLE
——-

~ BACKINGVEHICLE
z ‘EFT ‘URN

❑ FIXEDOBJECT - ~ ‘SIDESWIPE

● FATALACCIDENT

o

~ OVERTURNED

INJURYACCIDENT * OUTOF CONTROL

Figure 20. Standard accident diagram symbols.

g. Wgh-accident -frequency locations.

(1) Since each installation has a clifferent pattern of develop-

ment, it is difficult to set standards regarding “what is a high-accident-

frequency I(>cation? “ As a starting point, list all intersections with three

or more accidents per year in ~lescending order, placing the intersection

with the highe st number of accidents at the head of the list. Normally,

intersections with four or more injury accidents per year deserve further

study. If the listing indicates that 10 or less intersections fall into this

category, use 4 or more accidents per year as the standarrl to designate

high-accident-frequency intersections.

(~) TO select high-accident-frequency sections of roadway
for further study, use figure 21. Accidents at the intersection of two major

streets are charged to both major street sections to check high-accident-

frequency causes. This avoids the problem of how to divide the accidents

between the adjacent street sections. As an example of use of the figure,

if there are 20 accidents in a l-mile section of roadway with a daily traffic

volume of 10, 000 vehicles per day, further study is justified since it ex-

ceeds the value of 18 shown in the figure; if the section were only 1/2-mile

in length, 9 accidents or more would justify further study; similarly if the

section were 2 miles in length, 36 accidents or more would warrant special
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40~’–1

30

20

10

0

FURTHER ANALYSIS REQ

,’,. ,, . . .

.,, . . .’ ..,, .,.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OPTIONAL .:1

., . ’, . ”.,,’.’.,. . .. .. ..,<. . . . . . .+.., .“, .’. .. ’... ,’5..,,’.’.

5000 10000 15000 20000

DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUME

(VEHICLES PER DAY)

Figure 21. Accident analysis chart.

study. This figure was prepared based upon an accident rate of 500 acci-

dents per 100 million vehicle-miles of travel. Each accident that occurs

at a high-accident-frequency intersection or within a high-accident-

frequency intersection or within a high-accident-frequency roadway section

may be recorded on the suggested abbreviate? accident summary format

(fig 22) for later use in the accident analysis. The collision diagram sym-

bols are covered in a later portion of this section.

(3) Sometimes additional details can be helpful when placed

on the location map (see fig 19). This is done for the purpose of specifying

what types of accidents occurred at what place. For example, designation

of clusters of left-turn, rear-end, and fixed-object accidents can be help-

ful in establishing exactly what kind of improvement is needed. Many high-

way-accident statistics and location maps show clusters of fixed-object

accidents at some locations involving horizontal curves. Generally, these

can be remedied by better signing, edge lines, delineators, and/or guard-

rails.
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ABBREVIATED ACCIDENT SUWRY SHEET

INSTALMTION FT. ~AT”rL~ FILE NO, ? 47

mTE ~? JL~LY‘775,.,~ti~~~~y ~~~E0735

WEATHER Fh I(< ~. w. JONE:)PREPW BY

~]R~ ~
ST. , INTERSECTINGWITH M/+PLE ST.

LOCATION ON ST. FEET, N. S. E. W. OF ST.

ON LOT N~ BLDGNO.

“AL
hb Nd !2

FIRST ST

%NQL
Q

o7?~ zqJuL 75
b

-~~

SEVERITY FATALITY INJURY
NO. OF PERSONS KO. OF PERSONS2 E5TI::::sY?~oo

RIVER/PEDESTRM
CONDITION NOWL TIRED/SLEEPY INTOXICATED

(CHECKONE)

DRINKING DRIVINGTW FAST ~ FAILURETO YIELD

PROEABLE
CAUSEOF

FOLLOWINGTW CLOSE IWROPERTURN I~ROPER PASSING

ACCIDENT
(CHECKONE) CARELESSDRIVING I~ROPER BACKING MECHANICALFAILURE

——

~HER

LIG~ING d
CONDITION DAYLIGHT DARK-NOLIGHTING DARK-STREETLIGHTS

(CHECKONE)

Figure 22. T~ical abbreviated accident summary sheet.
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h. Traffic-volume data and base ma~. Twenty-four -hour -t raffic -

volume counts (part two, sec I)on major installation roadways as well as

on approaches to high-accident-frequency intersections should be collected.

An installation base map (to scale) will be needed to scale various lengths

of high-accident-frequency sections to calculate accident rates,

47. Method. The method will consist of summarizing data, perform-

ing follow-up field checks of the high-accident-frequency locations, and

developing potential measures to reduce accident occurrence in the future.

These steps and procedures are explained under the analysis portion of

this section.

48. balysis. This will usually consist of calculation of accident

rates to verify further the high-accident -frequency locations and to conduct

detailed analysis of each problem location. The detailed analysis includes

preparing collision diagrams to identify accident patterns, conducting field

investigations, and determining potential corrective measures.

a. htersection accident rate. The listing of high-accident-

frequency intersections by consecutive order of number of accidents did

not take into account the different traffic conditions at each inte rsection.

A further rating is possible by determining the number of annual accidents

per million vehicles entering the intersection. The yearly intersection

rate per 100-million vehicles (~) is calculated using the formula:

~ = N X 100,000,000
-- -/-

where
N=

v=

V X 365

Number of accidents in one year;

Sum of the Z4 -hour volumes entering the intersection on

each approach (inbound only).

If the approach traffic volume is not known but the two-way total is avail-

able on each leg of the intersection, assume that the approach volume is

one -half of the two-way total. When the rates are calculated, they can be

summarized in a @ble as shown in figure 23.

b. Roadway accident rate. This is calculated in a manner

similar to the intersection accident rate. This rate is based upon the

number of vehicle -miles of travel rather than upon the entering vehicles.

The yearly accident rate per 100-million vehicle -miles (AR) may be com-

puted with the formula:
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TABLE X
ACCIDENT INTERSECTION DATA

1

“1 Total Accidents I

L Inter- No. of Accidents Daily Entering per 100 Million

No. section PDO I F Total Traffic Volme Vehicles

1 C - 10th 800 8 15,000

2 A-2nd 10 2 0 12 25,000

3 F - 4th 510 6 19,000 A

where
N=

L=

v=

Nx 100,OOO,QOO
‘VX365XL

Number of accidents in one year;

Length in miles of the roadway section;

Two-way 24-hour traffic volume.

The section of roadway for which the rate is calculated should be a section

of reasonable length (1 /2 -mile or longer), which has similar character-

istics in terms of traffic volumes, number of lanes, and adjacent develop-

ment. The traffic volume used is the average for the section if more than

one count is available, Figure 24 indicates a format for summarizing the

results of these calculations for high -acci(l ent -frequency sections of road-

way, or for any high-volume roaclways on an installation, in order to

iclentify the sections with high-accident-frequency rates. After high-

accident-frequency sections have been determined for further siudy and

improvements have been made, then other lower accident sections should

be listed in descending order and improvements should be made at all loca-

tions (especially at locations where there appears to be a reasonable chance

of potential accident redwtion).

c. Collision diagrams.

(1) This summary technique is one of the most valuable tools

in analyzing problem intersections or roadway sections. Using the indivi-

dual abbreviated accident reports prepared earlier (see fig 22), the colli -

sion (liagram is prepared for each high-accident-frequency location.

(2) The path of each vehicle should be represented by a solid

line, and that of each pedestrian by a dotte(l line. The date and hour should

be written besi(le each arrow. Unusual weather, road conditions, and

pedestrian or driver conditions should also be noted on the diagram.
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TABLE X
HIGH ACCIDENT ROADWAY SECTIONS

Average Annual
Daily Vehicle

No. of Accidents VO1ume Travel Accidents per
Length (Vehicles

~&/ ~~1
(100 Million 100 Million

Roadway/Section
~gl(Miles) Total per Day) Vehicle-Miles) Vehicle-Miles

A St, 1st to
5th 1.0 20 a o 28 15,000 0.055 509

A St, 5t~ to
14th 2.2 32 4 1 37 9,000 0.072 513

c St, 4th to
12th 2.0 16 6 0 22 5,000 0.036 611

E St, 12th to
19th 1.8 4 1 1 6 1,000 0.007 857

al– PDO- Property daage only.

~f~ - Injury,
glF

- Fatality.

Figure 24. Typical high-accident roadway sections table.

Traffic volume and travel information are optional but helpful in revieting

the diagram to consider accident-reduction means. A sample collision

diagram is shown in figure 25. By preparing collision diagrams after some

change has been made (such as a turn prohibition or sight-distance improve -

ment) that covers a period equal to the before period, the effect of the

change on accident occurrence may be measured.

(3) men dealing with accident statistics, always note

whether accidents involve fatalities (F), injuries (1), or property damage

only (PDO). Aso, note the minimum dollar amount for which PDO acci-

dents have been recorded (usually $50 to $100). h this way, the calcula-

tion of military installation accident rates per 100 -million vehicles or per

100-fillion vehicle miles for each severity category will be more meaning-

ful and can be compared better with national, state, or regional rates.

d. Field study. k all areas where accidents occur in large

numbers or where certain types of accidents occur frequently, a field

investigation must be made. A condition diagram (fig 26) should be con-

structed to show existing physical conditions. Such a diagram should

include roadway grade, curvature, shoulder width, view obstructions,

sidewalks and driveways, property lines, type and condition of pavement,

signals, sigrs and pavement markings, bridges, overpasses, culverts,

street lighting, sight distance, and types of occupancy of acljacent property.

An aerial photograph can serve much of the purpose of the condition dia-

gram, particularly when supplemented with ground-level photographs taken

on each intersection approach looking toward the inter section.
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1mISION OIA~w SUMMRY sHEET
.—.- . ..— .

5JUL 73

I
I

0“715 4,.44&)73

TYPE OF COLLISIO:;SS~BOLS ACCIDE~ TOTALSBY rYPE—
-1 T -- T--””-—

RW ENDMOVING VEHICLE TYPE I DAY ~NIGHT TOTAL

HW ON.- ‘;z~-j~~-;- ;
INJLWY .—.—.———-————.
O~–ER-+

*.

INJURY 202-L...——
PROP

DMGE 3 z ‘–5—

+- PEDESTRIAN

PARKEDVEHICLE ~ BACKING

RIGHTANGLE

.—

5 ““‘@=NG“i-”“-“UNPACKINGVEHICLE—

BACKIM VEHICLE

❑ +. sIDEsw’pE-—..—-. TOTAL ~6,3!9
LOCATION& % ~~LM

— —-

FATALACCIDENT

_ OUTOF CONTROLu INJ~Y ACCIDENT

Figure Z5. T~ical collision diagram surnary sheet.
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49. lnte rpretation. The re suits of the accident and volume studies as

well as the field investigation allow the analyst to find answers to the

folloting questions:

a. Are the accidents caused by physical conditions of the road

or adjacent development, and if so, can the conditions be eliminated or

corrected?

b. Is there a blind corner that could be improved to increase

sight distance ? ~ the obstruction cannot be removed, has adequate warn-

ing or control (STOP signs, YIELD signs, or traffic signals) been pro-

vided for the motorist?

c. Are the existing signs, markings, or signals doing the job for

which they were intended ? Are there too many signs of too small a size

so that their clutter causes confusion and lack of observance ? Are traffic-

signal indications clearly visible without conflicting signs in the back

ground, particularly at night?

d. Is traffic properly channelized and directed through the use

of pavement markings and islands to reduce conflicts ?

e. Would the potential for accidents be reduced by prohibiting

some single turn if a reasonable alternate route is available to serve the

prohibited move ?

f. Can part of the traffic be diverted to other parallel roads

where the accident hazard is lower? Are one-way streets practical to

spread traffic loads and reduce intersection conflicts ?

g. Are nighttime accidents far out of proportion to daytime

accidents, indicating the need for improved street lighting ? (About 36

percent of the nation’s accidents occur from dusk to dawn when only 20

percent of the traffic flows. )

h. Do conditions show that additional enforcement would be help -

ful in improving clriver observance of traffic-control devices? Would

general public information programs be helpful in informing installation

personnel of accident characteristics and problems?

i. Is parking in the vicinity of the problem area contributing to

the accidents ? If so, would prohibiting parking add to intersection calJac -

ity or improve sight distance at corners?
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j. Have you met with other interested personnel such as the

provost mar shal or installation safety officer to obtain their ideas con-

cerning the problem?

50. Application. The practical application of a study of accident types

shown by the collision diagrams will assist in remedial action. Reviews

of these patterns may suggest the corresponding engineering remedies as

shown:

a. Right-angle and rear-end collisions at intersections.

(1) Remove tiew obstructions.

(2) hstall warning signs on the higher volume (major)

approach and STOP signs on the lower volume (minor) legs.

(3) hstall four -way STOP signs; install traffic signals if

traffic volumes warrant.

(4) Continue operation of traffic signals during certain light

traffic periods when signals are normally off.

(5) Provide proper clearance interval (yellow) for higher

speed approaches to signalized intersections.

(6) Relocate, repair, or provide other means of improving

visibility of signs or signals. Change 8 -inch signal indications to 12 inches

for primary indications.

(7) hprove street lighting if there is a high percentage of

nighttime accidents.

(8) Provide pedestrian crosswalk markings and barriers.

(9) Reroute through trafficOnto specially designated and pro-
tected through streets.

(10) Create one-way streets or make one or more minor legs

one way away from the inter section at complex multilegged intersections.

(11) hstall left -turn storage lanes in the center of the road.

way to reduce rear -end accidents and improve capacity.
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(12) Provide a traffic-signal system timed for progressive

movement so that traffic moves in platoons, which will aid side street

vehicles to enter or cross. Reducing the number of stops for through

traffic wiil reduce the potential for rear-end accidents.

b. Head-on and left-turn collisions at intersections.

(1) Provide left-turn storage lanes so that a turning driver

has a place to wait without concern about rear-end accidents.

(2) Prohibit left turns.

(3) Provide channelizing islands or pavement markings. ,

(4) Separate left-turn phases at traffic -signal controls for

high-volume turns (over 120 vehicles turning per hour).

(5) kstall STOP signs (provided no other remedy works).

(6) Eliminate or modify view obstructions (trees, shrubs,

signs, or buildings).

(7) Create one-way streets to eliminate head-on conflicts.

(8) Reroute turning traffic via an alternate route.

(9) hstall pavement center and edge lines, but do not install

both center and edge lines on pavements narrower than 18 feet v’hen used

for two-way traffic.

c. Pedestrian-vehicular collisions at intersections.

(1) Install pedestrian crosswalk lines and advance warnings.

(2) Install traffic signals with pedestrian indicators (WALK/
DON’T WALK).

(3) Provide pedestrian refuge islands (must be at least 6
feet wide) and sidewalks.

(~) Prohibit curb parking to improve visibility of pedestrians.

(5) Provide adequate street lighting for nighttime problems.
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(6) Create one -way streets to simplify movements.

(7) Reroute through traffic to specially designated and

55-8

pro-

tected through streets when the vehicle -pedestrian problem is areawide;

install malls or diverters to eliminate through traffic in areas where it

should not be.

(8) Provide pedestrian indications at existing traffic signals.

(9) Provide overhead or below-grade pedestrian crossing

when economically justified.

(10) Establish regulations and guidelines concerning pedes-

trian outer garments for night wear.

d. Head-on or sidewipe.

(1) hstall painted pavement lane lines or raised pavement

markers.

(2) Install center dividing islands.

(3) Install advance warning signs to warn drivers of the prop-

er lane for certain destinations in order to reduce unsafe lane changing.

(4) Establish no-passing zones where passing sight distances

are not available.

(5) Provide acceleration or deceleration lanes at intersec-

tions.

(6) Widen pavement.

(7) Create one-way streets.

(8) Eliminate side or width Obstructions such as parked cars,

narrow bridges, and utility poles.

e. Vehicles running off roadway.

(1) kstall pavement center and

(2) kstall roadside delineators,

edge lines.

reflectors, guide posts, or
guardrails.
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(3) hstall advance warning signs indicating safe speeds.

(4) Establish speed zones.

(5) Install safety lighting at curves and intersections.

(6) Apply surface treatment and improve shoulder.

f. Collisions with fixed objects.

(1) Apply reflectorized paint and/or reflectors to fixed

objects.

(2) Use pavement markings and/or channelization to guide

traffic around obstructions.

(3) Improve street lighting.

(4) Remove fixed objects (if feasible).

(5) Install guardrails or impact-absorbing barriers.

g. Collisions with parked cars.

(1) Prohibit parking.

(2) Change from angle to parallel parking.

(3) Reroute through traffic to less congested, specially pro-

tected through streets.

(4) Create one-way streets.

In addition to the above recommendations, additional

measures may be required. For example, there may be needed improved

edorcement of speed or other traffic regulations, assignment of traffic

officers or crossing guards to safeguard pedestrian crossings, enforced

pedestrian observance of traffic rules, and special driver or pedestrian

educational measures.

It must be emphasized that the above is a “shopping list”

of potential treatments to reduce accidents. Sometimes none of these will

have a beneficial effect; in other cases one or more may prove effective.

A logical review of the facts and conditions at each problem location will
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usually identify some remedial treatment that till aid in accident reduc-
tion. It will be necessary to apply engineering judgment.

SECTION VII

TRAFFIC-CONTROL-DEVICES INVENTORY

51. Purpose. The purpose is to produce a detailed inventory of all

traffic-control devices (pavement markings, signs, and signals) on an

installation. The results are used to determine whether there is an ade-

quate number of devices, if they have been properly located, and if they

comply with regulations. Thus, the results are used to cletermine which

devices must be removed, replaced, or relocated. The inventory will also

aid in the establishment of schedules for cleaning, maintenance, and

replacement. Traffic-control devices are classed as (1) pavement mark-

ings, (2) traffic signals, and (3) signs. Signs are, in turn, described as

either regulatory, warning, or guide. The standard reference for all

traffic-control devices is the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices

for Streets and Highways ~ereinafter referred to as MUTCD). This pub-

lication also applies to DOD installations , as established by public law and

DOD regulations (app B).

52. Information needed. The type, location, and condition of each

traffic-control device on the installation is necessary.

53. Methods. Possible methods are (1) the manual inventory, and (2)

the computer-produced inventory. At smaller installations the data

recorded from the manual survey should be coded directly to a map of the

street systems. Each traffic-control device should be coded on the map

and an index number assigned it. Information such as description, condi-

tion, reason for, and date of installation should be typed on cards and filed

by the index nube rs. men manpower is available, larger installations

should use a computer-produced inventory. This system is centered

around the use of automatic data p rotes sing (ADP) equipment, though

initial data assembly must be manual and the basic data record is the same.

The ADP punch-card-coding format shown in appendix C has been reprinted

from the Highway Safety Propram Manual, Vol[lme 13, Traffic Engineering

Services. (Part two, sec XIV of this guide provides more details of the

Highway Safety Program Standard (HSPS) No. 13. )

a. Signs. The inventory of signs should include (from MU TCD) “. . .
all devices mounted on a fixed or portable support, whereby a specific
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message is conveyed by means of words or symbols, placed or erected for

the purpose of regulating, warning, or guiding traffic. “ The recommended

ADP procedures are presented in appendix C (from HSPM 13). Shown is a

system to collect the required information, coding instructions, and a

sample data sheet. Presented in appendix D are field-data sheets that

permit a sign inventory without the use of the complex forms recommended

in HSPM 13.

b. Pavement markings. The inventory of pavement markings

should include (from MUTCD) “. . . all lines, patterns, words, or colors set

into the surface of, applied upon, or attached to the pavement or curbing

for the purpose of regulating, warning, or guiding traffic. “ The recom-

mended ADP system is presented in appendix C (from HSPM 13). ShOti

are the required information, codj.ng instructions, and a sample data sheet.

c. Traffic signals. The inventory of traffic signals should

include (from the MUTCD) “. . . all signals manually, electrically, or

mechanically operated, by which traffic is alternately directed to stop and

permitted to proceed. “ The recommended ADP coding system and the

suggested format for a scale drawing (from HSPM 13) are presented in

appendix C.

d. Data collection. The primary means of conducting the inven-

tory is by arduous manual field observation. Usually two-man teams will

tra~~el every street on the installation by automobile. Each street must be

tra~eled in both directions to avoid missing any device. If there is a con-

centration of devices in one spot (for instance at an intersection), it will

be necessary to travel on foot. A travel plan should be adopted and adhered

to. At signalized intersections, it will be necessary to time the traffic

~gnal with a stop watch. An inspection of the controller will determine

the type and the dial settings being used. It should also be noted whether

the controller is traffic-actuated, and if so, by what means. Observations

should be made over a sufficient number of cycles to prove that the actuator

is indeed operable.

54. Analysis. This will consist of preparing inventory lists of all

traffic-control devices. This listing may be produced manually. However,

it is also possible to have the coding sheets keypunched and to use ADP

system devices to produce the listing. Since the inventory should be up

dated annually, the ADP system procedure may be desirable, particular

m~hen the installation has a large number of devices. This system has the

ad~rantage of producing tables in a convenient printed format and of p.Wo-

I’iding summary printouts with relative ease. The printouts may be
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classified by (1) the number of each type of detice, (2) the number of

devices in various states of repair, (3) a maintenance list, and (4) a

replacement list.

55. hterpretation. Only field per sonnel having a working knowledge

of the MUT CD should be as signed to the inventory. They will be respon-

sible in the field for interpreting the standards and for comparing each

traffic-control device against them. After listings (or printouts) have been

prepared, further interpretation should compare the MUT CD against the

overall status of traffic-control devices on the installation. Action should

be taken if the inventory reveals nonstandard or poorly mounted de~~ices.

For example, determine whether the devices have been located correctly

to have the desired safety effect. Determine whether there are enough

traffic-control devices for proper results. Determine whether there are

too man y devices in certain areas that perhaps complicate the driver’s

task. Determine whether each and every device GETS iTS MESSAGE

ACROSS. That is the first function of any traffic -control device.

56. Application. The traffic-control-device inventory should be used

to determine when to replace or relocate devices.

a. Maintenance. The inventory may also be used to establish

schedules for the maintenance or replacement of the devices. For example,

pavement markings should be repainted annually and more often in heavy

traffic areas. Signs should be periodically cleaned, and any defaced,

deteriorated, or damaged signs should be replaced. Traffic signals should

be relamped periodically, the lens should be cleaned, and the ~~’iring in-

spected. The controller should be examined and routine maintenance per -

formed.

b. Records. The traffic-control-device inventory and all accom-

panying drawings should be preserved in fiIes. This will provicle a conven-

ient source of information regarding the type, de sign, and location of

traffic-control devices. The inventory should be updated annually.

c. HSPS 13. Highway Safety Program Standard 13 (part two,

sec XIV) requires that traffic-control devices be standardized throughout

the country and has established the MUTCD as the reference manual.

Successive legislation has extended the standardization to cover all DOD

installations or those portions permitting personal motor vehicle travel.

HSPS 13 requires that a traffic-control-device inventory be performed and

kept current by periodic rechecks. Devices that are nonstanclard, incor-

rectly used, or poorly maintained must be replaced.
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SECTION VIII

TRAVE L-TIME AND DE LAY STUDIES

57. Purpose. The purpose of these studies is to determine typical

travel times and delays e~erienced by motorists on the major roadways

serving an installation. The results of a travel-time study will determine

the effect that peak-hour-roadway congestion has on average travel speed;

the results of a delay study will indicate the location, cause, and duration

of traffic stoppages. These types of studies are sometimes called speed

and delay studies. Both the travel-time study and the delay study are used

to determine sources of traffic congestion, and to highlight problems that

may require additional investigation. Together they indicate the service-

ability of installation roadways.

58. Information needed. Data needs include the travel time on selected

roadways serting the installation. Data may be collected on major instal-

lation streets and on public roads that provide access to the installation.

Travel times may be recorded both during off-peak-travel periods and

during the morning - or evening-peak hours. ~so needed are the road

location of any traffic delay, together with the time, length, and cause of

the delay. A delay is considered to occur each time traffic is forced to

stop or when it must travel much slower than a free-flowing speed.

59. Method. There are many ways of accomplishing travel-time and

delay studies. The method selected here is thought to be most appropriate

for military installations. It is called the test-vehicle or floating-car

technique.

a. Equipment. A standard unmarked passenger sedan, a driver

and an observer, street maps, stop watches, and a clipboard with data

sheets will be needed.

b. Technique. The driver and observer travel each major road-

way of the installation, recording their observations on a data sheet as

shown in figure 27. The two stop watches are mounted at the top of the

clipboard. One watch is run continuously and is used to indicate elapsed

time; the other watch is started when a delay occurs, stopped when traffic

moves again, and the duration of the de lay time is then re corded. The

cause of delay is noted by the use of symbols shown at the bottom of the

data sheet. Space is provided for several possible delays between major

intersections, and more can be inserted if necessary. A run along a

particular street is begun at some landmark just prior to the first nlajor

cross-street. The elapsed time is then recorded when the center of each
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TRAVEL TIME A~lD DELAY FIELD SHEET

--- -,,— - m
I I ~“t

1 “y”, .,. , 1 1 I 1 1 I
I

,:, ,:,.,,,,,::: 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I,:, ,:! !:..::

Figure 27. T~ical travel time and delay field sheet.
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intersection is crossed. The driver is instructed to float with the traffic

at a speed he considers to be that of an average car (rather than at the

posted speed limit).

c. Preparation. Prior to the actual road travel-time measure -

ments, it will be necessary to prepare a map sketch showing the major

streets that will be included in the study. The intersection of two major

streets is called a node. Ml the nodes on the sketch should be numbered

sequentially, as are all segments of roadway. From accurate installation

maps, exact segment distances (in feet) are scaled and then written along-

side the segment number on the sketch. Scaled map distances are usually

more accurate than car odometer readings over short distances.

d. W-hen. Runs should be made during clear weather and when’

traffic conditions are fairly typical. Series of runs should be made during

off-peak-travel periods to obtain normal travel times. These are com-

pared with the resuIts of other runs made during the morning- and the

evening -peak hours. Peak-hour runs are made in the direction of the

maximum traffic flow. It is necessary to make several runs and average

the results. For practical purposes five runs are usually sufficient.

Several teams in other test cars can aid in collecting travel-time data by

departing at 5 -minute intervaIs.

60. Analysis. Analysis will consist of computing the average travel

time for each segment and then calculating the travel speed aided by the

suggested work sheet in figure 28. A table shouId be prepared summariz -

ing travel-time and delay results. A table suitable for this purpose is

shown in figure 29 and a sample published table is shown in figure 30. Note

that the delay codes used correspond to those on the suggested travel-time

and delay field-data sheet (see fig 27). It is desirable to prepare a map

that summarizes the travel times ancl emphasizes road segments with

significant delays (fig 31 ). A written commentary should accompany the

map, and should cle sc~ibe field observations concerning the causes of deIay.

A Iist of formulas applicable to travel-time and delay studies is presented

below:

Distance = Length of road segment (feet)

Travel time (rein) = Elapsed time - Elapsed time

End run Start time

Total delay time (rein) = Sum of delay times

Running time (rein) = Travel time - Total delay time
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i TRAVEL TI!fE WRK SHEET I

Figure 28. Typical travel time work sheet.
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TMLEX
ROADWAYsEGmTs WIm SIGNIFIW DELAY

Teminal Point Posted Speed Overall herall DelAy
Roadway Traveled ?imeand Limit Speed

St
Time Time

md Mileage Segment NO. PeriO* (m~h) (mph) (mIn) (rein)_

Drumn Dr
Wrning Peak 30 11.1

1 ~f
0.7 0.4

Franklin Rd Off Peak 30 26.0 0.3
(O.13 mile) Evening Peak 30 26.0 0.3 0.0

Au1tmm Ave

Coleman Cir
Morning Peak 30 22.0 0.6 0.1

Aultman Ave 2 Off Peak 30 26.4 0.5

(0.22 mile) Nening Peak 30 12.0 1.1 9.6
Greene Rd

Pendleton Pike
Morning Peak 30 28.2 1.0 0.1

Greene Rd 3 Off Peak 30 31.3 0.9
(0.47 mile) Evening Peak 30 14.1 2.0 l.1

Hebert Lord Rd

Aultman Ave
Morning Peak 30 20$0 0.3

Greene Rd 4 Off Peak 30
-o.1~’

(O.1O mile)

15.0 0.4
Evening Peak 30 8.0 0.8 0.4

Otis Ave

~~MOrning- and evening-peak speed and delay nlns were made in the direction of maximum traffic flow.

—

– Nmbers encircled are ae~ents of routes and correspond to those shon in Figure 8.
S/peak-hOur travel time faster than off-peak travel ‘ime.

Figure 30. Typical table of roadway segments with significant delay.

Overall travel

Rmning speed

61. kter~retation.

speed (mph) = Distance (ft)

Travel time (rein) x 88

(mph) = Distance (ft)

Running time (rein) x 88

For every automobile trip, there exists a desir -

able travel time including a minimum number of delays. Details are pro-

vided below:
.

a. Travel time. A comparison should be made between both the

peak- and off-peak-travel periods for the same roadways. On most roads,

as traffic volumes increase, average speeds decrease and travel times
increase. A significant increase in segment travel time is considered to

have occurred if the peak-period-travel time is more than twice the off-

peak-travel time. On very short segments, such as one or two blocks, a
delay of O. 5 minute is considered to be significant.
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b. a. The number (frequency) of delays along a route

indicate the frustration a driver experiences during his trip. Delays cost

the driver money, both in terms of the value of his own time and in terms

of gas and oil expended while going nowhere. It is thus desirable to mini-

mize delays. When significant delays have been encountered during the

travel-time and delay study, it will be necessary to revisit the scene of the

delay and to study the causes in detail.

62. Application. U the data from the study show that resultant delays

are few, and that peak-hour -travel times are approximately the same as

off -peak times, then no further action is necessary.

a. Travel-time standards. From experience it has been found

that it is possible to establish standards for travel time and running speed.

The suggested standards shown in table 9 represent a goal toward which

the installation should aspire. Of course, special speed restrictions, such

as for schools, shotid be considered in the overall evaluation.

TABLE 9
SUGGESTED MINIMUM DESIRABLE
OVEMLL TRAVEL SPEEDS (~H)

1 Road Class Off Peak Feak Hour

Arterial (primary) 30-45 25-35
Collector (secondary) 25-35 20-25
Local (tertiary) 15-25 10-20

&

b. %. When excessive delays exist and the causes have

been determined, the following actions should be considered.

(1) Traffic signals. Recalculate the signal timing. ~eck

the warrants for traffic signals contained in the Manual on Uniform Traffic

Control Devices for Streets and Highways. Perhaps the signal is not

warranted and should be removed. Consider the addition of a signal con-

troller with settings for morning -, evening -, and off-peak-travel periods.

Consider the use of traffic-actuated-signal controllers. Where the re are

several signals in short succession, consider synchronizing the system so

that traffic may progress from one to another on a green band.

(2) Stop signs. When traffic is delayed by a STOP sign,

several items must be considered. Recheck the warrants for a traffic

signal; perhaps the STOP sign should be replaced. Determine if the sight

distance along the cross -street is sufficient or whether sight is blocked by
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parked cars, buildings, unnecessary signs, or shrubbery; then, remove

the sight restriction. Check to see if the STOP sign is on the correct

approach and is not stopping a major flow for the benefit of a smaller

group.

(3) Turning movements, When delay is caused by left- or

right-turning vehicles, consicler prohibiting such turns. Consideration

should also be given to adding separate turn lanes or separate traffic-

signal-turning phases. Determine if the curb radius is adequate to facili-

tate right turns, particularly where there are numerous trucks and buses.

When right turns into driveways are a problem, determine if the curb

radius and curb-cut openings are sufficient, or if any other obstructions

exist.

(4) Parking. When parking, unparking, or double -parking

vehicles are obstructing traffic, parking prohibitions (NO PARKING signs)

should be considered and they should be backed up by saturation enforce-

ment and tow-away zones, Off-street parking lots should be established

whenever curb parking inhibits traffic or wastes valuable pavement.

(5) Passenger loading. When traffic is delayed by cars—
stopping to load or unload passengers, consideration should be given to

providing an off-road turnout lane. This could be supplemented by using

NO PARKING signs along the road. The same could be done for problems

involving school, troop, or commercial buses during peak hours.

(6) Pedestrians. The large volumes of pedestrian crossings

obstruct traffic, consideration should be given to providing pedestrian over-

passes or underpasses. If these are too expensive or are not warranted by

pedestrian conflict with vehicle movements, then crosswalks could be

established at either signalized or manually controlled intersections. Mid-

block pedestrian crossing signals should be installed only when warranted

and then should be synchronized with signals at nearby intersections.

Troop movements can be rescheduled so they will not occur during peak

hours, and off-road troop-movement trails can be created,

(7) Police control. When backups occur at police -controlled

intersections, the actual need for such a control point should be checked.

Consideration should be given to the use of a traffic signal where the traffic

volumes warrant. Another item to check is whether the police officer is

performing efficiently. He should be instructed always to favor the major

flow and not to interrupt arterial traffic just to let one or two cars out of a

side street or to make a left turn. Also, he should wait for several pedes -

trians to collect on the curb before stopping traffic for them.
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(8) Railroad. Railroad crossings at high-volume roads

should be identified by flashing red lights and automatic cros sarms. mere

traffic and train volues are higher, grade separation should be considered.

men spotting and siding ope rations block roadways during peak hours,

these operations should be rescheduled to other times. Coordination with

the railroad activity may be necessary.

(9) hadequate capacity. Ml of the above problems limit

roadway capacity. In addition, geometric and design features of the road

itself may be responsible for delays (see part two, sec III). Roadway

capacity is limited by inadequate pavement tidth (not enough lanes), lateral

obstructions (phone poles, no shoulders, narrow bridges), narrow-radius

curves without super elevation, steep grades (slow trucks), and finally,

rough or broken pavement. Following a highway capacity stucly, these

conditions may be remedied by major construction. Another caus~~ of

restricted capacity would be speed limits that have been set too low (part

two, sec 1X). As indicated in part two, sections lV and V, inadequate

capacity during peak periods can most easily and economically be over-

come by car pooling and on-installation duty-hour staggering. Before

spending large sums of money to increase capacity and /or recluce time

and delay requirements, consideration should be given to these two no- or

low-cost programs.

c. Before /after studies. The results of roadway improvements

can be demonstrated by comparing travel-time and delay runs that have

been performed before and after the revision.

SECTION IX

63. Purpose. Spot -speed studies determine typical traffic speeds at

a given point on a roadway. The instantaneous speed at a specific check-

point is called the spot speed. The results of a traffic speed study are

often stated in terms of the average speed. The data may sometimes be

presented as a plotted distribution curve of speeds for the collected sample.

Speed information may be used: (1) for provision of posted speed limits;

(2) to determine driver compliance with existing speed limits; (3) to deter-

mine the need for new traffic-control devices for regulation or warning;

(4) to determine the relationship of speed at high-accident-frequency loca-

tions; and (5) to determine the effect of a road change by a before /after
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study. As required by Highwa y Safety Program Manual Vol. 13 (part two,

sec XIV), each installation shall have an ongoing program to reevaluate

speed zones according to prevailing traffic speeds.

64. kformation needed. The data needed are the instantaneous speed

(in miIes per hour) of each free -flowing vehicle that passes the checkpoint.

Average -speed data may be categorized by the type of vehicle (cars, buses,

or trucks) or by the ownership (civilian or military). The accuracy of the

speed data will improve with the number of samples performed. A sample

size of 100 is desirable, but never should the sample size be less than 59.

65. Method. The method used will vary with the installation depend-

ing on availability of equipment.

a. Where. By concealing the observer and his equipment from

the driver to insure the accuracy of the measurements, traffic-speed data

may be collected at any location where a speed problem is thought to exist.

Usually data will be collected:

(1) At open areas on all major thoroughfares.

(2) At midblock street locations at least 200 feet from the

nearest intersection.

(3) At points several hundred feet prior to congested areas

such as intersections, shopping areas, schools, hospitals, or entrance

gates.

(4) At

hills, or bridges.

b. When.

matically decreases

points prior to dangerous situations such as curves,

As traffic volume increases, the average speed auto-

until eventually all vehicles are moving at the same

speed in one long platoon. The purpose of a speed study is to measure the

speed of free -flowing traffic. A vehicle is considered to be free floting if

the driver is free to choose his own travel speed, unhindered by other

traffic, Thus, a speed measurement should be performed only for a ran-

domly selected lone vehicle moving along a roadway. Free -flowing traffic

is seldom observed during peak-travel periods. Sufficient time should be

allowed to collect the desired sample size of 100 measurements. Observa-

tions should be taken during normal weather and traffic conditions.
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c. Equipment. Listed in the following paragraphs are various

types of techniques and equipment that can be used in obtaining spot-speed

data. Trade names cited in this guide do not constitute an official endorse-

ment or approval of the use of such commercial hardware or software.

(1) Radar. The single most desirable piece of equipment is

the radar spot-speed meter. A typical radar device may be vehicle -

mounted, tripod-mounted, or of the newer hand-held-gun type. A radar

meter is the only device that measures the true spot speed of a vehicle.

It operates at microwave frequency by determining the Doppler shift of the

signal reflected from the vehicle. A suggested field data sheet suitable for

use tith a radar meter is presented in figure 32. The observer must be

careful to collect accurate data. A radar speed meter may lock on either

the fastest vehicle in a stream or on the largest vehicle in a stream and

give undesired readings.

(2) Time-distance methods. All methods of this type involve

the measurement of the time required for the subject vehicle to traverse a

predetermined distance. A device named VASCAR (Visual Average Speed

Computer and Recorder) is one of the most accurate and popular devices

using the time -distance principle. VASCAR should be mounted in the survey

car. It then times or measures the distance betwen two highway reference

points. Wle the target car travels the same course, the operator switches

the unit on and then off as the reference points are passed. The speed of

the vehicle may be read directly from the VASCAR. Training is required

to insure accuracy.

A simple manual system is sometimes useful for occa-

sional spot-speed studies. It involves recording the time for the subject

vehicle to travel between two marks on the pavement. The time is clocked

manually by a stop watch, and the reading is recorded to the neare st one-

fifth of a second, The speed, S, for the subject vehicle is given by:

D

‘= (1.47x T)

where:
D = the distance (in feet) between pavement markings;

T= time (in seconds) to travel the distance.

The formula simplifies when D is a multiple of 88 feet.

The suggested field-data sheet shown in figure 33 has been devised to pro-

tide S in miles per hour automatically when the distance is either 88 or 176

feet. In addition, if exactly 100 passenger-vehicle-speed samples are

made, the subtotal for each speed grouping till read directly in percent.
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SPEED STUDY FIELD SHEET USING M~/SPEED GUN

Figure 32. Typical speed study field sheet using radar/speed gun.
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SPEED STUW FIELD SHEET USIffi MEASURED DISTANCES

( 1 1 i I i 1
5-21* 11.1 22.2

5-31i 10.7 21.4
+41q 10.3 20.6

6 10.0 20.0
—

bl15 9.6 19.3

62/5 9.3 18.7
_.. ..—

+3/3 9.0 18.1

bhlq 8.7 17.6
——

7 1 8.5 17.1

l-llq 8.3 16.6
—

7-214 8.J 16.2

7-31q 7.a 1s.7

7-klq 7.6 15.3

8 I 7.5 1s.0
a-11~ 7.0 14.1

9 I 6.6 13.3

9-itd 6.3 12.6 1
10 I 6.0 12.0

11 5.h 10.9 !
12 I 5.0 10.0

T~hL 1%

Figure 33. T~ical speed study field sheet using measured distmce.
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An L-shaped mirror box, the Enoscope, may be useful

to obtain a perpendicular view across the street. The perpendicular view

eliminates the parallel e rror that is inherent in determining the exact time

the vehicle crosses a pavement reference point. The observer is sepa-

rated from the Enoscope by a measured distance. As a vehicle passes the

Enoscope, the observer starts the timer. men the vehicle passes the

reference line in front of the observer, the timer is stopped.

A spot-speed measurement may also be made using an

electronic meter (whammy) connected with two pneumatic road tubes,

which have been placed a known distance apart. This device is somewhat

obsolete.

d. Accuracy. Accuracy will depend on the calibration of ttie

equipment and on the skill of the operator. Radar is the most accurate,

typically having an error less than 1.0 mph. VASCAR normally has an

error less than 2.0 mph. The accuracy of the calculated average speed

will improve as the size of the sample increases.

66. Analysis. Analysis will usually consist of determining the average

speed, the 85-percentile speed (critical speed), the pace speed, the pos-

sibly the standard deviation if statistical measures are to be applied. A

speed-distribution curve also may be plotted. These terms are defined as:

a. Average speed. The mean, or average, speed is calculated

by adding each of the individual speed observations, S, and dividing by the

total number of observations, N.

S Avg =
sum of s’s

N

Such an average is called the time -mean-speed. However, the average of

those readings taken by the time-distance method is called the space-mean-

speed. Time -mean-speed should not be directly compared with space -

mean-speed, since the two repre sent different quantities. However, for

most practical purposes of spot-speed studies, the difference is insignifi-

cant. The average speed is useful for making comparisons between several

sets of data, such as before/after studies; for example, “The average speed

observed on Maple Street north of 1st Street increased from 31 miles per

hour in 1965 to 37 miles per hour in 1975”.

b. 85-percentile speed. This is the speed at or below which 85

percent of the drivers travel. Restated, only 15 percent of the dr~.vers

travel faster than the 85-percentile speed. Accident studies have shown
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that the typical driver is a relatively good judge of what constitutes a safe

operating speed. Accordingly, the 85-percentile speed is often used to

establish a realistic speed limit, To determine this value, list the speed

observations in order of increasing speed. Next, determine a key number

by multiplying the number of observations, N, by O. 85. Count Up the list

of observations until the vehicle having the key number is reached. The

observation for that vehicle is the 85-percentile speed. For example !!

100 observations were made , the 85-percentile speed is that of the 85th
vehicle.

c. Pace speed. The pace is that 10 -mile -per-hour range that

contains the greatest number of vehicles. The percentage of \’ehicles

within the pace is a measure of the spread of the speed data. For example,

speed data having 80 percent of the observations falling within the pace have

less spread than data having only 40 percent in the pace.

d. Standard deviation. This is a statistical parameter and is a

measure of the spread (variation) of the sample data. A higher standard

deviation indicates a larger spread of data about the sample mean. The

calculation of the standard deviation is not usually part of a speed zoning

study, but may be used in before/after comparisons.

67. Interpretation.

a. The spot-speed data should be totaled and the numerical

average speed computed, as previously discussed. U statistical compari-

sons of speed data are to be made, the standard deviation should be calcu-

lated.

b. A speed-accumulation curve may be plotted by starting at the

lowest speed grouping and consecutively adcling each higher speed group

(one after another) to produce a cumulative count. Next, calculate the

percentage for each number by dividing by the number of observations, N.

These values are then plotted, and a smooth curve is drawn through the

points as show in figure 34. In that illustration, the pace is ~PProximately

30 to 40 miles per hour.

c. Several indications may be found on the speed-accumulation
curve. Some curves are fairly vertical in appearance, while others appear

to be more horizontal. The more vertical curve usually shows better

driving conditions than the gently s loping curve and indicates that most

traffic is traveling at nearly the same speed. A reduction in the spread of

speed data is one of the primary goals of speed zoning. Effective speed
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Figure 34. Typical speed-accumulation curve.

zoning will automatically make roadways safer, since it is speed diffe ren -

tial and not speed alone that is a principal cause of traffic accidents.

d. Proper speed zoning will reduce the speed of the faster

vehicles and will tend to increase the speed of the slower. From the speed-

accumulation curve, determine the 85-percentile speed. The speed Iifit

should usually be set at the 5-mile -per-hour increment closest to this

value. However, it is necessary to consider other conditions such as

traffic volumes, accident experience, and type of roadside development

when selecting the exact value. The format of speed-limit signs must

comply with the

and Highways.

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets
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68. Application. Listed below are several typical applications for

spot-speed studies.

a. Speed zones. Each speed-zoning problem shol~ld be consid-

ered separately. For example, speeds higher than the posted limit may

indicate the need for greater enforcement if they occur in a congested area.

However, out on an open boulevard, an 85-percentile speed more than 5

miles per hour higher than the posted limit may indicate an unrealistically

low posted speed limit. Increments of 5 miles per hour should be used on

the sign. Each installation shall have an ongoing program to reevaluate

speed zones according to prevailing needs.

b. -. An informational or warning sign must be legible to

the driver, Typical vehicle speeds may be used to design effective signs

by allowing choice of the proper size letters for the sign, and by permitting

placement of the sign far enough in advance so that the driver can take

action. In general, with higher speeds, larger signs are required and

should be mounted at greater advance distances.

c. Approach speeds. The average, free-stream road speed is

used to determine the proper clearance interval (yellow plus all red) for

signalized intersections. Speed is also a factor in determing the warrants

for a new traffic signal.

d. Before/after. The before/after spot-speed study is used to

determine what effects (if any) recent changes to the road environment may

have had on typical speeds. For example, a before /after spot-speed study

may be used to show the results of road improvements such as widening a

dangerous bridge. The study may indicate whether newly placed Hazard

Warning signs are having any effect on driver behavior, or will show the

effect of a newly revised speed zone.

SECTION X

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION STUDIES

69. Purpose. Origin and destination studies determine the travel

de sires of the population in and around the military installation. Every

trip is considered to have a point of origin and a destination. The results

of an origin and destination (O-D) study may be grouped to determine travel

desires according to trip purpose and preferred transportation mode. O-D

information may be used: (1) for all master planning decisions; (2) to
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determine the optimum location for new highway routes; (3) to determine

the location and size of bridges, entrance gates, and parking lots; and (4)

to design mass transit facilities.

70. Information needed. Data vary with O-D method used. The O-D

study will always need the point of origin, the point of destination, and the

travel mode (vehicle type). Some study methods may also require the trip

purpose (work or shopping), the number of persons in each vehicle, the

route chosen, the time of trip, and the parking facility used. Some

questionnaires may require the person to supply certain socioeconomic data

such as the number of vehicles he owns, his employment status (citilian,

military, or retired), his wage or service grade, and his residence type

(BOQ, post housing, or private dwelling). It may be necessary to use

several types of O-D methods to gather complete travel information.

71. Methods.

a. w. These will vary with the type of O-D survey used. The

methods most applicable to military installations are as follows:

(1) The

(2) The

(3) The

(4) The

O-D personnel questionnaire.

interview survey.

license-plate survey.

tag-on-vehicle method.

b. Design. An O-D survey is not to be undertaken without care-

ful consideration of the time and manpower required. U a survey is justi-

fied, the proper type of method must be selected. This decision should be

based on the way in which the data will be used. For example, if the traffic

flow at one point in the street network is needed, a simple turning -move -

ment count (see part two, sec I) will suffice. On the other hand, a personnel

questionnaire should be considered when it is necessary to predict the

effects of closing an entrance gate.

c. Zones. The O-D survey should begin by carefully establish-

ing and numbering zones on and around the installation. The purpose of

zoning is to permit summarizing travel patterns into suitable small local

areas. It is assumed that all trips having an origin or destination (trip

end) within

that zone.

the boundaries of a particular zone occur from the centroid of

Several pointers for establishing zones are:
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(1) Design the zoning small enough to discern travel patterns.

For example , if 4, 000 trips are destined for a training area, it may be

desirable to split the area into several zones. The more densely an area

is settled, the more zones will be needed.

(2) Do not establish too many zones; they just increase the

complexity of the data reduction, without providing any new knowledge. If

less than 5 percent of the total trips are bound for many of the zones, then

too many have been made.

(3) Establish zone boundaries along natural or recognizable

barriers such as railroad tracks or rivers.

(4) Establish boundaries so as to group similar land-use

activities. Be logical. For example, perhaps a suitable boundary can be

found to include all of the directorate of industrial operations in one zone.

(5) Establish separate zones for heavy traffic generators.

For example, one Zorle could be used to hold both the PX and the commis-

sary, and another zone used for the large hospital.

(6) Use established zones, For example, the surrounding

community may be zoned by using ZIP codes or to-ship lines, or the

installation could be zoned using btilding numbers, block numbers, or

zones e stablished by a previous traffic enginee ring study.

(7) Develop external zones to include the major portion of the

off -installation working population. This can usually be accomplished by

zoning an area within a 25 -mile radius of the installation. Zones outside

the radius should have infinite boundaries. For examp Ie, let one zone

include all other areas to the north and e stablish similar zones for other

directions.

d. Method 1: The O -D personnel questionnaire.

(1) On a military installation, this questionnaire is distrib-

uted to each person (military, civilian, and contractor) having a duty sta-

tion on the installation. A distribution and collection system must be

devised to make sure every organization receives a supply of questionnaires.

The questionnaire collection system must include a tally of the filled-in

questionnaires received, which should then be compared with the authorized

strength of each organization. Any differences should be corrected at that

time. Ideally, the questionnaires should be filled in by all personnel on

the very same day and should be collected as soon as possible thereafter.
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The week of the questionnaire distribution shotid be a typical work week

with all organizations operating near strength. This would exclude periods

containing a holiday, a training -school vacation, special maneuvers, or

periods when the fleet is at sea. The typical midweek days normally are

the best times to conduct such a survey.

(2) The O-D personnel questionnaire must be carefully pre-

pared; it must be very easy for the workers to read and understand; and it

must be in a format for the data to be quickly processed. Because of the

large amount of data collected, it is desirable to use the computer auto-

matic data processing system (ADPS). However, it is also possible to

process the data manually at small installations (less than 5, 000 employees)

if the number of questions are held to a minimum. If manually processed,

the number of questions and the number of travel zones should be limit~d

to about 10 or less to reduce the man-hours required to collate the data.

(3) A sample questionnaire designed for manual processing

is shown in figure 35, with the accompanying zone map in figure 36. The

questionnaires are processed to usable data by using a sample tally sheet

(or several workers could use identical tally sheets, which would later be

combined). Simple tables may be created by a straight-answer count. For

example, the response to Q1 may be counted, which till provide the num-

ber of people who drove, rode, walked, and so forth. More complicated

tables may be created by using a tally sheet similar to figure 37. Each

table will contain the resdts of two questions. The person performing the

tabulation will inspect each questionnaire for its reply to the two questions

and till place a tally mark in the appropriate box on the data sheet.

(4) When automatic data proces sing (ADP) tabulation is used,

it is feasible for the questionnaire to contain several more questions and

to provide more answer choices to each. A example of such a question-

naire is shown in figure 38. Care must still be used when devising the

questions. For example, if the que stion involves off-installation live -zone

numbers, a provision must be made for those who live on the installation.

For faster keypunching, the questionnaire should be limited to one side of

the printed page; the zone map may be printed on the other side.

e. Method 2: The O-D interview survey.

(1) Various names are used to describe interview surveys,

depending upon where the interview is made. For example, the interview

could be made at roadside, at heavy traffic generators (such as PX,
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FfiRT BENJAMIN HwISON -- TWFFIC STUDY QUESTIOmAIRE(PLu5E DO~o~ FOLD)

Circle the number corresponding to the statement which is the most

correct dnswer. CircJe only one answer for each question. If you are

unable to complete this questionnaire, contact your supervisor for
assistance.

PART A - ALL PERSONNEL

Q1. How did you get to work today?

or. Drove Car 04. Comercial Bus
02. Drove Motorcycle 05. Military Bus
03. Car Passenger 06. Walked/Bicycle

07. Taxi

Q2. Where do you work? (See map on reverse side). Circle below the zone
in which you report to work.

07. Zone A 04. Zone D 07. Zone G
02. Zone B 05. Zone E 08. Zone H
03. Zane C 06. Zone F

For Questions 3 and 4 indicate your duty hours today using the 24-hour

time system. (e.g., start at 0730, end at 1600)

Q3. mat time did you start duty today? . ‘;--

Q4. What time will you end duty today? “

PART B - DRIVERS0h7.Y
(Answer this section only if you DROVE TODAY)

Q5. Drivers Only. What entrance gate did you use to enter the post on yuur
way to work today?

01. None, I Live on Post 04. Lee Road Gate (northc.lsc sate)

02. Win Gate (south gate, post Rd) 05. Fall Creek Road Gate (Si~~ftcrRd)
03. 59th Street Gate (east gate) 06. 56th Street Gate (/!ultmanAve)

Q6. Drivers Only. Check the zone map again, please, and indicate the area in
which you parked your car at the beginning of this work day.

01. Zone A 04. Zone D 07. Zone G
02. Zone B 05. Zone E 08. Zone H
03. Zone C 06. Zone F

Q?. Drivers Only. How many people rode to work in your car today? (Include
yourself)

& :: 030 Three 05. Five
04. Four 06. Six or more

PLEASE MT~ THIS QUESTIONNAIRE TO YOUR SUPERVISOR TODAY

Figure 35. T~ical sample origin and destination questionnaire

manual p recessing .
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Figure 37. Typical origin and destination study manual tabulation sheet.
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commis sary, or hospital), at bus stations, in parking lots to survey

arrivals, or even in the home. The advantages of the interview survey

are flexibility of the questions and the presence of the inte rviewer to aid

in interpreting questions and maps.

(2) At the interview location, a large official-looking sign

should announce the nature of the study. Typical questions asked or

obse rved by the interviewer involve:

(a) Where the subject has come from.

~) Where he is bound.

(c) His mode of transportation.

(d) The number of persons traveling with him,

(e) The purpose of the trip.

(f) The duration of his stopover at that location.

(g) Where he parks.

With the aid of the interviewer, it is also possible to compile a complete

list of the trips each person made that day. A typical suggested form used

to collect the data is shown in figure 39.

(3) A roadside interview involves the hazards of dealing with

moving traffic. Special precautions must be taken to prevent accidents

between vehicles, to safeguard the interviewers, and to pre~-ent traffic

jams. You will be responsible for any mishaps. Measures that may be

taken in-de warning signs prior to a stopping point, flares and signal

flags, informatory signs, day-glow safety vests for interviewing personnel,

a police car parked on the road shoulder with lights flashing, and the pres-
ence of a police officer to provide legal authority.

(4) Adequate personnel must be used to obtain a sufficient

sample of traffic without causing a traffic jam. Normally, four inter -

viewers and one vehicle recorder per lane will suffice. When traffic vol-

umes are heavy (such as during peak hours), it will be necessary to take a

representative sample of the total. A percentage sample should be chosen

in advance and adhered to. The re suits for the sample may be multiplied

by a suitable factor to bring them up to 100 percent. To obtain a 25-per-

cent sample, the survey should interview 4 drivers and wave on the next 12.
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To obtain a 50-percent sample, interview four and wave on the next four.

Roadside interviews are generally conducted at a point such as a bridge,

an entrance gate, or even municipal boundary lines.

f. Method 3: The license -plate survey.

(1) Basically, this consists of recording vehicle license num-

bers at several locations and then matching up the written lists later to

determine who went where, This method is actually a variety of the tag-

on-vehicle survey, but here the vehicles supply their own tag --their license

plate. The license - plate survey (LPS) is well-suited to computer analysis.

A form used to collect the necessary data is shorn in figure 40. The first

(or last) three or four digits (alpha or numeric) of the license number are
recorded, as are time, vehicle type, gate number, and whether the vehicle

was inbound or outbound. A time span must be allowed for the vehicle to

travel from one checkpoint (gate) to another. Vehicles falling out side the

permissible time span are not counted as a matched license. Also the

vehicle types must correspond. The se two conditions till eliminate some

of the random matches of license numbers that occur.

(2) One advantage of the license -plate survey over the road-

side interview is that the traffic being surveyed is never stopped, and

therefore this method can be used on roads having high traffic volumes, or

whe re stopping vehicles would be hazardous. However, it is necessary to

have adequate personnel to read and record the license numbers. For each

lane of continuous traffic flow, one worker can call out the last three digits

of the license number while the other writes it down. No one worker should

attempt to record both inbound and outbound vehicles simultaneously. A

dry run should be attempted first to determine that data collection at a

particular location is feasible.

(3) The license-plate survey, if taken at the gates, can be

used to determine the amount of traffic passing through the installation.

An estimate of through traffic is useful on installations located on a major

artery, or those installations open to public traffic. Survey checkpoints

can be set up at entrance and exit gates, or at other natural bound aris. A

preferred location for a checkpoint would be where traffic speeds were low

enough to permit reading the license plate easily; for example, at a STOP

sign or at the approach to a traffic signal.

g. Method 4: Tag-on-vehicle survey.

(1) For this method, a preceded identification tag is placed

on each vehicle entering the study area and is retrieved as it leaves. A
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! LICENSE PUTE SURVEY FIELD SHEET I

Figure 40. Typical license-plate surve Y field sheet.
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typical paper tag is shown in figure 41. The tag is slippecl under the wind-

shield wiper or is given to the driver at the entrance point. Half the form

is filled out at the entrance point and the remaining information is filled in

by the worker collecting the tags. Cards may also be printed in various

colors and prenumbered to simplify the coding. Thus it is possible to

determine where the vehicle entered, where it exited, the times involved,

and the vehicle occupancy. The tag-on method is also useful in some t~es

of parking surveys.

TRIP GENERATION SURVEY TAG

DO NOT REMOVE THIS TAG
IT WILL 8[ COLLECTED AS YOU LEAVE

1, ENTRANCE 2. EXIT

/ 3

3. TIME IN /?3[) 4. NUMBER OF PEOPLE

IN VEHICLE .7
/y2[lTIME OUT

8dmPLE

Figure 41. Typical trip survey tag.

(2) A variation of this method is the lights-on survey where

the vehicle headlights are used as the tag. A large sign (with a police car

parked nearby) asks the driver to PLEASE TURN ON HEADLIGHTS FOR

NEXT X MILES. A sign reading THANK YOU, PLEASE TURN LIGHTS

OFF is placed at the

vehicles complying.

with their lights on.

vehicles that entered

point.

study terminus. An observer counts the number of

At various points, observers count the cars passing

The count permits calculations such as number of

at the lights -on station and then departed at the exit
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72. tialysis.

a. This will consist of preparing numerical tables of raw data

and then creating visual aids to help interpret the results. The visual aids

will consist of simple tables, graphs, desire-line drawings, ancl bar

charts. Examples of these are found in figures 42 to 46. On a bar chart

(fig 43), the height of the bar represents the number of persons desiring to

travel in a certain direction. The lines may be drawn straight from the

origjn zone to the destination zone (fig 44), or they may be clrawn along

existing roadways if the travel route is know (fig 45). Figure 4A repre-

sents the entrance-gate -to-work-zone desires.

TMLE X
~SPORTATION MODE OF BASE WWING POPULATION BY WOW ZONE

~ —
tide ~

,Work Come rcial Military —

Zone*

I

Drove

MOtc~r-
Pasaenger BuS Bus Bicycle cycle Walked Total

1 1,038 119 7 0 3 9 L2 1,218

2 9? 17 0 0 0 1 9 124
3 173 20 1 2 3 0 24 223
4 45 5 0 2 0 2 1 55

5 1,852 290 20 2 20 5 45 2,234
61 987 166 8 10 13 4 ~

7
1,190

67B ?3 2 0 11 6 27 ?97
8 559 45 7 4 18 5 16 654
9 1,239 119 0 4 13 25 46 1,446

Total 6,668 854 45 24 81 5? 212 7,9L1
~ —. ————-

*See Table VIII for zone identification.
I —— —.————

Figure 42. Typical mode table from origin and destination questionnaire.

b. %en analyzing raw data, care must be taken to reject illogi -

cal or or impossible conclusions. For example, if a particular statement

on the O-D questionnaire were misunderstood by the reader, many wrong

answers could result. A system of cross checks should be devised to pre-

vent possible errors. For example, if only 300 cars were actually counted

at Gate 6, but 750 drivers said they entered there, something was wrong

with your questionnaire or its instructions.

73. Interpretation. This will depend on the subject matter of the table,

graph, or desire-line drawing. It will also depend on the original purpose

ior [Lnclertaking the O-D study. The interpretation will usually place much

greater emphais on the larger numerical answers. Then, some statement

should be ma<!e about the conclusion you reach. It is also appropriate to

make comparisons between data. For example, for figure 42 one nlight

state: “It is seen that 6, 668 persons drove to work, while onl} 45 persons
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used the commercial bus service. “ Also for example, from figure 44 one

might conclude that: “It is seen that the tom of hwrence generates almost

as many trips as some of the more populated zones of kdianapolis. “

74. Applications. As stated, the purpose of the O-D study is to deter-

mine the travel desires of the population as generated by a military instal -

lation. Once the travel desires are known, applications in terms of practi-

cal transportation decisions can be made.
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a. Building location. The results of the O-D study may be

applied to help determine the optimum location for new building locations.

For example, if the survey reveals that most of the customers of the com -

mis sary are traveling from off post, consider locating a new commissary

nearer an entrance gate rather than at a far corner of the installation. The

goal is to reduce both the number of trips, and the average trip length.

b. Route location. The optimum location for a new roadway

would be along a wide desire line. Of course it is necessary to modify the

final design to allow for terrain, communities, and other practical con-

siderations. The point where a heavy desire line crosses a river, railroad

track, or other natural obstacle, is an indication of a favorable site for a

new crossing. Where a desire line follows an existing roadway, it is

indicative of a higher priority for the expenditure of maintenance fwds.

c. Transit routes. When planning routes for mass transit (part

two , sec XII), it is again better to attempt to follow a heavy desire line. It

is also desirable to have the route pass through major population concen-

trations, as indicated by the population bar chart (see fig 43 ).

d. Entrance gates. When a problem involves either entrance
gates or approach roads, it is usually best to ask those specific questions
on the O -D questionnaire. The replies nlay be used to determine the effect

of any planned changes. For example, if only 5 percent of the post work-

ing population use Gate 7, it might be feasible to close it completely. Using

the travel desire lines, it would then be possible to predict the amount of

increased traffic at other gates,

e. Through traffic. Once the amount of through traffic has been

determined by performing a license-plate or other appropriate survey, it

may be desirable to alter existing traffic routing. For example, a large

amount of traffic following routes through housing areas would be an indica-

tion that existing arterial routes were inadequate or improperly defined.

h such a case, it may be desirable to either upgrade the arteries or to

establish THRU TRAFFIC ROUTES by means of proper signs. Also, for

example, if it were found that a large number of vehicles without official

business were entering an installation, it might be desirable to construct
gatehouses and to require an official bumper sticker for entry.

f. Parking, Parking-space adequacy may be obtained by com-

paring the supply with the demand indicated by parking-zone replies. k

general, it is desirable to locate parking lots within or near zones having

a large working population.
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g. Duty hours /car pools. The results of an O-D survey may

indicate that too many employees have the same duty hours. Excessive

concentrations can cause traffic congestion and delays. The re suits may

also indicate the number of employees using car pools. Comparison of

duty hours with organizational working strengths will indicate places for

improvement (part two, sec V).

h. Other jurisdictions. It is of mutual benefit for military

installations to exchange O-D results with civil authorities.

SECTION XI

TRAFFIC-CONTROL-DEVICE OBSERVANCE STUDY

75. Purpose.

a. The purpose of these studies is to determine the effectiveness

of certain traffic -control devices by studying the degree of compliance or

observance by drivers and pedestrians. This study is generally conducted

only where a specific problem exists, particularly at high-accident-fre-

quency locations. The results of the study also are useful in determining

the need for existing or proposed devices; in indicating steps necessary to

improve obedience; and to note the effect of changes in regulations, devices,

or other items affecting traffic operations. In certain cases, it may aid in

the removal of existing restrictions that are no longer justified.

b. The study described in this section can be applied to regula-

tory devices, such as STOP signs, traffic signals, and speed-limit signs.

Other regulatory signs such as Turn Prohibitions, One -Way Restrictions,

and Parking Prohibitions may be studied by similar methods. Parking -

time -limit observance may be checked by conducting parking -duration

studies as described in part two, section XIII.

c. The studies are conducted on a sample basis; it is not practi-

cal to maintain a continuous study over an extended period. Normally, the

time period identified as the most common time of traffic accidents should

be used for the field observations.

76. kformation needed. In studying observance or obedience to

traffic -cent rol devices, the following information is needed:
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a. STOP signs.

(1) Number of drivers making full stop:

(a) Stopped voluntarily.

~) Stopped by traffic.

(2) Nmber of drivers not making full stop:

(a) Slowed.

(b) Made no attempt to stop.

(3) The direction of each driver upon entering the inter -

section such as right turn, left turn, or straight through.

b. Traffic signals:

(1) Driver observance of signals controlling his movement:

(a) Number of vehicles entering intersection on red

indication.

b) Number of vehicles entering on yellow indication.

(c) Number of vehicles starting up immediately prior to

green indication.

(d) Number of vehicles making turns not permitted by

signals or signing at intersection.

(2) Pedestrian observance:

(a) Number of pedestrians stepping off curb on green or

WALK indication.

(b) Number of pedestrians stepping off curb on a flash-

ing DON’T WALK indication or yellow indication, if pedestrian signals are

not installed.

(c) Number of pedestrians stepping off curb on solid

DON’T WALK indication or red indication, if pedestrian signals are not

installed.
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(d) Number of pedestrians crossing outside marked

crosswalks, if applicable.

c. Speed fimit signs.

(1) Note location of speed limit or speed-reduction signs.

(2) Observation of vehicle speeds (as outlined in part two,

sec IX).

d. General.

(1) For all studies discus sed in this section, the following

information should be recorded when applicable:

(a) Approach grade (flat, moderate, or steep; indicate

uphill or downhill for each approach).

(b) Weather.

(c) Street classification (see part two, sec II).

(d) Type of surface (concrete, asphalt, or other).

(e) Condition of surface (wet, dry, muddy, or icy).

(f) Approach curves (indicate sharp, medium, flat, or

none).

(g) Street width; number of traffic lanes; and presence

of any separate turning lanes, crosswalks, or other striping.

(2) If there are traffic-control devices in effect, other than

those that are under observation, they should be noted on the field form.

k many cases it may be advantageous to make a sketch of the intersection

similar to the condition diagram described in part two, section VI.

(3) h some instances, it may be desirable to classify

vehicles by group (see part two, sec I).

(4) In most cases, a minimum of 100 observations should

be made.
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77. Methods.

a, For studies of STOP-sign obedience, one observer is normally

required for each sign to be checked. In light traffic, one observer can

check STOP signs on two approaches to an intersection. The action of each

vehicle approaching a STOP sign is recorded in the appropriate block on

the field-data sheet shown in figure 47. &though desirable, it is not nec-

essary to record every vehicle since this is a sample survey of actions.

b. At traffic signals, the action of each driver and pedestrian is

recorded. If pedestrian volumes are heavy, the action of at least every

fifth pedestrian should be recorded for a satisfactory sample. Figures 48

and 49 may be used as guides for necessary field-data sheets, Modifica-

tions can be made in these sheets for signals that provide special pedes-

trian indications such as WALK and DON’T WALK.

78. Analysis. This till usually consist of preparing a summary of

the results of each STOP sign or traffic-signal study. Percentages should

relate actual field observations and total voluntary movements (not influ-

enced by other traffic or pedestrians) at each respective location.

a. Figure 50 shows a format for a table summarizing STOP -

sign-obedience observations. The following general percentage of drivers

making full stops, excluding those stopped by traffic, may be used to com-

pare STOP-sign-study results.

(1) 95 to 100 percent - excellent.

(2) 75 to 94 percent - good.

(3) Under 75 percent - poor.

b. Some of the usual causes of failure to obey the STOP sign are

the poor condition of sign faces, improper location of the sign, or obstruc-

tions to view of the sign. Unnecessary, unwarranted, or temporarily

installed STOP signs are often poorly observed by drivers. Obedience to

signs often varies with the season because vegetation obscures signs during

the growing season. Left -turning violators often cannot see the STOP sign

because of its location, while violations by right -turning vehicles often

result from placing the sign in advance of corners with large turning radii.

When the principal reason for a relatively poor obedience to a traffic-con-

trol device is a temporary condition (such as view obstructed by vegetation

or defaced sign), another study should be made after this temporary condi-

tion has been corrected.
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STC? SIGN WSERVMCE STUDY FIELD SHEET

LWATION Lzho #ve, 4 / #h-p/e Sk DIRECTLON NW ti...y.y

Figure 47. Typical sto p-sign observance study field sheet.
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@

Figure 48. Typical pedestrian signal observance field sheet.
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Figure 49. Typical driver signal observance field sheet.
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Intersection/
Direction of

Travel

Ellsworth Rd at
Wright Dr east-
bound

Ellsworth Rd at

Wright Dr west-

bound
Depot Parkway at

Donaldson Rd
southbound

Brookley Rd at
Wright Dr east-

bound
Hill Rd at

Perimeter Rd
northbound

Total

STOP-SIGN O

No. of

Observations

MTMCTEA ~am 55-8

TABLE X

50

100

100

50

50

350

5ERVANCE SmY 4

Percentage

Full Slowed No Attempt
stop Down To Stop

44.0 50.0 6.0

28.0 64.0 8.0

53.0 45.0 2.0

40.0 60.0 0.0

46.0 46.0 8.0

41.7 (Avg) 53.4 (Avg) 4.9 (Avg)

Figure 50. Typical stop- signobservance summary table.

c. The main causes of lack of obedience to traffic signals are

similar to those for STOP signs: poor locations, lack of visibility, and

unwarranted signals.

d. Poor observance of signals by pedestrians is often caused by

improperly located signals, no signal indication visible to pedestrians,

green or walk period too short for crossing, vehicle turns hindering cross-

ings, or lack of adequate crosswalks.

e. k studying effectiveness of speed-reduction signs, averages

of the observed speeds before and after are determined and compared, and

ifthe difference is slight, it is probably due to chance and does not reflect

the effectiveness of the signs. b this case, snot.he r survey should be made

as a further check. Large differences indicate effectiveness of the signs.

Mathematical methods of determining the significance of differences in

averages (arithmetic mean) can be used if more precise methods are

desired.
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‘),; . Al~plicati On.

a. bl general, the obser~ance of, obediencti, to or effectiveness

of traffic-control-device studies are used to assist in deter: nination of

accident causes at high-accident-frequency locations, to assist in evaluat-

ing the efficiency of traffic-control and enforcement plans and policies,

and to :I]lprove control n]easures by relocating or re~~loving unwarranted

or ineffective devices.

b. To improve observance of necessary STOP signs, the follow -

ing actions shouId be considered:

(1) Refinish or replace defacecl or nonreflective signs.

(2) Erect STOP MEAD signs approaching isolated STOP

signs; the advance distance is relatecl to approach speed.

(3) Improve visibility

or trimming vegetation, restricting

(4) hcrease selective

of signs and intersections by removing

parking, or relocating adjacent signs.

enforcement and driver education.

(5) Add pavement markings or extra signs.

(6) Install a flashing red beacon at particularly hazardous

locations.

c. Obedience to traffic signals may be improved by:

(1) frnproving view of signal by relocating signal indications,

removing obstructions to view, or increasing the size of the indications.

(2) Retiming signal controller for maximum effectiveness.

(3) Coordinating the traffic signal with other adjacent signal -

ized intersections to reduce the number of reqtired stops.

(4) kstalling pedestrian signal heads to control pedestrian

movements.

(5) Erecting TRAFFIC SIGNAL MEAD signs.

(6) kcreasing enforcement.
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d. The study of speed signs can be used to il~lprove enforcement

and driver -education programs and to determine neecl for improving visi-

bility of such signs. This study is also useful in planning an installation-

wide program to remove unnecessary signs or to increase speed limits to

more reasonable levels. A complete procedure for conducting a study of

speed signs is given in part two, section IX of this pamphlet.

SECTION XII

TRANSIT STUDIES

80. Pur~ose. Transit studies are conducted to obtain information

concerning either privately owned or Government-owned transit vehicles

that serve the installation. The information serves as basic material for

future route planning, analysis of effectiveness of present operations,

determination of points of heavy passenger loads, and planning additional

stops if needed. This study can be used in conjunction with the duty-hour

study (see part two, sec V) to determine whether public transportation

schedules fit with starting and ending times of base personnel.

81. kformation needed. There are two types of stu(lies: (1) the

transit load check, and (2) the transit boarding-and-alighting check.

Either can be utilized to yield the required information, depending upon the

objectives of the study. They can be used independently or together. Basic

information required for ally type of transit check should include a map

showing all transit routes, location of all stops, and transit schedules. A

third study that might be considered, is a transit travel-time and delay

study. This study is accomplished using the same procedures outlined in

part two, section VIII. This study would be used to analyze delays that

occur and how service might be improved.

a. Transit load check. This is a count of the number of transit

vehicles and the number of passengers on each at selected locations, The

number of passengers in each vehicle is either counted or estimated at

selected vehicle arrival and departure stops or when it passes a given loca-

tion such as a gate. The vehicle number, time of arrival, an(l time of

departure are noted. The vehicle number can be used to ascertain the

seating capacity from the operating agency. The observer(s) are lo(; ated

at each location where the data are required.

b. Transit boarcling-and -alighting check. This requires the
number of passengers boarding and alighting from the vehicle at each stop
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and the vehicle arrival and departure times for the entire route. An

observer rides on the vehicle to obtain these data,

82.

manner :

Method. Method is determined by the type of study.

a. Transit load check. This is to be conducted in the following

(1) The

These are usually the

(2) One

points that are of interest to the study are chosen.

points where high rider ship occurs.

observer is assigned to each location.

(3) Each observer is equipped with field -data sheets and a

wrist watch. The observer enters the appropriate information as shown in

the format suggested in figure 51.

(4) The time and length of the study will be determined by

the purpose of the study. It may be conducted during peak-traffic hours

onIy or during a complete day by taking a sample of each major period to

allow expansion to the full day, using the scheduled number of buses in

each period.

b.

the following

Transit boarding-and-alighting check. This is to be made in

marine r:

(1) information is obtained on the length of the route and the

location of each stop from the transit route map.

(2) One or more observers are assigned to each vehicle,

dep~n(ling upon the passenger volume and the number of doors in the

vehicle. At stops where volume is exceptionally heavy, an obseriret. maY

be required at the curb to tally the number alighting.

(3) Each observer rides the vehicle continually between
terminal points on the route ant] enters the appropriate information on the

suggeste(.1 fielfl-data sheet (fig j2). In addition tG the field-data sheets,

the observer must be equipped with a wrist watch.

(4) Enough trips must be made to pro~ride a

of passenger volumes during peak- and off-peak periocls.

complete picture
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TRANSIT LOADSWOY FIELD SHEET —

L~ATION ST AT TmA~ AVF

TIM. PJ 7~ TO i~~~ DAY %VRSW DATE ?4 ~OLY 1975

TRANSIT DATA PASSENGERS

TI~ THROUGH
ROUTE ~lR BUS SEATIM (STAY
No. No.

RWRKS
cAPAC ITT ~RIvE DEPART OFF ON ON BUS)

3 UR 126 44 0715 0717 0 10 3_2 ___
7 5B 071 44 0745 0746 6 4 22. .
6 EB o4g 24 08 ?0 084s II z 1.5 .F;:2.D;;.?;:;;:

8 NB ,,~ .44 0915 0920 5 & z~

3 44 loos1008 3 /2 Io- .Hh IZb..
? SE 07I 44 I030 1033 [? 3 3-L ___

6 ER @9 Z4 llOb 1110 10 7

B Wfl 110 44 1140 1143 G lb ?? ——

—

———

TOTfi ::::,,+,..,,,,,............. ..... 4 i ,,,.

Figure 51. Typical transit load study field sheet.
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~SS TRANSIT BOARDINGAND ALIGHTING STUDY FIELD SHEET

DAY DATE l] JUN. 19Z -THER ~:LOU D Y

LINEmER~ BUSCAPACI~ s~Ts &—

DIRECTION~~ ))

T~E PASSENGERS
LOCATIONOF STOP

ARRIVAL DEPARTURS OFF ON LMVING*

~ERM ftiA L 0725 0 0 0
0730 0733 0 31 31

ELM STREET

0752 ~ Z3 49
W1..cdsmEtT .074$

0814 ~4 II 36
8LLIEWWUET SW~ET

0810

a~35 0840 z~ 6 z/
MAU STREET

w 58 8 II Z4
BIRH ~REET 0855

~v~ SREET a~i~ 6 4 Z2
0915

Q

~[, ~~v~
$

*L~VlNG: TOT& NUMEROF PASS~GERSON BUSWEN LEAVINGINDICATEDSTOP.
RSCO~ FORFIRST STOPTHENADDTHE “ON” ANDSUBTRACTTHE“OFFS”
mR EACH OTHERSTOP. REC~CKTHEVALUEFREQUEWLYBY COLMING
THE~ER OF PASS~GERS.

Figure 52. Typical mass transit boarding-and-alighting study

field sheet.
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83. Interpretation.

a. Data gathered in the transit load check can be analyzed by

comparing seated passengers, standing passengers, and seats available by

time of day. Figure 53 shows one method of presenting the information.

BUS ROUTE ~UE

I BUS STOP ELM AND MAIN ST————
250

r

———
DATE 23 FEE 1975

2ook LEGEND

Figure 53. Typical transit load-check graph.

b. Hormation gathered in the transit boarding -and-alighting

check may be analyzed by the following methods:

(1) A load profile may be constructed with the abscissa

corresponding to points along the route and the ordinate representing the

total number of passengers at various points on the route. This profile

can be made for each trip or for the average of individual trips during

selected periods. A sample load profile is shown in figure 54.

(2) A boarding and alighting summary can be made for points

on the route in graphic form as suggested in figure 55.
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BUS ROUTE

TIME PERIOD

DATE

4oL—-
——

BLUE-NORTHBOUND

PM PEAK

23 FEB 1975

Figure 54. Typical sample busloading p refile.

84. Application. Information obtained can be utilized for

safety, planning, and as background idormation when dealing

purposes of

with privately

owned transit lines that serve

a. The transit load

ing that violate the provisions

the installation,

check will point up conditions of overcrowd-

of U 385-55 (app B).

b. The results of the transit load check or transit boarding-and-

alighting check may be used as follows:

(1) For possible consolidation or rerouting of lines.

(2) For possible elimination of stops.

(3) For additional information when developing a staggered

duty-hour plan.
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200 1

100

0

100

200

I I
BUS ROUTE BLUE

I

.

——

BUS STOP ELM AND MAIN ST

DATE 23 FEB 1975

Figure 55. Typical boarding and alighting g raph.

(4) For determining the dai~y passenger circulation at points

on the route.

(5) For determining vehicle headways.

(6) For determining requirements for additional service.

(7) For future planning.

c. The transit load check will provide information that will be

valuable in dealing with private transit firms in regard to schedules and

passenger-volume requirements of the installation.
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SECTION XIII

P~KING STUDIES

85. Purpose.

a. Parking studies provide information relative to the adequacy,

location, and use of existing parking facilities to analyze whether additional

parking is required to meet existing parking demands. The information

also can be utilized to make projections of the future requirements for

parking space if there is to be expansion of development.

b. Lack of adequate parking presents a significant problem at

many installations. The problem usually is localized in only a portion of

the base; often at commissaries, exchanges, barracks areas, and major

employment concentrations. Actually, the problem is one of walking His -

tance rather than of parking. If you are willing to walk far enough, you

can always find a space somewhere. The objective of parking studies is to

d(’velop an improvement program to place the proper number of stalls,

with properly designecl layout and traffic circulation patterns, in convenient

Iocations to serve the many cliff er(nt portions of an installation. Usual Iy

when a parking stucly is desired, a prc>blem area alreacly has been identified

and soluti(~ns are needecl. In other cases, the parking study will be used to

identify problem areas through an overall installation check and then will

be followed with more detailed study in the problem areas. This section

will cover the procedures to be used in either case, Normally, parking

areas used only for military vehicles (motor and equipment pools) are

omitted from the study, since their special problems are more easily

identified and solved.

86. hformation needed.

a. In general, the necessary information will include an inven-

tory of existing parking, a classification of the types of spaces (open,

reserved, or tisitor), an identification of which installation facilities are

servecl by the parking spaces, and a measurement of parking-space usage,

b. Parking supply is the actual number of spaces available, both

on street and off street, to serve parkers within reasonable walking dis -

tance of their destination. In adclition to counting the actual number of

spaces, the information collected should include the generalized location

and parking time limits (if any) cf the spaces. If the spaces are located

off street, physical characteristics of the lots should be noted or sketcl-jed.

The cl~aracteristics should include entrance and exit locations; type of
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surface; details of space markings; and dimensions of aisles, spaces, and

entrances. U the lot has a one-way circulation pattern, this should be

described.

c. To determine how present parking spaces are used, informa-

tion must include the number of cars parked at the peak time of the day,

how long vehicle? are parked (parking duration), and the average number

of cars parked in each parking space (turnover) during the selected study

period. Vehicle types, incorrect parking practices, and violations also

will be noted during the study.

87. Methods. The field work consists of identifying the study area,

taking a parking -space inventory, and determining parking-usage charac -

teristics. These steps involve the following procedures:

a. Determine study area. The purpose of the parking study must

be defined prior to defining the area where it will occur. If it is the entire

installation, the objective will be to identify where parking shortages exist.

U the study is to cover a limited portion of the base , it will normally be

associated with an identified land use ~ospital, work area, commissary,

or exchange). This is the more common case. To identify the study area,

a field check of the area during a period of heavy parking demand is re -

qtired. Parking demand refers to the number of cars (normally the maxi-

mum) present in a given area. Individual parking demands normally are

related to an individual land use or groups of uses in an area. The field

check will re suit in drawing a line on a map around the principal study site

to include all locations where people park who are destined for that site --

both on street and off street. This line then defines the study area. If the

entire base is to be studied, it will normally be divided into sectors that

logically split the different functional areas of the base.

b. Parking-space inventory.

(1) Parking supply is determined by a parking inventory.

Obtain a map of reasonable scale that covers the study area. A vertical

aerial photograph can be of significant help also, The map should be zoned

in a similar fashion to that of the origin and destination zone map (see fig

36). Each parking area, both on street and off street, should be designated

on the zone map by a letter or number.

(2) The actual inventory is made by field observers who

enter the proper information on

zone map. The second sheet is

fied by the proper code number

field sheets.

the inventory

from the zone
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are defined by painted stall markings, the actual number of parking spaces

is counted; if not, measurements shodd be made and the number estimated.

The number of on-street spaces is estimated by measuring the length

between driveways and calculating the number of stalls that can fit in that

length. The number of stalls possible in an unmarked off-street lot may

be estimated by dividing the area of the lot in square feet by 300 (the aver -

age area for each car, including aisles, in a normal lot). For example, a

lot 125 feet by 400 feet contains 50, 000 square feet and could accommodate

approximately 166 cars in self-parking stalls. If there are any restric-

tions on use of the stalls in any facility, the number of stalls in each cate-

gory should be tallied separately:

(a) Re served for individuals.

(b) Restricted by a time limit.

(c) Unlimited usage.

(3) hy restrictions on use, permit systems, and the

message on the face of any restrictive signs should be indicated on the back

of the inventory form. A sample form for parking space inventory is shown

in Figure 56.

c. .Parking utilization study. This study determines the number

of vehicles parked within the study area. If the entire installation is to be

covered, by sector, two observers riding in a vehicle can accomplish this

easily; the driver counts vehicles parked on the left side of the street or

aisle and the other observer counts those on the right side. For smaller

areas, a single observer can obtain the data on foot. The checks should be

made on the heaviest day of a normal week; a complete cowt should be

made at 1000, 1215, and 1430 hours, since normally the peak nulnber of

parked vehicles occurs during one of these periods. The route followed

should be set so that it can be covered in approximately 3G minutes, start-

ing 15 minutes before the time indicated and finishing approximately 15

minutes after. Do only a portion of the installation in 1 day, if necessary,

finishing the remainder on other days with similar parking -demand charac-

teristics. Al on-street and off-street facilities in one area should be

covered on the same day. The route should be laid out on a map (or aerial

photograph) in advance to insure complete coverage. The data can be

recorded on the map using different colors for each of the three observa-

tion periods. Show the number of cars parked along each block face and in

each off-street facility. Illegally parked vehicles and those parking in

unauthorized areas are shown separately in parentheses. The objective of

the study is to determine the highest number of vehicles parked in each
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INSTALLATION PARKING INVENTORY SUWRY SHEET

INSTALLATION ff Jutile DATE~

LOCATION OF PARKING INVENTOR~/ ZONC

TOTAL PARKING SPACES 7?/ RESERVED& OPEN 77i

ON-STREET(WRB) SPACES~8 RESERVED~ OPEN ~+

OFF-STREET(MT) SPACES Y63 RESERVED /6 OPEN 747
ON-STREET OFF-STRE=

NO. OF SPACES
,WTIO~/ .

NO. OF SPACES
“ LOT/AREA

RES~VED OPEN PARALLEL ANGL~l RESERVEDOPEN

/.+ JI B.dk 2 8
~o’.*/

~/*r~#
‘~:bJf> o $ do 600

PN 2 2/3 600 /—.

J} -
I~,* rerl

j f’id’sff 2 3 de5 [;*m,;3u,.Y2 m d’~“ v

F
dL 5t

0s
045/:e / Jo 9Lio </

5,’6(<,1,
;/m~Ve~ _—-— —

2
@

~,j)EAve’ /3 Mo do
d - .Gy
d//c y .—0—.- _ f Qn

- - ;.. /

I
<C d>

UN) ‘
..

,fi 25 y~” /.—

S>p#/i e
5_ BI 70° ~

~/
Location, lot, or area by name keyed to a coded map on site plan,

Al Extent of parking (name of street; I.e., John Street between A Street and B Street

north side.

~/ Relates to gtall or parking angle (i.e., 90 degrees; 60 degrees; 45 degrees).
~’ Uae check mark (V) if yea; (x) if no.

Figure 56. Typical installation-parking-inventory summarY sheet.
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sector and /or facility so that it may be compared with the available park-

ing supply to identify areas and amounts of parking shortage. Some areas

may require checks at times other than those noted above if their heaviest

parking demands oc cur during different hours.

d. Parking -duration and turnover stud~. This study is conducted

during normal hours to obtain a picture of typical usage. When the spaces

serve special-purpose facilities such as post exchange, commissary, and

theaters, the study should be conducted during the period of maximum use.

The purpose of this study is to identify how many cars use the spaces in a

given time period (called turnover), whether the time limits are proper and

are being observed, what number of cars are present at the time of peak

accumulation, and what the ave rage length of time parked is. Each cbserver

is assigned an area to cover that till allow him to check each parking space

once during every 15-minute period or less. This period may be etiended

when the parking area obviously is utilized by long-time parkers (30-min-

ute or 1-hour intervals). As a rule, one observer can cover from about 60

to 80 spaces in a 15-minute period. The observer walks a predetermined

route and records the right -hand four numbers or letters of the license

plate or decal number on the field-data sheet as shown in figure 57. Park-

ing time Iimits for each space should be recorded on the field-data sheet

the first time the route is covered. The same route is followed on subse -

quent trips so that each parking space corresponds to a horizontal row of

spaces on the field sheet. All parking space must be accomted for on the

field sheet. An empty parking space can be recorded by leaving the appro-

priate space blank on the field sheet. When the same vehicle is observed

in the same parking space during subsequent trips, the observer records it

as a check mark rather than repeating the license plate or decal number.

This makes it easier to pick out long-time parkers. Parking spaces that

are reserved for either permanent personnel or visitors should be so identi-

fied on the field sheet. The method described above for making the space-

utilization study can be used for on-street or off-street parking. Normally,

a 30-minute round trip is adequate for off-street parking.

e. h many cases, the facility that is served by a particular

group of parking spaces, whether on street of off street, can be easily

identified by field obse rvation. However, when several possibilities exist,

the use of the spaces can be determined by questionnaire, direct interviews,

or tracing of decal numbers. The se techniques are costly and should only

be used if there is a special problem that can be analyzed only through

their use.

f. Direct interviews or use of returnable questionnaires require

adequate advance publicity in order to carry out the study with a minimum
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Figure 57. T~ical parking -utilization field sheet.
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of explanation to parkers. The data are collected either by on-the -spot

interviews when the driver returns to his vehicle, or by inserting a

questionnaire under the windshield wiper to be filled in by the driver when

he returns to his vehicle. Personnel distributing the questionnaires should

be instructed not to open or enter unattended vehicles. In either case, the

questions should be simple but should yield enough information to accom-

plish their purpose. The following is an example of some information that

might be reque steal:

(1) Time of arrival at parking space (in the case of direct

interviews, the observer records this when the parker arrives, as well as

the license number).

(2) Time of departure from parking space.

(3) Reason for vi siting destination (work, or shopping).

(4) Frequency of parking in the area.

Other items might include the number of persons in each vehicle, home

location, next destination after unparking, and any special items involved

in solution of the problem being studied. Questionnaires also should

include instructions for returning it through the desired channels, and some

method of identifying the location of the parking space (probably ente red by

the person distributing the questionnaires).

g. In parking areas that normally serve employees, the parker’s

destination after unparking may be estimated by listing installation decal

numbers and checking this listing against installation vehicle -registration

records to determine home location, zip code, and duty station (employ-

ment location).

88. titerpretation.

a. The supply of available parking spaces may be summarized

according to area or sector of the installation. These areas may be located

on a map by the block and facility numbers, and the parking capacity of

each area can be noted directly on the map. Figure 58 is a graphical com-

parison of the peak number of cars parked and employees by sector; simi-

larly, parked cars could be compared with available parking stal~s by sector.

A summary in table form should be prepared to indicate usage of the avail-

able parking supply by parking category similar to that shown in figure 59,

The calculation of the percentage of stalls filled is valuable in identifying

areas of high usage.
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T~LE X
PARXING IN~TORY ~ USAGE*

1
Off Street On Street

i
Gen Res

Zone Empty Filled Empty Filled EM

1 170 22 ? 11 0

2 215 126 15 24 23
3 53 132 43 113 ?
4 143 244 145 144 1
5 15 276 126 379 3
6 135 412 10 2 0
7 660 370 36 44 0
8 377 581 264 643 0

Total 1,768 2,163 646 1,360 34
:

n
.illed Empt,

o 0
37 0
50 2
27 0
35 2
0 0
0 0
32 0

181 4

ID* ata collected during the morning hours (0900-12(

I

s Total
‘illed Empty

I I
o
0
6
0
12
0
0
0

177
253
105
289
146
145
696
641

2,452)

33 15.7
187 42.5
301 74.1
415 59.8
702 82a
414 74.1
414 37.3

1,256 66.2

(3,722) 60.4
I I i

18

192 18
401 39
242 164
415 2a9
329 519
547 12

1,030 80
990 907

(4,146) (2,028)

~ 8.6
a.9

40.3
41.1
61.2

2.1
7.2

47a

32.9

Figure 59. Typical parking inventory and usage table.

b. The physical characteristics of parking lots

for deficiencies similar to the following:

(1) Entrance or exit located too close to an

should be studied

intersection.

(2) Deteriorated pavement surface and poor drainage.

(3) kadequate dimensions of stalls, aisles, -d entrances

or exits.

(4) Deteriorated stall markings.

(5) hproper traffic -control signing.

(6) Poor circulation of traffic flow, particularly near drive -

ways.

c. Space usage Jata can be analyzed by entering it on a summarY

sheet similar to that shown in figure 60. The duration of parking is deter-

mined by the number of consecutive times the same vehicle was observed

in the same parking space and by the time period required for each round

trip on the route. For example, if the time period for each round trip

averages 15 minutes, then a vehicle that is observed only once would have

a parking duration of 1 to 29 minutes or

observed ttice, then the duration wotid

30 minutes, and so forth. Other values

follows :
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PARKING UTILIZATION SUWRY SHEET

LOCAT19NC.omm~sJ 4KY

DATE25- ~VLy >5-
~m O$JO To /%~~o

1
PARKING

VMICLE
V~ICLES PARKING VEHICLES

VEHICLE

DURATION
HOURSPWD

DUR4TIOX
HOURSPARKII)

(HK) WBER PERCENTmER PERCENT N~BER PERCENTNmBER PER(;E,W

0, 2b- /20 /? I Jo

0, 5–0 60 %3’ 30
0, ~3- 2$$ + J.s o -

—..

zoo

/, ~)~ ~ ~T 3>;7 2 .%-0 —— —— .— ——
/ , 5-0 gd 7, 7 %1 —-
2,00 f 5– 28/ .? o ———

2 .5-0 .3 0,4 7,51 ——.—. —

3,00 / 0,1 3 ._ __ ____

——— —— —

.

.—

—

CONTINUEDNE~ COLW TOTALS 703 /00 5%Jr5- /00

AVERAGEDWTION ’81’ 5/70~ = fzlt p~I~G spAcEsAvAI~B~~ 60

LWAL TIM LIMIT /,00H( SPACEHOURSAVAILABLE 600
/0,3 /fl~’56~o=,f?PERCENTOVERTI~ EFFICIENCY

Figure 60. Typical parking -utilization summary sheet.
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Vehicle -hours = Parking duration hours) x Number of vehicles

parked for that length of time. (This is a

cumulative total. )

Average duration = Total vehicle -hours + Total vehicles

parked.

Space hours of parking available = Number of spaces avail-

able for parking x Number

of hours covered in study

( 100 spaces available dur-

ing an 8 -hour-study period

represents 800 space- ,

hours ).

Utilization ratio = Total vehicle-hours used + Space-hours

available.

Percent overtime =

89. Application.

Sum of figures in vehicle percent column

for all durations longer than legal limits;

the number of overtime parkers as a

percentage of total parkers.

a. The practical uses of parking studies include determination of:

(1) Geographical distribution of parking supply on the instal-

lation as found in the parking -inventory study.

(2) Existing parking problem areas on the installation through

the parking accumulation study. This study also allows comparison of

parking demand with other factors such as installation population or land

use.

(3) Areas where parking time limits are not consistent tith

usage and should either be changed or enforced more rigidly through the

parker-duration

(4)

closer to parker

questionnaires.

and turnover study.

Whether additional parking supply should be provided

destinations, through the results of parker interviews or
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(5) Future parking needs as an integral part of new or

expanded installation facilities. This can be done by directly relating

existing characteristics such as employment, population, or floor sl. ace

to the estimatec] future characteristics. DOD ~270. l-M, Construction

Criteria Manual, contains parking authorization for lan(l -use functions,

such as barracks (app B).

b. There should be some surplus parking in any parking facility

to reduce cruising or blocking of aisles while waiting for a vacant space

and to provide a reasonable level of convenience for the user. ~’he capacity

of on-street parking spaces or employee off-street facilities is taken as 9C

percent of its suFp Iy (10 percent of the stalls should be available at peak

times). The practical capacity of off-street facilities that serve short-

term customer or visitor parkers is 85 percent of the available stalls.

When these allowances are macle, the total deficiency or shortage (in terms

of parking stalls) may be calculated.

c. Many times present problems may be relieved by better lay-

out and organization of existing facilities. While parking -lot de sign is

beyond the scope of this guide, the analyst shoulcl con side r:

(1) Improving parking -lot layout (fig 6 1). Long-term park-

ing stalls should be about 9 feet in width and high-turnover spaces should

be about 9.5 feet. Reference TM 19-251 for additional guidance (app B).

(2) Reducing the number of reserved spaces that are not

being used often in order to reduce problems for other parkers.

(3) Setting aside areas for small or compact cars can

increase the amount of parking supply by over 10 percent; these areas

should be in a convenient location so that smaller cars will use them and

not fill up normal-size spaces first. Stall sizes should be approximatt!ly

8 feet by 16 feet.

(4) Providing motorcycle and bicycle parking in separate

areas so that conventional stalls will not be used.

(5) Setting and enforcing time limits on street an(l off street

so that the desired vacancy levels are provided.

(6) Recognizing the fact that short duration parkers should be

located closer to their destination than those with a longer duration; that is,

the longer the parker will be at a de stination, the farther he is willing to

walk. Place short -time -limit parking stalls close to the clestination.
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1

I I

\
‘\

\x

~c+.4E4 ,NTERLOCK,NG _l_
WALL TO ~ _ INTERLOCK

~—c

+

-!-

41.+“
I

—n
I 1 1 . .

MODULE MOOULE

x = STALL NOT ACCESSIBLE INCERTAIN LAYOUTS

PARKING LAYOUT DIME NS1ONS (In tCCI) FOR 9FT STALLS
AT VARIOUS ANGELES

On
D,mcn~fon Oiagram 45” GO”_7.50 90°.—.. ..— —— .—. -

SI,III w(dlh. pJf,Illcl to atde

SI,lll I?nqlh of Iinc

SIJII(Jcplll 10 waJl

AI$Ic WIdIII bctv,ccn stall lines

St#IIi dcplll, ,nlcrlock
Mo(li,lr, W, III 10 !nlcrlwk

MorJulc, jnlcrlock,n~
Mo(~IIlc. lnlcrlock 10 curb face

0t4mWr cwcrh~ng ((yplcal)
0! Ixt

Setback
Cross aisle, onc.way
Oo,$ al$le, t-way

A 12.7 10.4 9.3 9.0
D 25.0 22.0 200 18.5
c 17.5 1?.0 19.5 t8.5
D 12.0 ~6.O 23.0 26.0
E 15.3 17,5 108
F

iO.5
44.8 52.5 61.3 63.0

G 42.6 51.0 61,0 630
H 42.0 50.2 58.8 60.5
I 2.0 2.3 2.5 25
J G.3 2.7 0.5 0.0
K 11.0 8.3 5.0 0,0
L 14.0 14.0 14.0 14,0

24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0

Figure 61. Accepted dimensions for parking-area layout.

in a standard

added stalls.

(7) Checking the layout dimensions of the facility with those

reference to see if a different angle of parking will yield

(8) Considering the use of temporary, remote parking lots

tied into the destination with shuttle-bus routes for peak seasonal parking

demands if sufficient bus capacity is available.
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(9) Developing programs to increase vehicle occupancy and

to reduce parking demand through car pools, with preferential parking

spaces in best locations for high-occupancy vehicles (four persons o:

more).

SECTION XIV

ST UDYREQU~EMENTS OF HIGHWAY SMETY PROGRAM STANDARD 13

90. Purpose.

a. The Highway Safety Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-564) requires

all Government agencies operating highway systems to comply with the

Highway Safety Program Stanclards (HSPS) issued by the Secretary of Trans-

portation. The purpose of the law is to establish a coordinated national

highway safety program designed to reduce traffic fatalities, injuries, and

other accidents.

b. h 1967, Executive Order 11357 established the National High-

way Safety Bureau (NHSB) within the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) of the Department of Transportation (DOT). The NHSB developed

a Highwa y Safety Program Manual (HSPM), each volume of which is de-

signed to provide guidance on preferred highway safety practices. Volumes

comprising the manual are :

0 - Planning and Administration

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

7-

8-

9-
10 -

11 -

12 -

13 -

14 -

15 -

Periodic Motor Vehicle kspection

Motor Vehicle Registration

Motorcycle Safety

Driver Education

Driver Licensinp

Codes and Laws

Traffic Counts

Alcohol in Relation to Highway Safety
Identification and Surveillance of Acciclent Locations

Traffic Records

Emergencv Medical Services

Highway De sign, Construction, and ~~aintenance

Traffic Engineering Services
Pedestrian Safety

Police Traffic Services
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16 -

17 -

18 -

55-8

Debris Hazard Control and CleanuD

puDil Transportation Safetv

Accident bve sti~ation and ReDo rtinQ

c. Subsequent reorganization of DOT resulted in the separation

of NHSB from FHWA, with FHWA retaining authority for administration of the

highway-related safety standards. These standards are referred to as the

“three-plus standards” and include:

(1) Identification and surveillance

(2) Highway design, construction,

(3) Traffic enginee ring services.

of accident locations.

and maintenance.

(4) Highway-related aspects of pedestrian safety. The High-

way Act of 1970 established the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-

tion (NHTSA) and assigned it responsibility to administer the safety pro-

grams standards pertaining to the automobile and the driver.

d. DOD Directive 5160.60 designates the Secretary of the Army

as the executive agent for DOD for all matters pertaining to public high-

ways and highway needs of other Federal agencies. In turn, MTMC is the

liaison agent with public agencies for all highway traffic engineering

matters within the DOD. Cons equent ly, MTMC is responsible for coordin-

ating the DOD prog ram for implementing the Highway Safety Program

Standard related to Traffic Engineering Services, or HSPS 13.

e. N1 installation roadways that are open to public, visitor, or

dependent traffic are governed by HSPM 13. It is required that each instal-

lation submit through channels an annual report to MTMC who, in turn, will

summarize the progress made toward compliance with the p’Jblic law and

submit a formal report to the Secretary of Transportation.

91. Information needed. To determine the status of the DOD traffic

engineering program, installations are surveyed regarding their available

expertise, traffic-control devices, and accident-recording procedures.

Presented in figure 62 is a Highway Safety Program Standard 13 Status

Report (MTMC Form 214 (TEST), which is used to collect this information,

92. Method. To complete MTMC Form 214, it may be helpful to per-

form the following stud~e s as presented in part two of this pamphlet: Sec-

tion H, “Street-Classification Study”; Section VI, “Traffic-Accident Study”;
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HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM STANDARD 13 STATUS REPORT
RFPOR TS CONTROL SYMBOL

MTM(’ /W
.—. . .

mTRUCTIONS: R# CAREFLILLY ~

THRU:

..—.-
1. INSTALLATION CHARACTERISTICS

Irrmcrbnskforc c(>mpfertqfhb Join.

TO:

Commander

Military Traffic Management

Command

ATTN. MTMC-SA

Washington, DC 20315

1
‘~---”iOTAL

——

a, Employment population. MILITARY —— CIVILIAN — -J-

b. MilltW perwnnel reddin; on installztian (exe/tie d~Wtienfl/. _—-.

c. Retld milltiw membem in your awa __

d, Paved stwets (do nof Incltie Cone-for sfmcl$ h hou~~ od wmow rmhlw amosI in rode,

TWO LANE FOUR LANE ———.

t. lnte~ctlons of two majorstmct:. _ —..—
f. l“le~ctio”s with traffic sig”ll$, _

I. Num&r of gafe$ or entrance$ points 24-HOUR OPERATION _ PART-TIME —— L
2. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS/APPLICATION

a. Pwmn wl[h the mo>t lrtin{nl and experience in Craff(cengin=rinn: GRADE/RAdK _

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

b. Percenuge Of lime perwn devotes to trzffic engin=riw. — —.--E:-- --::1
c. Formal education/tralnin~

(1) 8A or BS COIICSC&#ree L]YL5 [ ;NU—
(2) College degr- ,. engincer$ng -_ —— ——- ~YE5 [-]NO

(3) Num&r of w~k! in traW!c en~ineerin~ Aofi courws _

d. Man–hours devoted to tra~c engi?wring ●nnually by installat~on ___ ‘F “---——. - _—

● . Do othe, organizations contribute !~ the I.sUllatio” traffic englnmrtng program [l YES [-]Nt2

(If “YES” -C qp~te ~-nti.tion(s)) –— A

a,

b.

c. ,

3. TRAFFIC CONTROL OEVICES

~~*=-*”*’*

TraffTc $igm on all strwu /rxc&6‘r zfrects onl.v In wmofr :mlniv ~u).

Traffkc st~n faces not tn conformance to the 1Y71 edition of MUTCD.

(1) Guide (exe/@c Jrmrf ume $&nf,

(2) ReSulatio”. — ‘—+ ‘“—

(3} Warning

~----

&pproximate number of signs posted Jt substandard hct~hts I

(1) Les thzn 5 feet with p~kl”g proh!b, ted.

(2) Lest than 7 feet with parkint permitted.

---T

——

———

d. Numbr of STOP or YIELD sogns on tnstallatlon,

—

e. Num&r of STOP or YIELD signs Vested o“ wme support as other st~ns
-~ –

f. 1! a ~rn>anent sign i“v.ntow map ,ccord maint2#ned.

------~

;. At dgttallzed Iocatlon%, how many interwctlon% are Vro.lded with only a single traffi’ s$gnal “nit 1,.c., <,ne ICI

o/ Hkfom pr ~prwch) 7 (-e c,tmtcr 1V, Ml ‘TCD} _

h. PercenWe of $tr~t$ (,cfrwncrId uh~wl that are not painted (jtr@fd/ in accordance wkth MUTCD

(1) All paved (m\cmnm {d a&m/. -

T

%

(2}MaIor,fmetsonlv

— ——
%——-— .—.—.— —. -—

I, Dollw value to brl”g installation t;affic .ontrol devices “p to that co”ta,”ed In MUTCO

SIGNS — _ MARKINGS _ .-. _.— Signals–-_—_ ___ ________ ___ _ ?...——.

I, Arc ~v,op,ialc o,ansc a“d black s,gns “wd I“ maintenance a“d co”str”ct,<,” OperaIIO”S> (WC chaptt,r 11,

MumD./
[“I YES .1~()

4. ACCIOENTS OCCURRING ON INSTA LATION ROADS TOTAL
a. Num&r of accidents occurrl”g ON STREETS durin~ the l-t 12 months.

[1) Provrty dzm~e OISAEtLING ___ FUNCTIONAL

(2) Pw90nal lniu~.

OTHt R .——.

—

(3) F,MIIY. _-}--- ‘..——— —. —

MTM , ‘~p~,~ 214 (TE5T) — EDITION OF 1 FEB 74 IS OSSOLETE.

Figure 62. Highway Safety Program Standard 13 status report.
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4, ACCIDENTS OCCURRING ON INSTALL ATlON ROADS [CON’T)
10TAL j

b. Number of ~ccldcnt$ occurring OFF STREETS aurlng th la5t 12 months.

_.

(1} ProPrty damwe: DISABLING ——._ FUNCTl~AL OTHER _ ___ ______ .____ . ..—_

(2) Pcrmnal IntuV. ...–—— ..–—- .— —__ _ .___ -.. ____

(3 I Fat.l,tv _ ___
—..—— —

c Number of ON STREET Iocal#ons w,fh four or more ●cctdcnts during the la$t 12 month,

d Is an accident spot map ma, nta+ned on annual b-is? [ \YE; ‘f-~NO
—-.—..——.

e Vfi$ SPOI map dau hen relalned for each of the previous Ihre ye~7 [~YEs ~NO

f Wtlsch of the following information is recorded for vour records co~ecneng each accident

n Cauw ‘“]TvP [~ Date D Time [Z Wezther [~ Colli$ion dtaflam

O Pro~rty damage e%t#mate (~ All of thew

5 ENERGY CONSERVATION

& Which “f the f“llow :ng carpooling aids andlor incentives do vou u= to reduce trarnc congestion, ●ccidenls,

and Eaol]ne consumption.

[~ Manual (m~) Iwator $vstem U Computerized locator system

FZ Publictty Techniqe n Preferential p-king
.—.
, .J Flexible duty —houm fl Otkr

b, Approximate vfiicle-occupancy ratio for your instilatlon. _ “-- ”--” E_— —__

REMARKS:

rYPED NAME, TITLE ANO TELEPHONE NUMBER SIGNATURE OATE

Figure 62 - cont.
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and Section VII, “Traffic-Control-Devices hventory. “ Other information

required by the form can come from statistical reports or by questioning

installation officials. Data should be updated annually or as required by

the status report.

93. Analysis. As problems or deficient areas are uncovered during

the preparation of this status report, apply the required analyst:s described

in the individual study sections of this guide.

94. Interpretation. HSPM 13 requires that the installation have an

ongoing traffic-engineering program to reduce the number and severity of

traffic accidents. The specific objectives are:

‘la. To provide the needed traffic engineering expertise to develop

traffic-control plans and programs in all jurisdictions.

Ilb. To identify both the short-term and long-range need for

traffic-control devices.

“c. To apply warrants for the application of traffic -control

devices.

“d. To upgrade periodically existing traffic-control devices on

all streets and highways to conform with standards issued or endorsed by

the Federal Highway administrator.

“e. To ensure that the need for new traffic-control devices has

been determined by adequate traffic-engineering studies.

II f.

devices.

“g.
ciencies and

roadway are

‘%.

To inspect periodically and maintain all traffic-control

To devise methods for

for installing improved

made.

correcting hazardous roadway de fi -

features when modifications to the

To provide the necessary authority, personnel, equipment,

and facilities for carrying out the se efforts.

!1.1. To evaluate the safety adequacy of the roadway, including its

capacity and efficiency. “

The traffic -enginee ring activities of each installation shall be compared

with the above goals.
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95. Application. h the process of completing the HSPS 13 status

report, many installations will uncover deficiencies in their program. It

is up to the installation to correct those deficiencies. Most of the concepts

of HSPM 13 are included in specific sections of this guide, The following

areas are particdarly important:

a. A traffic-control-device plan including:

(1) An inventory of all traffic -control devices.

(2) Periodic review of existing traffic-control devices,

including a systematic upgrading of substandard devices to conform with

standards of the MUTCD.

(3) A maintenance schedule adequate to insure proper opera-

tion and timely repair of control devices, including daytime and nighttime

inspections.

(4) Application and evaluation of new ideas and concepts in

applying control devices and in modifying existing devices to improve their

effectiveness through controlled experimentation.

b. An implementation schedule that will utilize traffic-engineer -

ing manpower to:

(1) Review road projects during the planning, design, and

construction stages to detect and correct features that may lead to opera-

tional safety difficulties.

(2) hstall safety-related improvements as a part of routine

maintenance and /or repair activities.

(3) Correct conditions noted during routine operational

surveillance of the roadway system to adjust rapidly for the changes in

traffic and road characteristics as a means of reducing accident frequency

or severity.

(4) Conduct traffic-engineering analyses of all high-accident-

frequency locations, and develop corrective measures.

(5) Analyze potentially hazardous locations such as sharp

curves, steep grades, and railroad grade crossings, and develop appro-

priate countermeasures.
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(6) Identify traffic-control needs, and determine short- and

long -range requirements.

(7) Evaluate the effectivenesss of specific traffic -control

measures in reducing the frequency and severity of traffic accidents. This

implies documentation and benefit/cost analysis of before /after data (app

E).

(8) Conduct traffic engineering studies to e stabtish traffic

regulations such as fixed or variable speed limits.
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12th Street, St. Louis, MO 63101

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Memphis, 668

Clifford Davis Federal Building, Memphis, TN 38103

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, New Orleans, P. 0.

Box 60267, New Orleans, I,A 70160

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Vicksburg, P. 0.

Box 60, Vicksburg, MS 39180

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Kansas City, 700

Federal Building, Kansas City, MO 64106

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Omaha, 6014 USPO

& Courthouse, Omaha, Nebraska 68102

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Baltimore, P. O.

BOX 1715, Baltimore, MD 21203
2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, New York, 26

Federal Plaza, New York, NY 10007

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Norfolk, 803 Front

Street, Norfolk, VA 23510

2 - District E;ngineer, US Army Engineer District, Philadelphia, ITS

Custom House, 2nd & Chestnut Street, E~hilaclelphia, PA 19106
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2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Buffalo, 1776 Niagara

Street, Buffalo, NY 14207
2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Chicago, 219 S.

Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60604

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Detroit, P. 0. Box

1027, Detroit, MI 48231

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Rock Island, Clock

Tower Building, Rock Island, IL 61201

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, St. Paul, 113j

USPO & Custom House, St. Paul, MN 55101

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Alaska, P. O. Box

7002, Anchorage, AK 99510

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Portland, P. O.

Box 2946 Portland, OR 97208

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Seattle, P. O. Box

C-3755, Seattle, WA 98124

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Walla Walla, Building

602, City-County Airport, Walla Walla, WA 99362

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Huntington, P. O.

Box 2127, Huntington, WV 25721

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Louisville, P. O.

Box 59, Louisville, KY 40201

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Nashville, P. O.

Box 1070, Nashville, TN 37202

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Pittsburgh, Federal

Building, 1000 Liberty Avenue , Pittsburgh, PA 15222

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Charleston, P. O.

Box 919, Charleston, SC 29402

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Jacksonville, P. O.

Box 4970, Jacksonville, FL 32201

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Mobile, P. O. Box
2288, Mobile, AL 36628

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Savannah, P. O.

Box 889, Savannah, GA 31402

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Wilmington, P. O.

Box 1890, Wilmington, NC 28401

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Los Angeles, P. O.

Box 2711, Los Angeles, CA 90053

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Sacramento, 650

Capitol Mall, Sacramento, CA 95814

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, San Francisco, 100

McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Nbuquerque, P. O.

Box 1580, Albuquerque, NM 87103
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2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Fort Worth, P. O.

Box 17300, Fort Worth, TX 76102

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Galveston, P. O.

Box 1229, Galveston, TX 77550

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Little Rock, P. O.

Box 867, Little Rock, AR 72203

2 - District Engineer, US Army Engineer District, Tulsa, P. O. Box

61, Tulsa, OK 74102

2 - Director, US Army Facilities Engineering Support Agency, Fort

Belvoir, VA 22060
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERING TERMS

Assignment. The theoretical allocation of design year traffic to a

proposed or existing highway network.

Beacon. A bright -flashing traffic warning signal (yellow or red).

Clearance interval. The time during which the signal indication

following the green interval is displayed to permit pedestrians or vehicles

to clear the intersection (generally yellow).

Capacity. The maximum number of vehicles per hour that can reason-
ably be expected to pass over a given section of a lane or a roadway in one

direction (or in both directions for two- or three-lane highway) under pre -

vaifing roadway and traffic conditions. Capacity corresponds to level of

service E with speeds about 30 miles per hour and unstable flow with fre -

quent stoppages and long delays.

Gapacit y, design. A term denoting the traffic volumes that re suit in

level of service C, the level typically associated with urban design practice.

At level of service C, stable operation continues although an occasional

vehicle backup may develop.

Classification heirarchy. The designation of a system of roadways

according to geometric characteristics and traffic served: freeway,

expressway, parkway, arterial routes (primary streets), collector streets

(secondary), local streets (tertiary), and finally Cul-de-sacs. ~SO called

functional classification.

Condition diagram. A schematic drawing of a section of road or park-

ing area showing all dimensions and traffic-control devices.

w. The time consumed while traffic (or a specified component of

traffic) is impeded in its movement by some element over which it has no

control; usually expressed in seconds or minutes per vehicle. A lower

delay is observed in off-peak periods than during traffic peaks.

Delineators. Light-reflecting devices, usually in groupings, mounted

along the shoulder, to indicate the alignment and direction of the roadway.

May also indicate the location of hazard.
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Delineators, pavement. Raised, reflective marker disks attached to

the pavement surface, usually along the center, lane, or edge line.

Detector. Radar, sonic, magnetic, loop, or road tube devices to

indicate or record vehicle presence or passage.

Flow, interrupted. A condition in which a vehicle traversing a road-

way is required to stop by a cause outside the traffic stream, such as

signs or signals at an intersection or a junction. Stoppage of vehicles by

causes internal to the traffic stream does not constitute interrupted flow.

Flow, uninterrupted. A condition in which a vehicle traversing a

roadway may be stopped by causes internal to the traffic stream, but is not

required to stop by any cause external to the traffic stream.

Highway. The entire width between boundary lines of every publicly

maintained trafficway when any part thereof is open to the use of the public

for purposes of vehicular travel.

Highwa y, arterial. A general term denoting a highway primarily for

moving large volumes of through traffic; usual Iy on a continuous route.

Highwa y, Iimited access. Every highway, street, or roadway in

respect to which owners or occupants of abutting lands and other persons

have no legal right of access to or from the same except at such points

only and in such manner as may be determined by public authority having

jurisdiction over such highway, street, or roadway.

htersection. The general area where two or more highways join or

cross, tithin which are included the roadway and roadside facilities for

traffic movements in that area.

ktersection app roach. Those lanes of an intersection leg that are

used by traffic moving towards the intersection; for example, the northern

approach.

htersection leg. One of the roadways radiating from and forming part

of an intersection.

Islands, channelizin~. A traffic island located in a roadway area to

confine specific movements of traffic to definite channels.
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Level of sertice.

factors, which include
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A lane where traffic moves in one direction only

time, then in the reverse direction during another

A qualitative measure of the effect of a number of

speed, travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom

of maneuver, safety, driving comfort and convenience, and operational

costs. Usually given a letter grade from A to ~ with A being free -flow;

E, capacity; and F, forced-flow.

Line, center, A single or double yellow line painted along the road-

way, separating opposing traffic flow. The paint may be reflectorized by

the addition of glass beads to the wet paint.

Line, edge. The solid white line that indicates the edge of the road -

way.

fine, lane. A solid or dashed white line separating two lanes of

traffic moving in the same direction.

Origin and destination study. An analysis of the number, purpose,

and mode of trips from various zones of origin to various zones of destina -

tion.

Parking , ac cumulation.

a facility, at any given point

The cumulative number of vehicles parked at

of time.

Parking , demand. The requirement for parking space as indicated by

the number of drivers having the study site as a destination; stated in

terms of spaces (or space-hours).

Parking, generator. A land use that is a desirable trip-end, and thus

creates a demand for parking space.

Parking , need. The difference between parking demand and parking

supply; stated in terms of spaces (or space -hours).

Parking, peak-hour. The highest accumulation of parked vehicles

during 60 consecutive minutes.

Parking, supply. The total number of spaces (or space-hours) legally

available for parking.
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Parking, utilization. At a given point in time, the ratio formed when

accumulation is divided by supply; stated in terms of vehicles per space,

or as a percentage. A peak utilization of O. 85 vehicle /space is sometimes

used as a design standard.

Peak-hour factor (PHF). A numerical factor indicating the magnitude

of the highest traffic flow observed during the entire peak-hour. The PHF

is a number between O. 00 and 1. 00, where a smaller number indicates

more severe peaking. The peak-hour factor is formed by taking the ratio:

Peak -hour volume
PHF =

4 x (highest 15 -minute volume)

Plannin g, transportation. Planning is the effectuation of predeter-

mined goals. Transportation planning is the process by wfich transporta-

tion improvements or new facilities are systematically conceived, tested

as to adequacy, and programed for future construction. The planning

process is composed of the following elements: organizing, stating the

objectives, obtaining the information, preparing and evaluating land use
and transportation plans within the framework of the objectives, selecting

the best plan, and working for its adoption and implementation.

Roadway. That portion of a highway improved, de signed, or ordinarily

used for vehicular travel, exclusive of the berm or shoulder. h the event

a highway includes two or more separate roadways, the term “roadway, “

as used herein, refers to any such roadway separately but not to all such

roadways collectively.

Sign, guide. A sign used to direct traffic along a route or toward a

destination; or to give information concerning places or points of interest.

Sign, regulatory. A sign used to indicate regulations governing use of

the highway.

Sign, traffic. A device mounted on a fixed or portable support whereby

a specific message is conveyed by means of words or symbols, officially

erected for the purpose of regulating, warning, or guiding traffic.

Sign, warning. A sign used to indicate actual or potential hazards to

highway users.

Signal, controller. The timing mechanism that determines the phase

and cycle length of a traffic signal. May be connected to other controllers

to form a signal system, in which case the controller also determines the

“offset” between signals.
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Signal, cycle. The time period required for one complete sequence

of signal indications.

Signal, offset. From a reference point, the time difference from

signal-to-signal along a system, which permits progressive traffic flow

along a street.

Signal, phase. The portion of the total time cycle allocated to the

right -of-way of a given traffic movement, or to any combination of traffic

movements that receive the right-of-way simultaneously. Thus the cycle

length is divided into two or more phases.

Signal, pretimed. A type of traffic-control signal that directs traffic

to stop and permits it to proceed in accordance with predetermined time

schedules.

Signal, progressive. A system of synchronized signals that provides

a green indication as traffic progresses along a street.

Signal, traffic-actuated. A type of traffic -control signal in which the

intervals are varied in accordance with the demands of traffic as registered

by the actuation of detectors. Often qualified with the terms: semi-,

partially-, totally-, or fully-.

Signal, traffic -control. Any device whether manually, electrically,

or mechanically operated by which traffic is alternately direct to stop and

permitted to proceed,

Speed, 85-percentile. That speed at or below which 85 percent of

vehicles travel. Good engineering practice often picks the 85 -percentile

speeds as the posted speed limit.

Streets, local. Roadways, the main purpose of which is to provide

access to abutting property. Moving traffic is an incidental function of

local streets.

Streets, primary. All roads or streets on the installation that serve

as the main distributing arteries for traffic originating within or without

the installation. They provide access to, through, and between the various

functional areas of the installation.

Streets, secondary. Ml installation roads and streets that supplement

the primary highway system by providing access within the various func -

tional areas, as well as travel to and between.
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Thoroughfare plan. The proposed physical layout of a network of pri-

mary streets and highways. The network may be composed of radial,

circumferential, and transverse elements.

Traffic accident. Any event involving a vehicle in motion on a road -

way, which results in unintended death, injury, property damage, or loss.

A single accident may involve several vehicles. Only vehicles that were

originally in contact with the road or sidewalk should be included. (Only

those accidents involving loss in excess of $100 are included in this report. )

Traffic-control devices. All signs , signals, markings, and devices

placed or erected for the purpose of regulating, warning, or guiding .

traffic, by authority of a public body of officials having jurisdiction.

Traffic engineering. That phase of engineering that deals with the

planning and geometric design of streets, highways, and abutting lands and

with traffic operation thereon, as their use is related to the safe, conven-

ient, and economic transportation of persons and goods.

Traffic lane. A strip of roadway intended to accommodate and delimit

the movement of a single line of vehicles.

Traffic markings. Ml lines, patterns, words, colors, or other

devices (except signs), which may be set into the surface of, applied upon,

or attached to either the pavement, curbing, or objects within or adjacent

to the raadway. They are officially placed for the purpose of regulating,

warning, or guiding traffic.

Traffic, peak. The maximum traffic flow in a given circumstance,

usually stated in vehicles per hour.

Traffic, peak-hour. The highest number of vehicles observed to

traverse a section of roadway during 60 consecutive minutes.

Traffic, through. That part of the traffic circulating within a given

area, or at a given point in that area, having neither origin nor destination

within the area.

Trip, person. A one -way trip from origin to destination by an indivi-

dual person.

Person trips = Vehicle trips x Vehicle occupancy
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Trip, vehicle. A one-way trip from origin to destination per fornled

by a vehicle, regardless of the number of passengers.

Vehicle. tiy wheeled device for conveying persons or property upon

a roadway, excluding devices moved by human power, or moving upon

fixed tracks.

Vehicle occupancy. The number of persons traveling in a vehicle

expressed as the ratio of persons per vehicle.

Volume. The flow rate of traffic on a given rcadway, usually stated

in vehicles per hour.

Warrant. A set of formally stated conditions that have been accepted

as minimum justification for installation of traffic-control devices or

regulations.

Weaving, The crossing of traffic streams moving in the same general

direction, accomplished by merging and diverging along a considerable

length of highway.
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APPENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. The following publications are considered applicable and provide
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2.

3.

4.

5.
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Joint Regulations
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DSAR 4500. 19, Highways for National Defense, 2 Aug 1974

AR 190-5 /OPNAVINST 11200. 5A/AFR 125-14/MCO 511. lA/

DS~ 5720.1, Motor Vehicle Traffic Supervision, 29 Sep 1970

Army Regulations

AR 210-4, Car Pooling and Parking Controls

m 210-20,
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AR 385-30,

AR 385-40,

AR 385-41,

AR 385-55,

AR 415-31,
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Army Safety Program

Safety Color Code Markings and Signs
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Air Force Regulations

AFR 86-4, Master Plaming
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5-803-6,

Master Planning Principles and Procedures

Site Planning - Gene ral
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5-803-10, Site Planning of Family Housing Areas

5-818-2, Pavement Design for Frost Conditions
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5-822-1, Roads, Streets, and Pavement Generally--Traffic
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5-822-3, (AFM 88-7, Chapter 3) Roads, Streets, Walks, and
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5-822-4, Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas --

Soil Stabilization for Roads and Streets

5-822-5, Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas --

Flexible Pavement De sign

5-822-6, Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas --

Rigid Pavement Design
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7. Air Force Manuals
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AFM 86-6, Air Base
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60204 (1960).

Better Transportation for Your City: A Guide to the Factual

Development of Urban Transportation Plans, Public Admin-

istration Service, Chicago, IL (1958).

Drew, Donald R. , Traffic Flow Theory and Control, McGraw-

Hill Book Co. , hc. , 330 West 42nd Street, New York, NY
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Grant, Eugene L. , and lreson, W. Grant, Principles of En~ineer -

ing Economy, Ronald Press Company, 79 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 10016 (1960).
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ing Services, US Department of Transportation, Fecleral
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Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and High-

ways, US Department of Transportation, Federal
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Prentice-Hall, kc. , Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 (1973).
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Ritter, Leo J. , Jr. , and Paquette, Radner J. , Highway Engineer-
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Standard Highway Signs, US Department of Transportation,

Federal Highway Administration, Washington, DC (1 972).

Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of

of Traffic Engineers, Arlington, VA (1974).

Uniform Vehicle Code and Model Traffic Ordinance, National

Committee on Uniform Traffic hws and Ordinances, Suite

430, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W. , Washington, DC

20036 (1968).

Winf rey, Robley, Economic Analysis for Highways, hte rnational

Textbook Co. , Scranton, PA 18515 (1969).

Wohl, Martin, and Martin, Brian V. , Traffic System balysis

for Engineers and Planners, McGraw-Hill Book Co. , kc. ,
330 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036 (1967).

10. Resource Organizations

American Association of

Officials (AASHTO)

State Highway and Transportation

341 National Press Building

Washington, DC 20004

American Automobile Association (M)

811 Gatehouse Road

Falls Church, VA 22042

Eno Foundation for Transportation

Saugatuck, CT 06880

US Department of Transportation

Federal Highway Administration

c /o FHWA Office of Traffic Operations

400 - 7th Street, SW

Washington, DC 20590

Highway Research Board (HRB)

2101 Constitution Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20003
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Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility (HUFSAM)

200 Ring Building

Washington, DC 20036

Illuminating Engineering Society

345 East 47th Street

New York, NY 10017

hstitute of Traffic Engineers (ITE)

1815 N Fort Myer Drive, Suite 905

Arlington, VA 22209

Wsurance hstitute for Highway Safety (IIHS)

2600 Virginia Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20037

Public Administration Service

American Public Works Association

1313 East 60th Street

Chicago, IL 60637

National Safety Council (NSC)

425 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, IL 60611

Superintendent of Documents

US Government Printing Office

Washington, DC 20402
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APPENDIX C

FEDERAL HIGHWAY AD~NISTRATION

REPORTING FORMS FOR TRAFFIC -CONTROL-DEVICE INVENTORY
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Column

1-Q

5-7

8

9-10

11

12 - U6

Q? - 50

51 - 54

Item

Control *ect iOn

Project number

Direction traveling
while recording data

Maintenance area

Rural or urban

Subsection description

.....:.:.:
:::::
:::::
:y::
.....:.:.:
:fi
.....:.:.:
<.:.
W
.:.:.:::::
:.x
:::::.....
:::::
:?.>
:.:.:
.:.:.:.:.:
.:+...+..:.:.:
::*
..
y.::
:::%
:::::
.:.:.
:.:::

Odometer reading

Sign serial number

Distance

Code

Number assigned

Number assigned

N, S, E, W

Number assigned

RorU

Describe beginning
and ending points
as well as route
being inventoried.
Select easily iden-
tified points and
abbreviate. Example:
w. co. Line to N. L.
St . Cloud for west
county line to north
limit, St. Cloud.
(note: all column

spaces may not be
needed)

Actual mileage
recorded - coded as
distance from
reference paint
(column C)

Begin at 0000 for
each subsection and
number successive
signs consecutively

Computed in office
using odometer
readings from a
reference point noted
in the subsection
description

Figure 64. ADP coding instructions for sign inventory.
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Column

55

56 - 5B

5q -61

62 - 64

65

66

rtem

Type of sign

Code

O - warning signs

1 - regulatory signs

2 - route markers,
including assemblies
3 - destination,
distance and infor-
mation signs
4 - fixed advertis-

ing signs
5 - movable adver-
tising sign9
6 - church sign9
7 - 9ervice signs
8 - signs not on
inventory list, note
details in remarks
column

Sign code number Use predetermined
code li9ting,
example: 010 - Turn
symbol (left)
070 - Cros9 road
symbol

Horizontal dimension Code actual
dimension in inches

Vertical dimension Code actual
dimension in inches

Geometric shape O - rectangular
1 - square
2 - diamond
3 - octagon
4 - triangle
5 - circular
6 - shield (spec
7 - others (apec

O or A* - reflec
sheeting
1 or B* enamel
2 or C* - refl.
buttons, nonrefl
background

Sign face

fy
fy

iv

Figure 64 - cont.
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Colun

66

67

68

69

Ita

Type of sign (cont. )

Material

colors

Sign condition

Code

3 or D* - refl.
buttons, refl.
background
4 Or E* - refl.
letter9, nonrefl.
background
5 or F* - refl.
letters, refl.
background
6 - internally
illuminated
* Use when external
illumination is
provided

o - steel (flat)
1 - steel (embossed)
2 - aluminum
3 - wood
4 - other (fiber-
glass, plastic, etc.)

o - black on white
1 - white on black
2 - white on red
3 - red on white
4 - white on green
5 - green on white
6 - black on yellow
7 - black on orange
B - white on blue
9 - red, white, and
blue
A - other (specify)

G - good condition
B - rusty, bent, or
damaged
S - needs repair or
straightening
F -.fadad
R - poor reflectivity
L - not legible

Figure 64 - cont.
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Column

70

71 -72

73

74

75

76

Item

Yisib; lity

Code

O - easily seen
1 - hidden by
official sign
2 - hidden by
advertising sign
3 - hidden by parked
vehicles
U - hidden because
of curve
5 - hidden because
of hill
6 - hidden by other
objects (trees,
brush, light poles,
etc. )
7 - other (specify)

Number of signs in 01 - first sign
assembly 02 - second sign

03 - third sign,

Placement of sign O - overhead
G - ground mount

Side of roadway R - right side
L - left side

etc.

Type of post

Adequacy O - standard as per
MUTCD

1 - nonuniform -
replace with uniform
sign
2 - nonstandard -
remove , do not replace
3 - add this sign
4 - other (specify)

O OF A* - steel channel
or U

1 or B* - steel ~OU”d

2 or C* steel H-beam

3 or D* - steel rec-
tangular
4 or E* - woOd 4 x q
5 Or F* - wood 4 X 6
6 or G* - wOOd 6 x 6
7 or H* - woOd rOund
8 - light or power pole

9 - other (specify)
* Use where post ;S con-
sidered breakaway Or
frangible

Figure 64 - cont.
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Colun

77

78

Item

Condition of post

Location
(safety)

,%*%*.*\\,..\............... ..............%%....?.+.,..................*..\.. ..*.......***.*#*;:..,,...,., .... ,~ ...
.. ............................. ..... . ............ ................... .......... .>......... ..................... ,\,.,.,...,,,,.,\,\ ... .................................. . .................. .... .............. .......................................% ..,,.,,......,,.\ ........................................,,,................ .......... ..

:::::
.....:.:.:
:::::
.:.:.:.:.:
:::::
.:.:.:.:.:
.::::
:::>
:.:.:
:~.:.
>.:::....
:::::.:.:
..+>
:%
:.:.:.....:::::
.>:.>:.:::.:.
*. ::
:*::
::<::::::
:.:::

Remarks

Code

O - satisfactory
1 - replace
2- straighten
3 - paint
4 - straighten and paint
5 - sign too low
6 - sign too high

O - satisfactory
1 - relocate behind
existing guardrail
2 - relo?ate on
lighting Or power pole
3 - place on support
with another sigrl
4 - relocate on Over-
crossing structure
5 - move farther away
from roadway
6 - move to better
location up OF down
roadway
7 - needs guardrail
protection

Use where special
information about sign
is to be inserted.

Figure 64 - cont.
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Figure 66. Graphic representation of markings.
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Column

1-6

7

8-13

14 - 15

16 - 17

18 - 21

22

23 - 26

27 - 30

31 - 36

37 - 62

43 - 46

47

Item

Identification of
obser~ers

Direction traveling
while recording

Date

Courfty or equivalent

Township, if
appropriate

Route

Route type

Length of study
section

Sheet identification

Beginning of a
particular type
center line

End of a particular
type of center line

Mileage of a partic-
ular mankiqg

Marking type

Code

Enter initials

!1, S, E, W

Code in numeric form,
e.g. June 25, 1967 =
06 25 67

Use number assigned

Use number assigned

Use number assigned or
actual route number

A - alternate
B - business
s - spur

Code actual miles

Code number of pages

Code actual odometer
reading

Code actual odometer
reading

Calculate from odometer
readings

1 - dashed
2 - solid
3 - dashed left, solid
right
4 - solid left, dashed
right
5 - solid left, solid
right
O - none

Figure 67. ADP coding instructions for markings inventory.
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Column

48

49

50 - 55

56 - 61

62 - 65

66

67

68

69 - 70

?l - 72

73

74

75

Ltm

Harking color

Marking width

Beginning of an
edge line

End of an edge
line

Mileage of a section.
of edge line

Marking type

Marking color

Marking width

Railroad crossing
markings

Railroad crossing
markings type

Horizontal curve

Vertical curve

Area type

.:::::
:.:.:.:.:.
:.:.:
:::::
.:.:.:::::
:.:.:
:::::.....
:~fi
~..:.:.:.:
:::::
.:.:.:.:.:
:::::....:::::.>>:fi:
.....*:::
.....:.:.:......:.:.:.:.:,. .
;X
:::::
:::::
:::::
:::+

Code

1 - white, only
2 - yellow, only
3 - white dashed,
yellow solid
4 - yellow dashed,
white solid

Code actual width in
inches

Code actual odometer
reading

Code actual odometer
reading

Calculate from
odometer readings

As for center lines

As for center lines

Code actual width in
inches

1 - crossing
2 - crossing
marked

1 - markings
to standard
S - markings
incomplete
9 - markings
conform

marked
not

conform

are

do not

1 - curve present

1 - curve present

1 - urban
9 - rural

Figure 67 - cont.
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Column

76

Item

Lane line

Code

Record length
in center line section
Code of lines on right
side
1 - first lane from
center

3 - second lane from .

center

5 - third lane from
center
Code for lines on
left gide
2 - fir9t lane from

center
4 - Second lane from

~nter
6 - third lane from
center, etc.

Figure 67 - cont.
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Column

1-5

6-9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

rtem

Intersection Code

Date of Coding - Month

and Year

Type Of Intersection

Number of Approaches

Approaches with a
Single Indication
(Nonstandard)

Code

Nnmber assigned to
each intersection

01 = Jan., etc.
68 = 1968, etc.

1 -
2 -
4 -
6 -
8 -
A -

Four leg or regular
Tee; 3 - Wye;
Irregular; 5 - Jogged
Circle; 7 - 5 legs;
6 legs; 9 - 7 legs;
8 legs; B - other

Code direct; when
number is more than
9; A ❑ 10; B - 11, etc.

Same as Column 11

Approaches - Nonstandard Same as Column 11
Signal Location Or
Operation

Number of Phases Same as Column 11

Leading Protected o=No; 1 = ane

Left Turn approach ;
2 = two approaches, etc.

Lagging Protected Same as Column 15
Left Turn

Leading Protected Same as Column 15
Right Turn

Lagging Protected Same as Column 15
Right Turn

All Red Clearance 1 = yes; 2 = no

Part-Time Flashing 1 = yes; 2 = no

Operation

Figure 68. ~P coding instructions for signal inventory.
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Column

21

22

23

24

25

26 - 27

28

29

....>....%....... ... ........... !.0.:#...$. ~ ,%. ...... .. .... ....~wkw~
....... ................... ... ... ... . ... ..............~.... ............................ .. .. .......... ............ ~$:@

.......................... ,.,. .:::::..:::$
::.+;

%:*
:.:.:
:~
.~+

.$:
:::::
.::*
.::$
:g

.

.
.@

!4

.::.+:.....
:$%*..:*
::$.:~.

%“%:.:*:~+
:::::
:*..:.**
>:...:.:
.*2

~%

g

“$

%:..ti:.:::::
:+..:
.>*.....
.y~
.::$
.>.::
:::*. .
;<%+
~<
. . . . .
%>

..:4..:.

..x

3~

‘.%
●<

.

;q
..?.

Pedestrian Phases

Type of Controller

Solid State

Controller Manufacturer

Location of Controller

Year Installed

Number of Intersections
Controlled by thig
Controller

Type of Interconnection

Code

1 = NO pedestrian signals
2 = All walk phase
3 = ~laghing “walk”
(or blank Out)
1+ = Steady “walk” for at
least one crosswalk
5 = Flashing “walk” and
steady “walk,” at least
one crosgwalk

1 = Pretimed; 2 = pre-
timed with actuated
demand
3 s Semiactuated
4 = Fully actuated
5 = Volume density;
6 = Volume density with
actuated minor movement
units; 7 = Special unit
in a computerized system

1 = yes; 2 = no

Code manufacturers
signal number i.e.
-1 = Eagle; 2 = Auto-

matic signal, etc.

1 = NW corner; 2 = NE
corner; 3 = SE corner;
4 = SW corner; 5 =
Center in intersection

6 = Northerly; 7 =
Easterly; 8 = Southerly;
9 = Westerly

Last two digits of year

Code direct; when
number is more than
9; A = 10; B= 11, etc.

1 = telephone wire;
? = cable; 3 = radio;
4 = cable & decoder;
5 = radio L cable;
6 = coordinated
noninterconnected
synchronous sygtem;
7 = isolated

Figure 68 - cont.
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Column

30

Item

Nmber of Dials
Installed

Code

Code direct

31

32

33

Number of Dials in

Use

Code direct

Number of Dials
Possible

Code direct

Number of 1 Section
Signal Faces

Code direct

34 - 35 Number of 3 Section
Signal Faces

Code direct

36 - 37 Number of 4 Section
Signal Faces

Code direct

38 Number of 5 Section
Signal Faces

Code direct

39 Number of 6 Section
Signal Faces

Code direct

40 - 41 Number of Arrow
Indications

Code direct

Number of 12-inch
lenses

Code direct

Number of 12-inch
Arrow Indications

Code direct

45 - 46 Number of Tunnel
VisOPs

Code direct

4?

46

49

Number of Louvers Code direct

Number of Backplanes Code dirpct

Number of Incandescent Code direct
Pedestrian Signals

Number of Neon or Blank Code direct
Out Pedestrian Signals

Number of Illuminated Code direct

50

51
“NO LEFT TURN,!’ or
“NO RIG.HT TURN”

Figure 68 - cont.
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Column

52

53

5U

55

56

57

58

59 - 60

61 - 62

63

64

65

66

67

68 -69

70 - 71

Item

Number of ‘Jehicle
Detectors

Number of Radar
Detectors

Number of Inductive
LOOP Detectors

Number of Magnetic
LOOp Detectors

Number of Pressure
Pad Detectors

Number of Ultrasonic
Detectors

Number of Pedestrian
Detectors
Post and Poles on Which

Signals are Mounted

Number of Metal Street
Light Poles

Number of Pedestal
Signal Posts

Number of Mast Arm

Mountings

Number of Span Wire
Mountings

Number of Wood Poles

Number of Exclus
Left Turn Lanes

Number of Exclus
Right T!lrn Lanes

Posted Speed Lim
MalOr Street (if

ve

ve

t -

practical to record)

Posted Speed Limit -
Minor Street (if
practical to record)

Code

Code direct; when
number is more than
9; A=1o, B = 11, etc.

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code d

Code d

Code d

rect

rect

rect

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Code direct

Figure 68 - cont.
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Column

72 - ?5

76 -79

80

Nearest Traffic Code direct
Signal - Major Street -
in feet - (if less than
10,000 feet]

Nearest Traffic Code direct
Signal - Minor St*eet -
in feet - (if less than
10,000 feet)

Blank

Figure 68 - cont.
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Figure 69. Signal location sketch.
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1I

PED

SIGNAL FACE (VEHICULAR)

SIGNAL FACE WITH
BACK PLATE

S1GNAL FACE (PED .
“DON’T WALK - WALK”)

POST MOUNTED SIGNAL
HEAD WITH SIGN

STOP LINE

LANE USE

CONTROLLER

SPAN WIRE WITH SIGNAL
HEAD

MST ARM WITH SIGNAL
HEAD

MAST ARM WITH SIGNAL
HEADS

z ~~ $~#NWITH OVER-

MAST ARM WITH RADAR
- R * DETECTOR

WST ARM WITH ULTRA-
- s * SONIC DETECTOR

SIDE FIRE ULTRA-SONIC
*S9 DETECTOR

‘==* NO N-COMP . MAG. DET .

--~ COMP. mG . DETE~OR

INDUCTION LOOP DETECTOR

PUSH BUTTON DETECTOR

SIGNAL POLE

POWER POLE

SIGNAL POLE WITH
STREET LIGHT

TELEPHONE POLE

RED INDICATION

YELLOW INDICATION

CIRCULAR GREEN INDICATION

GREEN STRAIGHT AHEAD
ARROW

GREEN LEFT ARROW

GREEN RIGHT ARROW

TUNNEL VISOR

TUNNEL VISOR WITH
LOUVERS

S1GNAL FACE NUMBER
WITH PRO GRAMMED OPTICS

NOTE: FOR ADDITIONAL SYM~LS
‘-~ PRES.-SENS. DET. NON-DIR. SEE “TRAFFIC S1GNAL MANUAL”

INTERNATIONAL SIGNAL ASSOdlATION,

~ PRES.-SENS. DET. DIR.
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 1971

Figure 70. Traffic signal symbols.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE TRAFFIC SIGN INVENTORY FIELD DATA SHEET

TWFFIC SIN INVENTORY

AREA A SHE~ NO. 1

~A~E ~b ~~~y t97~ OBSERVgR A . *k

SIGN SIGN NO. OF w B~ m BAO

~PE sIz&/ UCH SIGN FAC~/ BuNd/ LxATIO&/ MOUNTINdi Pzjl

(IMH=) (HI-LO)

@

3%30 210 30 la L 1+ 6
——

t’ *%24 /0 o I + 1 0
..

v

lm ~3&%3b 76 /2 8 4 6 3— —— — .——

*%6%M 2 0 0 0 0 0

=
%Hla 40 10 5 2 is 3—

m-
%Xla 4L 6 is 3—

R

30K% 35 5 7 /2. 20 J— —

❑ “
%X* 4 0 0 3 / a..—-— —.

a4i24 3L 9 0 12 0 2

w...,
.- .24% 18 36 0 0 12 0 ‘-J

b

2+% 24 _,_ Jo __ -._&_ - .-! .3 a I~ - .—— —— .— .— .—
no(6.?,J a4% 18 20 I o 3 2 I_

‘g 24A A4 L o 0 _,_ 2 ._e ._._.- L———.—
NOU1.. *X13 L c o 2 0 \

[3
No 24 ~ 34 14 6 z 4 5 L
,,R.5 ——— ——

1
~/ Standard slzeg mst occur in multiples of 6 Incheg.
~/ Face 19 non-reflective, worn-out, damaged, nOn-standard , wrong message, bad size.
~/ Sign baae (wood or metal) is bad, damged, broken, bent, holes.
</ Slg” ia too close/far from rOad edge 2’ 6’ 12’ ; from intersection; or from problem.
~/ Sign (on ita pogt) ia too high, or too low. (5 ft rural, 7 ft urban min. )

bf Post is bent. twisted.broken. rotted. or lea nim,

Figure 71
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APPENDIX E

PROJECT PRIORITY AND BENEFIT/COST

1 General. To insure the proper expenditure of installation funds,

it will be necessary to assign priorities to roadway construction projects.

First, the need for every project must be determined by application of

standard traffic engineering techniques. Second, the time frame of the

various projects must be decided. Long-term and short-term projects

must be identified, together with the desired completion date. Suitable

project lead -time must be allowed. Third, the cost of the project should

be estimated. Fourth, the expected benefits from the project should be

computed. Fifth, the standard benefit/cost ratio should be calculated.

And finally, the projects should be listed by priority.

2. cost. Project cost may be estimated by using any of the conven-

ient costing guides published by DOD or civilian concerns. LTp-to -date

material should be used and should include the cost of design, labor,

material, equipment, and, where applicable, right-of-way. Principles of

enginee ring economics should be followed when applicable. The impact of

the project upon the environment, air pollution, noise , socioeconomic

human factors, and energy usage must be determined.

3. Benefits.

a. Accident costs.

include reduced travel time,

The benefits of any valid highway project

decreased driving expense, and improved

highway safety. The computation of the first two is covered in several of

the references presented in appendix B. The computation of the benefits

due to improved traffic safety is discussed in HSPM 13 (see part two, sec

XIV of this pamphlet). HSPM 13 contains a formula for estimating the

benefits of accident reduction. It calculates the dollar benefit by using an

after /before ratio, which includes the averaged cost per accident. The

basic accident costs recommended by the FHWA are:

Property Damage Only (PDO)- $ 300

Injury (I)-

Fatality (F)-

When more accurate state or

be used instead of the above.

7,300

200, 700

local accident costs are available , they should
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b. Fatal accidents. Statistically speaking, a fatal accident is a

rare occurrence. The event of a fatal accident at some particular inter-

section may cause that intersection to be assigned to priority far out of

proportion with what it deserves. Therefore, the FHWA benefit formula

includes a weighting factor “Q” that tends to bring individual computations

into agreement with the ratio of injury/fatal accidents observed statewide.

c. Project benefits. The dollar accident benefits of a traffic

project, which causes accidents to decrease from state “b” (before) to

state “a” (after), is estimated by -

ADTa

‘B-a = ADTa
[

— Q (A=l) PF1 t 300 (A 1PDO) ‘PDO

where: B = Benefits ($) resulting from project

Accidents; yearly average number of fatalities

plus injury

Percent reduction in AF1 expected due to

project

APDO = Accidents; yearly average number of pro-

perty damage only

PPDO = Percent reduction in APDO expected due to

project

To prevent biasing the results because of rare fatal occur-

rences, a weighting factor

Q=

is used, given by:

Average cost of non-PDO accidents;

200, 700 t (Is/Fs) 7,300

where: Is/Fs =

1 t (IS/FS)

State or local ratio of injury to fatal acci-

dents on that particular class of road (two-

lane rural, four -lane urban, and so forth)
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4. Benefit/cost ratio. This ratio should be computed for each pro-

ject. The projects may then be ranked in order of priority. Again, it is

emphasized that concern must be show for the environment, air quality,

noise, socioeconomic factors, and energy usage.

5. Documentation. Sufficient accident and cost data must be main-

taine d. h after /before study shotid be performed for each major project.

It is only by this method that the validity of various traffic engineering

techniques may be proven and future projects may benefit.

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1987-726482/41254
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